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AtsSTRACT

This stucly exarnines the behavioul of phase tlansformations in Ni-rich Ni-Ge solicl

solutions with Ge concentration ranging from zero to |SatVo. The effect of Ge addition orl

the lattice parameter of Ni-Ge solicl solution has been investigated by the x-r'ay diffi'actior-r

technique. The presence of an inflection point located at about 2ats/oGe in the lattice

parameter vs Ge concentration curve has been observed. Below this point ancl in dilute

solicl solution legion thele exists a linear leiationship between theses two pararneters.

Beyond this point and in concentrated solicl solution region the culve exhibits a

consiclerably negative cleviation from the plot extrapolatecl fi'om the clilute solid solutions

region. The presence of tiny, plate-like Ge-rich zones cohelent with the matlix in

concentratecl Ni-Ge solicl solutions has been revealecl by using both TEM ancl x-lay

cliffraction techniques. The orientation relationship between the Ge-r'ich zones (G) ancl the

marix (M) is (100)cll(100), ancl t010lclltO10l". Based on a thennoclynarnic analysis and

the consicler-ation of the ilrflue¡c e of elaratio on the stability fcc crystal stÌuctue the Ge-rich

zones have been suggestecl to be partially ordered and possess lowel specific volume which

is ¡esponsible fol the observecl negative deviation in the lattice parameter vs Ge

concenÍatio¡ plot. The aclclition of Ge to nickel lattice has been also found to progressively

change the clislocation configuration fi'om a three dirnensioltal type to a planat slip type.

This change is suggestecl to be relatecl to the presenco of the paltially orderecl Ge-r'ich

zones. In supelsaturatecl solicl solution region the microstt'uctural and kinetic features of

Ni-14.56ato/oGe alloy solution treated ancl then isotherrnally aged at 550 and 600 C have

bee¡ stucliecl by TEM and x-ray diffraction techniques. Basecl on experimental results, the

theoletical analysis of continuous phase Iansfolmation ancl consideration of the influence

of elaratio on the stability of fcc crystal structure, the precipitation of phase fi'orn the Ni-

l4.56ato/oGe alloy agecl at 550 and 600 C has been conclucleci to unclergo a phase



transformation involving a continuous growth of cornposition wave and the cooperation of

a spir-roclal type phase sepalation and a clisorder-olcler reaction. A leaction path clescribing

the inechanism of the cooperation is proposed.
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37. ,{(p) Latttce fianslation vector

gA. Ë(k) Wave vector in reciprocal space

39. ã,j Plirnitive ffanslation vectors in real space

40. ã¡' Primitive translation vectors in reciplocal space

41. V(k) Reciprocal spacepotential

42. u(k) Arnplification factor of wave vectol k

43. d Interatomic spacing

44. Í ,A.verage atolnic size

45. T Ternpelature (K)

46. o Interfacial energy per unit area

XX
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47 . D Volume diffusion coefficient

48. T., Melting point

49. Ku Klovolt

50. ato/a Atomic percentage

51. nrn Nanometer

52. A.A.D. Apparent atomic cliarneter

53. g Reciprocal vectol

54. L Camela length

55. I Intensity of a difflaction beam

56. Lto Linear absorption coefficient

5l.a Weightfi'action

58.p Density

59. Vc" Partial mola¡ volutne of germaniurn

60. k Arnplitude of composition wave

61. Q Wavelength of cornposition fluctuation

62. fi Atornic scattering factor of component i

XX¡
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Ni-base superalloys possess a set of excellent properties such as high ternpelature

stlerìgth, good ductility, goocl fatigue, creep and hot-corrosion resistance etc. It is these

plopelties that enable the material to be widely used at elevatecl temperatures and in

agglessive environrnents. In order to obtain the superior properties, various alloying

elements are added to the fcc nickel lattice. From a microsffuctural point of view the role of

these alloying elernents can be either a solid solution hardener, a strengthening phase

fonneL, or a surface stabilizer.

In the past few yoars, it has been experimentally establishecl that the acldition of

gerrnanium can harclen the nickel lattice consiclerably and that the presence of NirGe

precipitates can significantly strengthen the Ni-Ge maûix. Since Ni.Ge, like Ni.Al,

possesses aL7, crystal sfiucture and is stable up to 1I20"C, a study of theprecipitation

behavioul of NirGe and the corresponding strengthening mechanisrn is expected to be

valuable in finding applications of Ni.Ge precipitates as a strengthening phase in the

developrnent of Ni-base supelalloys. On the other hancl, since the plecipitation process

involves two basic pl'ocesses, i.e. the clustering of solute atorns and ordering, the

interaction of these two processes and the precipitation reaction path play an important role

in the cletermination of microsûuctuLe, and hence the properties of the rnaterial. Therefore,



a stucly of this aspect is both theoletically and practically important. Currently, research on

this aspect of supelalloy development is very active and different types of the interaction

ancl reaction paths have been proposecl in various al1oy systems. However, a systematic

study in the Ni-Ge ailoy systern is lacking.

The effect of Ge addition on the variation in lattice parameter of Ni-rich Ni-Ge

solid solutions has been experirnentally investigated by sorne researchers during the past

few years. A definite inflection point on the lattice parameter vs composition curve has been

obselved by different groups of researchers. They reportecl that below this point the lattice

paralneter increases rapidly with Ge content and beyond this point, the increase in lattice

palalneter with Ge content occuls at a decreasing late, and the curve exhibits a significantly

negative cleviation from lineality. However, until now, the reason fol the occurrence of this

phenornenon has not beeÍì studied. Since distinct changes in lattice parameter rnight be

related to the change in the distribution ancl/or arrangement of atoms in alloys, an

unclerstancling of this phenornenon rnight be valuable not only in the study of the effect of

Ge aclclition on various properties of the solid solution but also in the study of clustering

ancl orclering interactions. This woulcl also elucidate the leaction path cluring the

precipitation of Ni.Ge from supersaturated Ni-Ge solicl solutions.

In this study, a systernatic investigation has been conducted in the two areas

mentioned above. Eight Ni-Ge alloys with Ge concentrations ranging frorn 0.92 to 14.5

att/o wete chosen. Arnong these alioys, the cornposition of six alloys was in the single

phase solicl solution field and the cornpositions of the other two alloys were in the two

phase field. Transrnission elecfion rnicloscopy and x-ray cliffi'action were the main research

techniques usecl in this stucly. Microhaldness was chosen as a païalneter to study the

influence of variation in microstructulal characteristics on the mechanical proper'ties of the

2



material. Thennodynamic parameters and the elecfion theory of phase stability have been

considerecl in explaining the observecl variation in lattice parameter of the rnaterial with

cornposition.

3
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2.I Definition of Continuous Fhase Transformation

Christian [1] has classified the phase transformations which may occur'in alloy

systelns into two funclamental rnodes, namely, (a) heterogeneous transforrnations (b)

horno geneous transformations.

The hetelogeneous transforrnations, which inclucle both classical heterogeneous

and hornogeneous nucleation processes, generally involve the spatial partition of the system

into legions which are transformed and regions which are not ffansformed. These two

kinds of regions are separatecl by clistinct interphase intelfaces. [n most cases nucleation in

rnetallic solid solution is heterogeneous. Suitable nucleation sites are the lattice defects such

as vacancies, clislocations, stacking faults and inclusions etc. The existence of these non-

equilibriurn lattice clefects increases the free energy of the system. tf the formation of a

precipitate nucleus results in the destruction of a defect, sorne amount of free energy will be

released. Therefore, the activation energy banier for nucleation is reduced ancl the process

becomes energetically rnore favorable.

4



In a hornogeneous tnode, the phase transformation occurs unifonnly throughout

the wliole system and the cornpositional fluctuation and/or clegree of ordering are increased

plogressively frorn initially srnall values to large values, ancl the system acquires a

therrnodynarnically more stable state. Since the entire procedure is energetically favorable,

the nucleation process is no longer necessary, and, contrary to the nucleation ancl growth

tnode, the leaction is a spontaneous plocess and an energy ban'ier does not exist. The

homogeneous transformation is also called a continuous ffansformation since the entire

systeln tlansfonns via a " continuous " amplification of an initially small fluctuation in

cornposition and / or the degree of ordering within the supersaturated solid solution [2].

Flom an engineering standpoint, if a microstructure with very fine and unifonnly

distributed second phase precipitate particles within the rnatrix can be obtainecl by rneiurs of

continuous phase transformations, the properties of the rnaterial are expectecl to be

enhancecl gleatly. Therefore, a study of the continuous transformation is not only of

theoretical interest but also of practical irnportance. Since the continuous type of

fransformation is the rnajor concern of this study, the following sections of the literature

review will be concenffated rnainly on this topic.

The concept of concentration waves plays a central role in a systernatic

undelstanding of continuous phase transformations. However, this concept was originally

used for describing spinodal decomposition which is actually one type of continuous

transformation involving fluctuation in composition only. Therefore, before cliscussing

disorder'-ot'cler ffansfonnations using this concept, ancl a more complex interplay between

the plogressive clustering and orclering, it is necessaly to briefly overview the

establishment ancl development of this concept in the theory of spinodal decornposition.

5



2.2 Classical Concept of the Composition Wave the
Theory of Spinodal Decomposition

The study of spinodal decornposition startecl ahnost 50 years ago. In the early

1940's, it was reportecl that quenched and aged Cu-Ni-Fe alloys with a cornposition illside

the rniscibility gap of its phase diagrarn exhibitecl siclebands ( ol satellite effect arouncl some

Blagg peaks in the X-ray diffraction pattem 13,41). Further observations on the sirnilar

alloys were macle by Daniel and Lipson [5,6] who suggested that the sideband effect could

be clue to a modulation in cornposition along <100> crystal directions of the rnatrix. In the

1950's, attention was directecl at the technological potential of these alloys for various

applications [7], and a theoretical explanation of the rnodulation in cornposition was filst

suggestecl by Hillert [8,9]. Starting with a regular solution mode, he clerived a flux

fluctuation for one dilnensional diffusion in a cliscrete lattice. This equation clifferecl frorn

the usual one by the introcluction of a term that allowed for the effect of the interfacial

energy on the driving folce between the adjacent atomic pianes that are clifferent in

composition. He solved the flux equation numerically and found that inside the spinodal it

yielcled a perioclic variation in cornposition as a function of distance. It was interesting that

the calculated value of the wavelength of the cornposition rnodulation was of the orcler of

10 nrn which is of the satne order as leported by Daniel ancl Lipson from their studies on

Cu-Ni-Fe alloys [5,6].

A mole flexible continuum mode was subsequently developed by Cahn [ 10, 1 1].

In adclition to using an interfacial energy tenn, Cahn also introducecl a coherency strain

energy term. This term is important because it gives the reason for the chalacteristic

rnorphology of the spinoclal decornposition in elastically anisotropic materials. Cahn was

also the first to use the telrn " spinodal decomposition " in the published literature.

6



On the practical applications side, spinodal decornposition has been found to offer

a ineans of producing a vory fine rnodulated rnicrosffucture which exhibits high age-

stlengthening effect ancl good lesistance to fatigue. A number of commelcial spinodal

alloys have been developed and founcl to be suitable fol use in various applications [12].

ln the 1970's, studies for developing the theory of spinoclal decornposition were

being actively carried out. Cahn [13] ancl Hillalct ll4l thoroughly reviewed the status of

spinodal clecomposition in binary alloy systerns. Morral and Cahn [15,16] anclde Fontaine

[17] exterrclecl the theoly to analyze ternary alloy systerns. Furtherrnore, the general

theoretical analysis has essentially extended the notion of continuous transfonnation, which

originally meant spinodal ffansfonnation resulting in a cornposition change, to include

clustering and ordering of solute atoms that always take place in an alloy system where the

precipitation of an orclerecl phase occuls [18,19]. De Fontaine [18] suggested unifiecl

Íeatment to incorporate both the concept of "spinodal clustering" and "spinodal ordering".

Recently, Soffa ancl Laughlin [20], based on thefu research in the Ni-Ti systeln,

have suggested a sirnple approach using free energy-cornposition cliagrarns and loci of

therrnoclynarnic instability to clelineate the regions of continuous phase ffansformation, ancl

desclibe var'ious ways of complex interplay between the clustering and olclering reaction

occurring in metallic solicl solutions. This graphical thermoclynamic approach has been

found to be applicable to other alloy systems as well.

2.2.1. Ðefinition of Spinodal Ðecomposition

The phase cliagrarn of a binary system with a rniscibility gap is shown in Fig.1.

Above a critical temperatu'e T", cornplete solicl-solubility is expected. Below T", the systeln

7



exhibits a miscibility gap ancl a homogeneous single solicl solution within this gap

decomposes into two coherently mixed phases cr' ancl cr". These two phases possess the

satne or sirnilar crystal sûucture but clifferent cornpositions; one is solute rich and the other

is solute lean.

At any temperature lower than T", say To, the variation in free energy of an

undecomposecl solicl solution with cornposition co can be schematically desclibecl in the top

curve of Fig.1. The points of cormnon tangency on this curve define the compositions co,

andc¡,of the o' ancl ct," phases respectively. These two phases coexist in equilibriuin at

telnperaturc To. The locus of such points is the phase boundary. In adclition, there are two

irrflection points on the curve, at which

f"=0

where f" = ( ò2t I òcz¡r,, ancl f is the Helmholtz free energy. The locus of such points

satisfying Eq.1 is the spinodal and is illustrated by the dashed curve in the phase diagrarn.

Within the two inflection points f"<0, however, outside the inflection points f">0. The

thelnodynarnic significance of the spinoclal is that it is the boundary between the two

equilibriurn states. The undecornposed solid solutions between the phase bounclary and the

spinodal are in metastable equilibriurn and those within the spinodal are in unstable

equilibriurn. Although the final products of decornposition ale the saûre, i.e. ü' and cx,", the

phase clecornposition in the rnetastable region is via the nucleation ancl growth mechanism.

The metastable phases resist the forrnation of srnali fluctuation in cornposition, but clo not

lesist the folrnation of larger ones. However, phase decomposition ili the unstable region is

by the spinoclal clecornposition mechanisrn. The phase in unstable equilibriurn does not

lesist the formation of either srnall or large fluctuations in cornposition.

(1)
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2.2.2" Mlechanism of Spinodal Ðecomposition

Considel that a homogeneous binary alioy of composition co clecomposes into

two palts: one with composition c0 + õ" and the other with cornposition co - õ", where õ" is

an infinitesimal fluctuation in composition. Before clecomposition, the alloy possesses free

energy f(co). Expanding f(co+õ") ancl f(co-ô") in a Taylor's series about co ancl neglecting

highel older derivatives, the following expressions can be obtained,

f (co+õ") =f (co¡+f(c6) õ"+ ll2f"(ca) (õ")2 + """

f (co-õ") =f (co¡ - f(c6) 8"+ U2 f"(c6) (ô")2 +"""

in which pdmes on the fs clenote clerivatives with respect to composition c. The adclition of

Eqs.2 ancl 3 results in the following expression.

f (co+õ") + f (co-ð") = Z [f(co) + ll2 f" (cs) (õ")2]

If it is assurnecl that the alloy clecornposes into the salne arnount of two parts, with

cornposition (cg+õ") ancl (co - õ") respectively, the clifference in free energy before and after

the decornposition can be expressed by

Lf = UZ f"(c6) (õ")2

Since f"(co) is srnaller than zelo inside the spinodal, i.e. it has a negative value, a

small amount of decornposition (õ") will recluce the free energy of the entire system.

Therefore, ther'rnodynarnically, the decomposition is a spontaneous process. In other

woLcÌs, there is no energy barrier for the decomposition process inside the spinodal and the

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)
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rate of clecomposition is determined solely by cliffusion.

Aftel a small fluctuation in cornposition has alreacly been established within the

alloy, the chemical potential (G) of components of the clecomposecl products can be

determined by the well known tangent rule. The lesults are shown in Fig.2. It can be seen

that the chernical potential within the spinodal has a lower value at a higher concentratiorl.

For example, the solute concenffation at point X"u on the free energy -cornpositioll curve

is higher than the one at point X'u, the chernical potential of solute element at point X"u

(i.".G (X"u))islowerthantheoneatpointX'u (i.".G, (X'u)).Sirnilarly, Gl ( X"u )

at point X"u is larger than G, ( X'u ) at point X'u. Thus, a graclient in chemical potential is

established. This gradient acts as a driving force which causes cornponents of the systeln to

rnigrate fi'om the region possessing higher chernical potential to the one possessing lower

chernical potential. In the case of spinodal decomposition, the migration of solute atotns is

up the concentration gradient. This solute cliffusion causes the arnplitucle of fluctuation in

cornposition to increase continuously and leaves a solute depleted zone around the

fluctuation. This situation is schematically illusfi'atecl in region "4" of Fig.3. The outer

eclges of the solute depleted zone" whose composition is lower than the average

cornposition of the material, develop a chemical potential gradient which incluces solute to

diffuse away fi'om the original cluster ancl builcl up new clusters (region b). Thus, a set of

srnall clusters periodically euranged in space are rapidly folmecl. Continuecl diffusion in an

up-hi1l lnanner finally results in a structule in which the solute-r'ich cx." phase ancl the

solute-clepleted o' phase are peliodicalty mixed with each other. (r'egion c). This

mechanism of phase ûansformation is clefined as spinoclal decomposition and is an up-hill

cliffusion conn olled continuous phase û ansfor mation.

11
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2.2.3. Kinetics of Spinodal Ðecomposition

The kinetic theory of spinodal decornposition was developed rnainly by Cahn

[13]. The following section is prirnarily based on his work ancl the excellent review

presentecl by Hillialct 1141. In this section, the classical cliffusion equation will be first

cliscussed. After that, a modified diffusion equation is proposed and the corresponding

solution to this equation further developed.

A. Classical Ðiffusion Equation

In the discussion of the kinetics of spinoclal decornposition based on the classical

diffusion equation, only one dirnensional diffusion is consiclered for simpiicity. This

lirnitation is justifiecl because in the early stages of spinodal decornposition ( which will be

of plirnaly conceln ) interaction between cornposition modulation in different crystal

directions does not occur.

In a binary alloy system, the fluxes of components I and 2, denoted as J, and J,

respectively, ale proportional to the gradient in chemical potentials with respect to some

fixed plane. Thus,

Jr = - No (1-c) 7t rþr
dX

J2= -Nu c 7, C*,

(6)

(1)
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where Nu is the nurnber of atoms per unit volurne, c is the atomic fi'action of component 2,

V is the atomic velocity uncler a unit chemical potential gladient, þi (i=1, 2...) is the

chernical potential of component i, and the fluxes are assumed to be along the x clilection.

With respect to a rnoving reference plane for which the total flux is zeto, the flux of

colnponent 2, J, is given by

J =Iz-c (Jl+J2)

ðu-, âu'
- - N., c (1-c) t% (--) -Yl(--r--:- )ldX dX

The term on the right side of Eq.(8) can be reanangecl ancl the corlesponcling

expression after the rearrangement can be written as follows:

J = -Nu c(l-c) {t(l-c) V2 + c VtJ x

t(
ôpz . .Dpr.,
- ,l -(- )ldx dx

+ (V, -V)lc(4¿J * rr-.1 c*!l¡dX T,,X

Due to the following Gibbs - Duhern relationship,

(1-c)ôpi+côp2=6

(8)

(e)

the last term in Eq.9 is zero and Eq.9 reduces to

(10)

J = -Nu c (1-c) l(l-c) Vr+cvlf t(þ ,þ,
If M is defined by the following expression,

15
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Eq.l 1 can be sirnplifiecl to the following:

J = -N,, lr¿ tr*21 14t- ¡1' dx rrx
( 13)

Since Þ1 and V2 Ne the chernical potentials per atom, while f is the free energy

per unit volume, then

NucFz+Nu(l-c)Þr=f

M=c (1-c) [(1-c) V, + c V1f

The variation in free energy, f, with

differentiating Eq.14 with respect to composition c

(r2)

(14)

composition c can be obtained by

resulting in the following expression:

Nu (Lrz - F1) = df / dc (1s)

By differentiating Eq.15 with respect to x ancl substituting in Eq.13 the following

expression fol J is obtained:

J=-M(d/dx)(df/dc)

J=-M (cl2 f/clc2 ¡ lctc/ctx¡. (16)

Assuming that M and dzfldcz, (i.e.f") are inclependent of cliffusion distance x,

ancldiffelentiating Eq.16 with respect to x, the following expression can be obtainecl

or

16



âJ/ðx = -M f" (òzclòxz). (11)

Since

where the purpose of introducing Nu is

consistent. By cornbining 8q.17 ancl 18,

ðc/ðt=- lN"(ôJlðx) (18)

to keep the units on both sicles of the equation

the following expression can be derivecl:

diffusion

¿.73¿ =(MÆ{u) f" (ð2clôx2 ).

By cornparing Eq.19 with the following statement of

òclòt=D (òLclòx/)

(1 e)

Fick's second Law of

(20)

(2t)

where D is the interdiffusion coefficient, the following relationship between ñ

and f" can be obtained by

D=f" M/Nu

InEq.27, the sign of ñ, lwhether positive or negative) is governecl only by the

nature of f" since M and Nu possess positive value. Within the spinodal, f"< 0 and

therefole ñ is negative. The physical significance of ñ < 0 is that the diffusion occuls in an

up-hilllnantler, i.e. the solute atoms rniglate from a lower concenfration legiorr to a higher

concentration legion.
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E. Vlodification of the Classical Ðiffusion Equation

The variation in cornposition between the rnaximum and minimum of the

cornposition fluctuations induced by spinoclal clecornposition is comparable to a diffuse

interface between the two phases. An excess of free energy associatecl with such an

intelface can be expectecl. Therrnoclynarnically, this "interfacial energy" is positive and will

decrease the clriving force which is available for the diffusion of atoms participating in the

phase transformation. It can be assumed that the shorter the composition rnodulation

wavelength, the gleater the composition graclient and, hence, the higher the "interfacial"

energy. Therefore, in this case, the amount of the decrease in driving force can no longer

be neglected. However, in cleriving the classical cliffusion equation, the driving force was

assumed to be cotnposition clependent. Therefore, in the case of spinodal decornposition, a

term related to the interfacial energy shoulcl be introduced to rnodify the classical cliffusion

equation.

a" Coelsidenatiom of {nferfacial Ðmergy

In older to detennine the interfacial energy term quantitatively, Cahn l10l utilizecl

a treatlnent which assumecl that the free energy of a nonhomogeneous system could be

explessed by the following rnultivariable Taylor's expansion:

+@2flòyòz)yz+

18
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Here the variables, y, z .........ate the spatial cornposition derivatives (dc ldx, d2c

I dx2, etc.). The fi'ee enelgy of a srnall volume elernent containing a one-clirnensional

cornposition fluctuation can be expressed (neglecting third and high-order terrns) as

follows:

f = f (c) + L (dc / clx) + Kr(dzc I dxz¡+ K2) (dc I dx)z, (23)

where

L=ðflô(dc/dx)

Kr=ðflò(dzcldxz)

K2=012)ò'tlò(òcldx)2

(evaluated àt zero gradients) and f(c) is the free energy that a volurne elernent of

cornposition c woulcl have if it were homogeneous.

The total free energy of a system with a cross-section A containing a one

dirnensional fluctuation in cornposition can then be obtainecl by integlating 8q.23. By

proper ffeatment, the corresponding expression can be written as follows:

fFr=Af tt(c)+K(dc/clx)2ldx, (24)
J

where K = Kz - (dKr / dc) ancl is terrned the "gladient-energy coefficient".

To detelmine the expression fol the potential corresponcling to the system which
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possesses a free energy expressed by 8q.24, the following requir'ernents shoulcl be

satisfied. First, the obtainecl expression of the potential must lecluce to the classical one, df

/ cic, when the gladient-energy coefficient K is set equal to zero. Second, at equilibriurn,

the potential should be constant throughout the system. Cahn has solved the problern and

defined a term c which possesses the property of the potential. The corresponding

explession for c¿ is given by,

a = df I dc - 2K (d2c l dx2; = constant (2s)

Substituting a for (clf / ctc) in Eq.i6, the moclifiecl flux equation can be expressed

as follows:

J = -M (cl /clx t(clf /clc) - 2K(d2 c/ dx2¡1 (26)

Perfolming the clifferentiation with respect to x and assuming K to be a constant,

the result can be expressecl by

J = - M I f"(clc / clx) - 2K (cl3c/ dx:¡1

Similarly, if the atornic sizes of components making up a binary solid solution are

clifferent, the fonnation of a composition fluctuation will introduce a coherency sffain.

Since the coherency strain energy is positive, it will decrease the driving force fol diffusion

as well. Thelefore, the classical cliffusion equation should also be rnoclifiecl based upon the

above consicleration.

(21)
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b" Comsidenafion of Cohenexlcy SÉraim Ðmengy

The elastic stlain energy of a cubic crystal can be estimated by calculating the

work requirecl to deform a slice of the material so that it can be adcled coherently to an

existing slab of unit cross-sectional area (Fig.4). Assuming that the lattice spacing in the

plane of the slab is ao ancl that of the unclefonnecl slice is "a", if the slice is to be coherent

after being joined to the slab it must be subjected to a sffain of õ, which is given by the

following:

õ=(a-a6)/ao (28)

The total elastic energy of a slab of cross-section area A is then given by

wE=ajva2ax

where,

(2e)

(30)

Y = (112) (cri + Zcp) x

{3- (crr +2cp) llcn+2 (2c*-crr+crr) (lznz +tn2n2 +I2nz)1

In this expression the c's are the elastic stiffness constants and l, m, n are the

clilection cosine of the clirection of the cornposition rnodulation. For cornpalison purposes,

the elastic stiffness constants of some rnetals with a cubic crystal structure are given in

Table I1211.

If ao is the lattice parameter of the unstrained region with an average cornposition

c6, a Taylor's expansion of the lattice palamete , a, about cg yields
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Table 1. Elastic stiffness constants and anisotropic

factors for fcc metals l2rl

Element Elastic stiffness conslant Anisotropy factor (A)

n:2C+ql(Cn-Cn)
Crr Ct'¡ C¿¿

AI 10.70 6.08 2.83 t.23

Cu 16.84 t2.14 7.55 3.21

Ae 12.40 9.37 4.6r 3.04

Au 19.23 16.31, 4.20 2.87

Ni 24.36 t4.94 T1.96 2.54
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a = q) [l+q(c-co )

n = (l/ao) (clalctc ) = d (ln a) I dc

then 8q.31 becornes

â=âo [ 1+q(c-co )

Neglecting higher order terms in 8q.33,

obtained

By substituting this in

of the slab ofcross-section area

(31)

(32)

(33)

the foliowing lelationship for ð can be

If,

õ = (a - ag) la0 = r-ì (c- c6) (34)

8q.29, the following expression for the total elastic energy

A can be obtained,

wE=nlq'Y(c-co)2clx (35)

This indicates that the strain energy depends only on the arnplitucle of the

cornposition rnodulation and is indepenclent of the wavelength ancl W, is proportional to Y.

From Table 1 it is seen that for rnost coûunon metals with cubic crystal sfucture

2 cu - cr, +crr> 0
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Therefore, frorn Eqs. 29 and 30 the value of Y and, hence, the elastic energy, will

bearninirnumforthosedirectionsforwhichthevalue of (l2n? +12n2 +tnzn2 ) is a

minimuln. When the dii'ection of composition rnodulation is parallel to <100>, Y.100,

becomes minimum,

Y.loo, = cll * ctz - 2 (cz 12 I c|) (37)

As will be shown later, the glowth rate of the cornposition modulation will be

maxirnurn in a direction that minimizes Y. These directions therefore cletennine the

rnorphology of the decomposecl cubic solid solutions. The total free energy of the solid

solution, now includes both interfacial energy ancl elastic strain energy which are incluced

by cornposition modulatioli. This total free energy of the solid solution with compoition

modulation in it is given by

I f(c)+r12 Y (c-c6)2+K (clc / clx)2 ] clx, (3 8)

and the cliffusion equation is given by

òc I òt= (M / Nu)[ (f"+2qzy\ çdzc I dxz¡ - zK(dac I dxa¡1 (3e)

Fr=A I

C. Solution of the Vlodified Ðiffusion Equation

If tenns M ancl N in Eq.39 are assumecl to be independent of c, the equation can

be solved by a Fourier fiansfonnation method. Let A(B) be the arnplitucle of a Fourier

cornponent of wavenumber B (B = 2n I ì,, where l" is wavelength of the cornpositior-r

modulation) then the spatial cornposition vadation can be expressecl by the Fourier
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A(B)=0/2fi!

= / ,,Þ,"o(B) exp(iBx) clB

òc tòt= itvt/Ny) tir"+zn¡f (iP)24(B) exp(iBx) oB ,r{ (iP)44(B) exp(iBx) dBl

integral

c-co =l o tBl exp ( iBx ) dB (40)

According to the inverse relationship the coefficient A (Þ) in Eq.40 can be

expressed as follows:

1c-ca) exp (-iBx) dx (41)

By diffelentiating Eq.40 with respect to time t, the

obtained

following equation is

lctA(B)/dtl exp(i Bx)clB (42)

By noting that

dnc/clxn (43)

Eq.39 can be rewritten as follows:

(44)

On equating corresponding coefficients of F,q.42 and 44, the following equation is

obtainecl

a"tòt= {
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clA(B) I dt= - (M / N")[f" +2r12y +zt<þz] P2 A(P) (4s)

8q.45 is an ordinary clifferential equation. The solution of this equation is then

given by,

A( B,t ) = A(Þ,0) exp[R(B)t]

in which A(P,0) is the initial arnplitucle of the Fou'ier component of wavenurnber B ancl

R(Þ) is called an arnplification factor, which is clefined by,

R (Þ) = -( M / Nv ) [f" + 2r12y + 2Kþ2] þ2 (47)

In Eq.(47), the term ZrlzY is due to the elastic stlains and2Kþ2 term involves

the graclient energy which becomes irnportant when B increases, i.e. when the

wavelength )" decreases. If clecornposition can be supplessecl cornpletely cluring

quenching from the supersaturated state into the spinodal, the initial arnplitucle of the

cornposition modulation wave A(8,0) will be the arnplitucle due to thermal fluctuation

that is in equilibrium at the quenching temperatue Tq. This is given by 1221,

<A2 (p) > = [ KTq /Vr (f" +zI2 y + zKþ2 )],

(a6)

(48)

where Vt is the volutne of the specirnen. Usually, during quenching some deglee of

decornposition rnay occur and the arnplitude A(P,O) will be the value at the end of

quenching.
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2.2.4. Characteristics of F,arly Stages of Spinodal
Ðecomposition

In deriving and solving the linear diffusion equation it was assumed that the

parameters K, n, Y, M, and f" are inclepenclent of composition. Actually, these

assumptions are only valid when the arnplitude of composition fluctuation is small.

Therefore, the analytical solution of the diffusion equation and its corresponding

physical rneaning zue only valid durilig the early stages of decornpositioll.

It is seen frorn Eq.(47) thàt at any particular'temperature and composition within

the spinodal there exists a critical wavenurnber P. ( and accorclingly a wavelength,L" =

2 n I þ" ) which satisfies the following lelationship:

f"+2112Y+zKþ3=o (41))

and for which R(Þ) = 0 . Other Fourier components for which F . Þ. will grow but for'

those for which Þ t Þ. will decay. The variation of arnplification factor R(B) with

wavenumber B is shown by the solid curve in Fig.5. The physical rneaning of this

cuve is:

(1) On the srnall wavenumber sicle, R(B) increases with an inclease in B because

of the declease in diffusion distance. In this legion the classical cliffusion equation

(clashed curve in Fig.5) is a satisfactory approximation.

(2) On the large wavenumber sicle, R(B) decreases rapidly with an increase in B.

This is because when B is large the cornposition gradient becomes the clorninant factor
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in influencing the free energy of the system ancl the driving force for the transforrnation

decreases rapidly. Eventually, R(B) becomes negative at a critical value of P = Ê". ancl

it reaches a rnaximum value at Þ = Þn., when B,,., is equal to llr[7(þ").

Since the wavenurnber B and the wavelength l" have the relationship B=2n71,, the

variation in the arnplification factor R can be also expressed as a function of wavelength

ì" and can be shown as in Fig.6

The locus of F. = 0 is defined as

chemical spinoclal which is defined by

spinodal is therefore given by

the coherent spinoclal clistinguished fi'orn the

Eq.1. Frorn Eq.(a9) the locus of a coherent

f"+2q2Y=0 (s0)

Since Y is a function of clirection in anisonopic crystalline materials, it follows

that the coherent spinodal ternperature will also vary with the clirection of the

cornposition fluctuation. This temperature will be a maximurn for those clilections that

tninitnize Z\2 y. As rnentionecl earlier, those dilections are usually along <100> in

cubic crystalline rnaterials.

Accorcling to Cahn's calculation, the maxirnurn value of arnplification factor

R(Þ,n) coresponcling to the maxirnum value of Þ,n can be expressecl by,

R(B,n)=(2KMAtrv)Fa,n,

F,n is ternperatüe clependent ancl can be expressecl by,
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þ?,:tT-T )s"/4K (s2)

whete, T is the isotherrnal ageing temperature, ancl Tl is the coherent spinoclal

ternperature of the system, T<Ti. s" - (ð2s I òcz ¡ where s is the entropy per unit

volume ancl S"(0. By cornbining Eq.51 and 52, it is seen that when T is equal to Tl,

R(Ê,n) reduces to zero. That is to say no clecornposition will occur at the coherent

spinodal temperature, i.e. l. Ar T decreases, the clifference between T anct T{

increases. F,n increases and accordingly À,n decreases. The arnplification factor R(Þ,n)

also increases. However, at lower ageing temperature, due to a decrease in atomic

mobility, i.e. a lower value of rn in 8q.51, the increase in R(B,n) will eventually be

offset. Thetefore, the R(B,,.,) can reach its highest value at intermediate ageing

temperafures.

The physical rneaning of the solution of the linear diffusion equation, which is

orrly valid at the early stages of the decornposition, can be summarizeÅ as foliows:

1 . Thele wili be one wavelength, À,.,.,, of the initial Fouder specffum that will

have a tnaximum growth late and any Fourier component with a wavelength less than

the critical value 1"" ( where I" = I.', lt[T ) wlII decay.

2. I,,, ( ancl therefore À" ) decreases with: (a) decreasing ternperature, (b)

clecleasir.rg values of K, and (c) a shift in the average cornposition Co towards the center

of the spinodal.

3. In cubic tnaterials, preferential growth will occur along those directions that

rninirnize the coherency strain energy (usually <100> ).
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4. The rate of decornposition is zero at the temperature of cohelent spinoclal ancl

passes through a rnaxirnurn with decleasing ternperature.

2.3 Experimental lnvestigation of The Early Stage of
Spinodal Decomposition

The clevelopment of the theory of spinodal decornposition provicles a funclarnental

basis for an understancling of the evolution of quasi-periodic cornposition modulations

or concentration waves cluring the decornposition of supersaturatecl solid solution.

Howevet, early in the 1940's, the notion of a "wave-like" clustering or perioclic

redistlibution of solute atoms during ageing hacl ah'eady been suggestecl by Daniel and

Lipson 15,6]. The concept was usecl to explain the appearance of a so called "side-

bancls" or "satellites" around main diffraction peaks in x-ray cliffraction pattems cluring

the precipitation process in Cu-Ni-Fe alloys" The intensity of the sidebands in x-r'ay

diffiaction pattems is due to the connibution by the fluctuation in lattice spacing as well

as in atornic scattering factor which are incluced by the cornposition rnodulation. Due to

the reciprocal relationship between the real space (lattice space) and the reciprocal space

(diffraction space), the intensity of the sidebands rnay be consiclered to arise clue to the

contribution by these crystal planes with interplanar spacing equal to the wavelength of

the cotnposition rnodulation. The wavelength of the composition modulation (),) can be

estimated from the x-ray diffi'action data using the following well known Daniel-Lipson

fonnula [5,6]
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l. = h as ran eB / (^e) ( h2 + k2 +121

where h, k, I are the Millel inclices of a Bragg peak, 0, is the Bragg angle, a,,, is the

average lattice parameter of the rnaterial, Ä0 is the anguiar separation of the side-bands

frorn the Bragg peak and ì" is the wavelength of the cornposition rnodulation. Usually,

all measurements are made on (200) profile since this reflection gives the best

combination of side band resolution (large Â0) and interisity.

Sirnilarly, the TEM elecfron diffraction pattems observed from a spinoclal alloy

also show maffix diffractior-r spots flanked by satellites. The satellites usually align

thernselves along the <100> clirections, if the crystal structure of the maffix is cubic and

exhibits elastic anison'opic behaviour'.

The rnorphology of the proclucts of spinodal clecornposition depencls uporl many

factors. Arnong these factors, elastic anisotropy is the most irnportant one. In an

elastically anisotropic crystal the composition rnodulations form preferentially along

elastically soft clilections in olcler to reduce the elastic strain energy, and finally

rninirnize the total free energy of the system. Since cubic crystals are elastically soft

along <100> directions, the microstructure rnay be the result of superposition of three

sets of cornposition moclulations whose wave fi'onts are paraliel to the three sets of

{100} planes. In the early stages of spinodal decornposition periodic striations due to

strain fielcl contlast are usually observed in transmission electron microscope irnages.

These striations usually arrange themselves along <100> directions. It should be notecl

that although spinoclal decornposition gives lise to a rnoclulated microstructue in many

alloy systems, such rnodulated microstructure may sometimes be also forrned by

nucleation and growth type of üansformation leactions 123]. Therefore, the occurlence

(53)
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of modulatecl microstructure is only a necessary, but not a sufficient, conclition for the

transfolmatio n classifiecl as a spinodal clecornp osition.

Other rnorphological feature that charactedzes spinodal alloys is the absence of

preferential precipitation at lattice irnperfections such as grain boundaries ancl

dislocations etc. This is because the activation energy for spinoclal clecornposition is

less then kT 1241, whele k is the Boltzrnann's constant, T is the isotherrnal ageing

ternperature.

Another irnportant criterion for a ffansforrnation to be classified as spinodal

decornposition arises by the kinetics of the reaction. Cahn's theory of spinodal

decornposition preclicts that there is a composition modulation wave, with a wave

length À,n, which has the maximum arnplification factor R(À) ancl will be in a dominant

position to grow as corrrparecl to the other waves. As ageing progress ancl the arnplitucle

of wave incleases, the preferential growth of this wave keeps the wavelength constant

over short ageing periods. Such a characteristic constant wavelength has been detected

in several spirioclal alloys L25,26,27f. However, in some other alloy systems which

were reported to clecompose via spinoclal rnechanisrn, such short periods of constancy

of l" coulcl not be detectecl. It is probably because the period during which the value of

À remains constant is so short that it has alreacly passecl cluring quenching fi'om the

solutiol-r treaflnent telîperature.

By far', the rnost cornûron and successful techniques for the study of spinodal

decornposition are x-ray cliffraction ancl transrnission electron microscopy. Besides

these, neuffon diffraction, fielcl ion microscopy (FIM), atom probe field ion

microscopy (APFIM), high resolution electlon rnicroscopy (HRTEM) ancl various

physical property ûteasurement techniques have been also used for cornparison
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pru'poses with the results obt¿ined by TEM and x-ray cliffraction studies.

The occurrence of spinoclal decomposition has been reported in rnany alloy

systerns. The clystal stlucture of the spinoclal alloys is not only fcc, such as Au-Ni, Ni-

Ti, Co-Ti, Co-Fe-Ti, Ni-Al, Cu-Ni-Cr, Cu-Ti, Cu-Ni-Sn, Ni-Mo,etc. but is also bcc

such as Nb-Zr, Fe-Mo, Fe-Cr, Fe-Cr-Mo etc. Arnong these alloy systems, Cu-Ni-Cr

system has been stuclied most extensively by rnany researchers using various kinds of

techniques. X-ray and TEM techniques were appliecl by Kleye ancl Pech [28], Wu and

Thornas l2c)l and Chou et al [30]. The entire clecornposition process of the rnaterial was

founcl to involve only a fluctuation in cornposition, i.e. phase separation. Wu, Sinclair

and Thornas [31] successfully used the lattice imaging technique and optical

rnicloanalysis to characterize the rnodulatecl structure or "wave-like" rnoclulation in

cornposition that occurred cluring the early stages of spinoclal clecornposition. The Au-

Ni atloy system is another example where the entire clecomposition process involves

only the cornposition fluctuation process [32]. However, in rnany other alloy systeû1s,

the plecipitation process may cornbine both the phase sepalation, i.e. continuous

clustering, and ordering arrangement of solute and solvent atoms. Therefore, the actual

reaction path of the continuous phase ûansfonnation becomes more cornplex, when the

second phase is an ordered phase ancl involves an orcler-disorder phase ffansfonnation.

2.4 Some Basic Concepts Relating to First-Order Crder-

DisorderTransformation lzol

Fig.7 is a typical phase diagrarn configulation associatect with a first order order-
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Compos¡t¡on (alomic percent B) *

Fig.7 Phase diagrarn of a binary alloy system associatecl with first order-clisorcler

transformation.
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clisorcler phase transfonnation. When the transformation temperature (T) is lower than

the critical temperatüe T", the alloy with stoichiometric composition A. B possesses an

older'ed sfiucture. HoweveL, when the temperature is higher than T", the A ancl B type

atolns are landomly dish'ibuted in the lattice and the alloy is in a disoldered state.

The degree of ordel in the crystal can be definecl by a long-range ordeling (LRO)

palarneter t-¡, which is given by

q=(Po-XA)l(1-XA)

where Xo is the molar concentration of component A in the alloy and Po is the

probability that the A atoms would occupy the "right" lattice site. When the alloy is

fully ordered, all A atoms occupy the "r'ight" lattice site, Po=l ancl q=1. When the alloy

is partially orderecl or short range orclered (SRo), Xa. Po <1 and 0 <n <1. when the

alloy is in a disordered state, Pa=Xa and hence,'q=Q.

Fig.8 is a schematic diagrarn which shows the characteristic variation in 11 with

temperature for an A.B type of an orderecl phase. At the temperature T=T", there is a

thelrnoclynarnic equilibriurn between the ordered state A (n+0) ancl disorclered state

A'(q+0). This equilibrium can be depicted by using the Landau plot of the free energy

(G) as a function of long range ordering paramoter q in Fig.9a (curve 1). When the

telnpelature T" . T . T*i ( curve 2 in Fig.9a), therrnodynamically, the clisordered state

is rnore stable than the ordered state, i.e. ( G (l=0) < G(I=I') ). However', an energy

ban'ier ( 
^G 

= G ( Iu.,n* )-G (n') ) exists foi the orclel -+ disorcler' fiansfounation.

Therefore, the alloy is in a metastable state ancl the disordering rnust occur by a

heterogeneous ûansformation involving nucleation and growth of the clisor'derecl phase

within the lnetastable oldered phase. In Fig.8, the clottecl cur/e fi'om A to B inclicates

(s4)
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T*
T 

t'=to

T¡-

Fig.8 Variation in the long range orclering (LRO) parameter (rl) with temperature for an

older-clisorcler transformation.
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this metastable regirne within which 0 < q'< 19. At or above the ternperature T+,, the

elrergy barrier recluces to zero (Fig.9a, curve 3), anct the state of the superheatecl

ordeled phase is unstable with respect to disorclering. This causes a spontaneous

transition to occur' and an originally ordered phase transforms into a clisorderecl phase

homogeneously (or continuously).

Sirnilarly, on cooling, the disordered state is unstable with respect to the orclerecl

state (Fig.9b). In the transition ternperature regirne T-i < T . T., an energy barrier

exists (Fig.9b, culve 4), ancl the uncfelcoolecl disorclered phase (rl = 0 ) can only

transform into an ordered phase via nucleation and growth mechanism. This regirne is

preclicted by a clashecl B'C curve in Fig.8. At the temperatule T-; or'lower, the banier

vanishes and the fi'ee enelgy rnonotonically decleases fiom G (n=0) to G (q=q'6 ). The

clisordered state is unstable with respect to orderecl one and will homogeneously or

continuously transforrn involving the spontaneous amplification of the specific or-clering

throughout the whole system without a nucleation step.

This discussion can be generalized and extendecl to off-stoichiornetric

compositions [33]. Fig.10 shows an older-disorder phase diagrarn supelposecl by the

orclering ( T-i ) and clisorclering ( T+, ) instability loci as well as rhe locus To which

clelineate the ternperature at which the olderecl and clisorclerecl phases ar.e at an

equilibrium state.
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Fig.10 A binary phase diagrarn in which an orcler-clisorder fansfonnation occurs.
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2.5 Ðevelopment of the Concept of Composition V/ave in

nnterpreting the lnterplay of Clustering and Ordering
reactions

It was Hillert [9] and Cahn [10] who first suggested using the concept of

concentration waves to clescribe the phase separation process in rnetallic solid solutions

during spinoclal clecornposition. This concept has been proved to play an important role in

undelstanding the process of continuous fluctuation in cornposition that occurs in spinoclal

alloys. The ooncept was further developecl ancl generalizecl by de Fountaine, Cook and

Hilliarcl L17 ,34,351usirig a discrete lattice approach. This approach has proved to be not

only suitable fol desclibing spinodal clecomposition which is treated as a long wavelength

lirnit in this approach but also suitable fol clescribing both first and seconcl order continuous

oldering nansitions which are ûeatecl as a short wavelength lirnits. MoLeoveL, it also

plovicles a basis for understanding ffrore cornplex reaction process involving both

clustering ancl ordering processes which usually occur along with the evolution of an

olcleled phase from a supersaturated solution, such as the continuous phase fl'ansformation

of y' in most Ni-base superalloys. Therefore, it seerns appropriate to provide a brief

ovelview of "the discrete lattice" approach when it is used to characterize fluctuation of

diffusional instability in solicls. The literature rnainly follows the approach suggestecl by de

Fontaine [18], since it provides a rather straightforwarcl methocl for understanding the

cotnplex interplay ofclustering and ordering process that often occurred in age-hardening

alloys.

In cle Fontaine's approach, the Helmhotz free energy of a binary A-B alloy with an

avorage atomic cornpositioll c^v can be expressed by
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F=Fo+Fr+F¡n (s5)

where Fo ancl F, ale the fi'ee energies of pule A and B crystals inclucling vibration enÍopy

ancl F¡4 is the configuration fr'ee energy of rnixing which can be expressecl by the following:

F¡4 = Nvoq, * T X u(p'-p)E(p)É(p') +

P+p'

+ r X {c(p) ln c(p) + [1-c(p)] lntl-c(p)l ]
P

In 8q.56, N is the number of unit cells which forrn the crystal lattice of the alloy

ancl ((p) is the concenfiation deviation from the averago cornposition c^v at lattice site p and

is explessecl by,

E(p)=c(p)-cnu

(s6)

(s7)

and v(r') is the atomic pail interaction parameter which is given by,

fvoo(r) +vrr(r) -2v*(r)l (s8)

where v,,(r) is the energy of an (ij) atomic pair separated by the lattice vector X(r) linking

lattice sites p to p'. The following notation has also been introduced for brevity:

Q¡ = c4ct = cou (l- c"u) (5e)

(60)

î=kT

u(') = å

uo=-ä
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where k is Boltzrrann's constant and T the absolute temperatue.

For the case of a continuous phase ffansfonnation, the free energy has no

singularity at finite tetnperatures and can thus be expanclecl in a Taylor''s series about the

homogeneous state c(p) = c.u. It has been establishecl that an expansion to the fourth order

cloes not change the essential features of the model 118] and the result of the expansion can

be given by,

Fv = N to*T

,I r"rr-4',\

fo" (p'-p) E{n)E{n ) $
\a(p)

¡"'!
"p

\'h
P'P'

X
p

€3(p)

where

vo cAcB + r (coln cA + cB ln ca )

fn" (r + 0) = 2v(r)

fo"(0) =rlgo

fo "' = - r (cr,z - crz) I egz

= z'r. (.e3 * cr3 ) / ge3

It can be seen that the zeroth order telrn in

expression of the regular solution lnodel, and that

only one which depends on local concentration.

(67)

8q.62, i.e. Nfo is just the free energy

the seconcl orcler terrn in 8q.62 is the

f-
0

(62)

(63)

(64)

(6s)

(66)

f lil
0
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Due to the occunence of clustering and ordering, exfia cliffraction effects would

appear. For exatnple, clue to the occuüence of spinodal decornposition, sidebands would

appeil alound the rnain diffraction pezrk. The position of the sub-peak has a leciprocal

lelationship with the wavelength of the composition wave. And the intensity of the

siclebands woulcl be ploportional to the arnplitude of the wave. Similarly, when ordering

occurs, superlattice peaks woulcl appear at some fixed reciprocal lattice sites. Therefore,

these diffuse scattering effects can be rnore conveniently unclelstood when the wavelength

ancl the arnplitucle of the concentration wave are expressed in terms of a reciprocal space

lather than real space. On this Basis, the Fourier ûansform technique is introduced.

Accordingly, the Fourier transforms of the concentration deviation from the average

composition, E(p), is then expressed by,

x(k) = lN I (1p) expf-i Ë fr.i * tpil
p

(68)

The lattice tra¡slation vectol i(p) in the real space ancl the wave facro. É(t ) in the

reciprocal space can be explessed by,

i (p) = p1ã1 + pz\+ ptãt

È(t)= 2æ(hrâ,, +.+4r.+.í,.+h"a^ +h.a^ )

(6e)

(70)

ã., ancl ¿ 
* are the primitive ffanslation vectors in the real space and reciprocal space,

respectively.
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Sirnilarly, by replacing the concenh'ation deviation E(p) in Eq.56 by its Fourier

tlansforms x(k), given in 8q.68, the excess free energy of the solid solution can also be

explessed in reciplocal space. As pointecl by de Fontaine in the case of srnall arnplitucle

perturbations such as those occurring duling the initial stages of spinoclal clecornposition

and at the very beginr-ring of olcleling, the expression for the excess fi'ee energy can be

sirnplified signifi cantly:

^F 
:FM - Fo : + X F"(k) lx(k)12tk

The coefficient F"(k) in 8q.71 is expressecl by

V(r) =f ru*f.l + vrr(r) - zv*(r)J

where V1¡(r) denotes the bonding energy of i and j atornic pair'.

F"(k)=2V(k) +rlÅo (12)

whete V(k) is telmed the reciprocal space potential which is the Fourier transfonn of the

effective pair interaction potential V(r).This is expressed by,

(t r)

(73)

Froln Eq.7l, it is seen that the excess free energy of a solid solution, which has

stal'ted to deviate from its originally clisolclerecl state, is lelated to the energy altelnation of

vadous concentration waves localizecl at each reciprocal lattice site k. The contribution of

each particular wave to the total excess free energy is deterrnined by the sign of its

coefficient, F"(k) (i.e. positive or negative), and the amount of the contribution is

ploportional to the square of the Fourier transform of the arnplitude of the cornposition
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fluctuation. A largel arnplitude of concentlation wave with a negative coefficient leads to

declease in fi'ee energy ancl thelefore contributes to the driving force for the phase

transfonnation. The kinetics of arnplification, x(k,t) of specific concentration waves can be

expressed by the following expression:

x(k,t) = x(k,g) exP[cr(k)t] (7 4)

Here x(k,O) is the arnplitude of original concenffation wave, and o(k) is tennecl as

the arnplification factor and is expressed by the following:

ct(k)=-MP(k)F"(k) (7 s)

In this expression M is an atomic mobility parameter and B(k) is a geornenical

factor which clepends on the disposition of nearest neighbors and the coordination number.

Since both M and B(k) are positive, continuous arnplification of x(k,t) rnay occur only

when F"(k) is negative and the reaction would occur spontaneously. When the wave factor

Ë is small (i.e. the long wavelength), o(k) reciuces to Cahn's arnplification factol'

clescribing spinodal decotnposition. Thus this approach actually contains Cahn's continum

theoly. When Ë it lotg" (i.e. the short wavelength), rapidly arnplifiecl short wavelengths

will induce continuous ordering. The expression in 8q.71 also predicts the possibility that

there tnay exist different types of cooperative growth of the short anc{ the long

wavelengths. Coopelation of these two types of fluctuations lnay result in a greater amount

of clecrease in free energy. This would provide a stronger clriving force which woulcl leacl

to a more energetically favorable reaction path.

Basecl upon the concept of composition wave and the results of various
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experimental investigations concluctecl on a series of binary ancl trinaLry alloy systerns

ir-rvolving the continuous phase Íansformation of orderecl intennetallic compouncls,

Laughlin and Soffa have proposecl a graphical thennodynarnical approach to elucidate

various possible reaction paths involving the interplay of clustering ancl ordering plocesses

in Ni-Ti system [2]. This approach provides a basis for understancling various cornplex

processes ancl has proved to be useful in analyzing a number of other alloy systems.

Therefole, this approach is briefly reviewed in the next section.

2.6 Graphical Thermodynamic Approach to Clustering and

Ordering

The free energy of an ordered alloy clepends not only on its composition, c, but also

on its sttuctulal parameter 136]. The latter can be expressecl by a long range ordeling

palameter, q. In this case, the free energy can be considered as a three dimensional surface,

defined on the cornposition (c) - structural paraffreter (r1) coordinate plane (Fig.11).

HoweveL, the free energy curve associated with a clisordered solicl solution is only a

funcfion of cornposition and is a two-clirnensional curvo.

Iu Fig.72, the free energy curve of a disordered solid solution is assumecl to exhibit

a concave upwarcls trend at all cornpositions. The ordered free energy curve illusffated in

the same figure represents the free energy of a series of hornogeneous orclerecl solici

solutiotrs with optirnurn order parameter. This curve is actually a plojection of a locus on

the 3-D f-c-q surface. It can be considered that between a totally disordeled state and an

ordelecl state, there exists a series of nonequilibriurn free energy states from SRO to
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Fig.11 Schernatic cliagrarn illustrating variation in free energy as a function of both

composition and long range parameter.
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Fig.IZ Hypothetical free energy-cornposition diagram for homogeneous clisordered ancl

orclered solutions.
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irnperfect LRO between the disorclered ancl the lowest orclerecl curve. For this f - c regime,

spinoclal decornposition can only occur if the supersaturated solid solution orclers first. A

disorderecl solid solution of composition co is rnetastable with respect to the equilibriurn

state of ordered A*8, precipitates and a clisorderecl solid solution with cornposition c,

Howevet, the solicl solution can lower its fi'ee energy from P to Q by a process of

plogressive ordering. This partially ordered state (point Q) is then unstable with respecr ro

phase separation and the system can unclergo a spinoclal reaction involving continuous

clustering and ordering leading to a metastable or stable two-phase mixture. In this case,

the spinoclal decornposition is entirely contingent on prior orcle¡i¡g. This situation is termecl

a conditional spinoclal decornposition which was first proposecl by Allen and Cahn [37].

On the other hand, the cotnposition c6', which is outsicle of the inflection point sr, is also

tnetastable with respect to precipitation of the orclerecl A*8, phase. It can lower its free

energy fi'om P' to Q' by ordering, even though the orclered state is stitl metastable with

respect to the fonnation of the A*8, phase. The precipitation process will be accornplished

via a nucleation ancl growth lnechanisrn.

The interplay of clustering and ordeling processes may occur via other reaction

paths. In Fig.13, the free energy of a disorderecl solicl solution shows a concave

downwards shape and has inflections (S1, 52). A clisorderecl solicl solution of cornposition

]¡¡ is unstable with respect to phase separatiorl ancl spontaneous unrnixing of two phases

will occul leading to a tnixture of solute-enrichecl ancl solute-clepleted regions. When the

cornposition in the solute-enriched region exceecls the composition point O, the state of the

solution is unstable with respect to the precipitation of the A^8, phase ancl orclering

reaction occurs spontaneously. A continuous phase separation involving clustering ancl the

older'ing can then proceed. Eventually, a rnixture of the equilibriurn clisorclerecl solution ancl

A*B, phase is generatecl by the cornmon tangent consfiuction. In this case, clustering
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Fig.13 Hypothetical f¡ee energy-composition diagrarn for hornogeneous disorclered and

orclerecl solutions.
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precedes the ordering reaction and the whole system then progresses towarcls equilibriurn

via cooperative clustering ancl orcleling. At cornposition point y6, tn" alloy is unstable with

respect to clustering ancl orcleling; i.e. long and short wavelength of cornposition

fluctuations. It is likely that short range atomic exchange occurs rapidly to produce

olclering, relaxing the fi'ee eneÍgy along the f-c-1 sulface towards the ordered curve.

Sirnultaneously, a spinodal reaction leading to a continuous urunixing or phase separatioll

can occur. This is in contast to the previous case (c6) in which the the supersaturated state

is unstable initially only with respect to long wavelength cornpositional fluctuations.

The above discussion based on thennodynarnic considerations elucidates various

possible leactiotl paths related to the interplay of clusteling and oldeling processes. This

apploach is very str'aight forward and easy to unclerstand. However, the approach using a

decrease in fi'ee energy as a clriving force to explain the reaction path can not predict what

will happen in an unknown alloy system. This is because the thermodynarnic calculation of

free energy as a function of composition and the structure parameter is usualiy very

difficult. Therefore, this approach is suitable to explain the interplay of clustering and

orcleling processes only aftel the characteristics ofeach process have been revealecl.

2.7 Continuous Phase T'ransformation Involving the
{nterplay of Clustering and Crdering in h{i-base binary
Alloy Systems

Ni-base superalloys are widely usecl in a variety of applications at elevated

temperatues ranging frorn 650-1100'C and in aggressive environments such as the

combustion products of fuel and air, high ternperatüe catalytic reactors etc. [38]. To
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function satisfactorily in such a severe environment, these alloys nlust possess the

properties such as outstanding high ternperature strength, good creep and fatigue

resistance, good cluctility and irnpact resistance, and adequate resistance to hot

corrosion [39].

From a rnicrosfiuctural point of view, the unique set of mechanical properties of

these alloys is obtainecl frorn a fcc austenitic maffix which is solid-solution snengthenecl

to solne deglee by the acldition of various alloyirig elements and furthel shengthened

very significantly by various kinds of precipitates. Arnong these precipitates, coherent

NirX type ordered interrnetallic compounds are technologically rnost irnportant.

2.1 J Stability of the lntermetallic Compounds with Ni3X
Structure

Many Ni3X type binaly intennetallic compouncls containing about 75 atonic

percent Ni possess an orclered crystal structule, where Ni ancl X atoms, occupy fixed

positions in a unit cell. In these cornpouncls, element X has a certain degree of solid

solubility in nickel. Fig.14 shows the occurrence of Ni.X type intennetallic cornpouncls

ili valious Ni-X alloy systems [40]. The alloying elements X are arranged accolcling to

their position in the Perioclic Table. Each rectangular space allottecl to an element in this

table contains the syrnbol of the element and its rnelting point at the top. The shacled

alea and the associatecl nurnber represent the rnaxirnurn solubility (in ato/o) of the

eletnent in nickel. The letter OR at the bottorn of the rectangular space indicates that the

cornpound is forrnecl by an ordering reaction from the solid solution. A cross indicates
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an absence of NijX phase.

It is seen in Fig.14 that thele are rnany elernents that form Ni3 X type

intennetallic cornpounds. The compouncls in the systems containing Mn, Fe, Co, ancl

Pt are folrned at relatively low temperature via an ordering reaction. Any high

temperature strength lelated to the existence of ordered precipitates in these systern is

thelefore unlikely. Howevel, othel elements such as Al, Ti, V, Mo, Ta, Ge etc. form

Ni3X type compouncls which are stable up to relatively high ternperatures. The

solubility of these elements in nickel decreases rapidly with a decrease in temperature.

Hence, these alloys are likely to be age haldenable ancl suitable for high temperature

applications.

2"7 .2 Crystal Structure of y

Although the Ni3X type interrnetallic compounds possess an iclentical atornic

fraction of Ni, their crystal sffuctures are wiclely cliffelent frorn each othel as well as

frorn the fcc crystal sfiuctule of the nickel maûix. The type of crystal sfiucture as well

as the lattice palameter of vadous NirX type interrnetallis cornpoullcls are listed in Table

1 t401. Amongst these compounds Ni3Al, Ni3Ge, Ni3Ga, Ni3Si have an orclered L1,

crystal sttuctule shown in Fig.15a. These compounds ale designated as y' phase, with

Ni atoms at the center of the faces ( 0, 7 12, ll2 ) and X atorns at the cube corners ( 0, 0,

0 ). (X iuclicates Al, or Ga, or Ge, oL Si atorns respectively).

Theanzuigementof atomsinLTrcrystalshuctureisiclenticaltothatof Al (fcc)

crystal sÍucture (Fig.15b), if oldering of the former is igr-rored. The stacking sequence

in the close packecl (111) planes of A1 andLlris the saffìe, e.g. A-B-C-A-B-C.
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Fig.16. shows the atornic arrangement in a (111) plane of Ll, structure. Alternate

positions in every otherrow parallel to the 11101 directions ale occupiecl by the solute

âtotns which form a triangular network. The oldered (111) planes are stacked so as to

avoicl solute-solute contacts. The atomic affangement in the (001) planes in Ni is sirnilar

to the (001) planes of the Ll, unit cell as well. The close sirnilarity of atomic

ârlångementbetweenLl, and A1 structure is likely to result in the folmation of a

cohelent interface between the rnatrix ancl the precipitates with the interfacial energy

expected to be low.

2.7.3 Coherency Between{ and the fdi-h4atrix t+ol

The coherency between the rnatrix and the precipitates may induce elastic strailt

alound the seconcl phases that will hincler dislocation motion and lead to appreciable

strengthening of the rnatrix. The rnisfit pararneter õ between two coherently cotrnected

phases rnay be clefinecl as I do - du, | / c1,.,.,, where d represents the interatornic spacing

along the rnatching clirection in the rnatching plane at the precipitate-maûix intetface,

where p and m represont precipitate and rnaffix tespectively. Usually, the cl spacing

along the [110] direction of the (111) plane in Ni and y' are chosen for the calculation

of rnisfit. These lnisfit values are also listed in Table 2.The rnagnitucle of õ between

Ni-ancl y' phases is generally observed to be srnall, and therefore the coherency strain

causecl directly by the rnisfit is very srnall. The close similarity in atomic arrangement

between Llrand A1 crystal sffuctures is likely to give lise to the forrnation of low

intefacial energy.
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T'able 2. Strucfural characteristics of some

Ni3X type intermetallic compounds

Element X

in Ni3X

Upper tempe-

rature of

stability of the

comoound l"C)

Crystal

structure

Lattice

parameter

(nm)

Misfit

(dp-d¡¡)/dN¡

x IaO (%)

AI t94t Llo lv') 0.3567 t.2

Ti r924 Dozz 6) a:5.1010

c:8.3067

2.4

V T59T Do22 (Y") a:3.5424

c:7.1731

0.5,1.2

Nb t976 Cu3Ti type (ß) a:0.511

b:0.425

c:0.454

2.5,4.6

Mo t456 Cu3Ti type (Ê) a:0.506

b:0.422

c:0.445

r.6,2.7

Ta 1866 Cu3Ti type (Ê) a:0.511

b:0.425

c:0.454

2.6,4.9

Ta 2091 Do22 (Y") a:0.363

c:0.746

2.9,4.4

Ga 1756 Llt 0') 0.3s82 r.7

Si 1586 Lr¡ (v') 0.3504 -0.6

Ge r707 Lb 0'\ 0.3566 t.2
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2.1 .4 Coarsening R.esistance of y

The rnicrosÍucture of a precipitation-h¿uclened alloy system consists of different

size of precipitates clistrjbutecl in the rnaûix" To recluce the total interfacial alea between

the rnaffix and precipitates ancl hence to leduce the fi'ee energy of the system, the lar'ger'

precipitates in these system have a tendency to grow at the expense of the smaller ones.

This is a cliffusion-confiolled coarsening process and when this occurs, the avelage

particle size, i, is related to the tirne, t, by the following relation [41]

i3=(8Y2 lgRT)(oc*D)t

Here V is the rnolar volume of the precipitate,o is the interfacial energy per unit

alea between the plecipitate ancl the mah'ix, c" is the solubility of solute in the mahix

and D is the volume diffusion coefficient.

It follows fi'orn this equation that a lower interfacial energy (o') r'esults in a lower

coarsening rate. Due to a similarity in cïystal structwe ancl atomic arrangement the

interfacial energy between Al and Li2 structures is generally low and the coarsening

rate of the precipitate is therefore expectecl to be low.

Relatively srnall coherency sfrain along with low interfacial energy associated

with cohelerftLl, precipitates lesult in a unifonn disnibution of precipitates with a high

resistance to coarsening. These chalacter'istics, thelefore, bring about a stable

microstructure and an appreciable strengthening effect. In commercial nickel-base

alloys, Y-Ni¡Al is often the tnain harclening phase. Thet' is an equilibrium seconcl

phase in both binar'y Ni-Al ancl ternary Ni-Cr'-Al systern and a metastable phase in the

(1c))
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Ni-Ti and Ni-Cr-Ti systerns. These systems are the base for' "superalloys" which owe

their superior properties in part due to the close crystaliographic rnatching of the t'
phase and the fcc matrix. The difference between the lattice parametors of the two

phases is genelally very srnall (< 0.25 Vo, depending on the cornposition ) ancl the

lesulting smail cohelency sffain and intefacial enelgy (y = 10 -20 mJ I cn2 ) confer a

very low coarsening rate on precipitate particles. Therefore, the alloy overages

extremely slowly even at 0.7 Trr1l42f.

2"7.5 Continuous Fhase T'ransforrnation of f in Ni-Ti
and Ni-Al Systems

The study of both Ni-Al ancl Ni-Ti alloy systems is of great technological

itnportance since Al ancl Ti aïe the primzry t' fonners, ancl / precipitates play a rnajor

role in the high temperature and high strength perfonnance of Ni-base superalloys.

The process involving the precipitation of t' in Ni-41 and Ni-Ti alloy systerns

has been suggested to be a typical example of continuous phase ffansformation. The

plecipitation of t' genelally invoives two basic processes, viz., (a) clustering of solute

atoms ( phase sepaïatiotl ) (b) orclering arangement of solute and solvent atorns. The

interplay of clustering and ordering has been suggestecl to contlol the entire

plecipitatioll pt'ocess of a coherent, stable or metastableLlrphase within a nonnally fcc

nickel maûix. This interplay has been also proposecl to play an irnportant role in

detennining the size, shape ancl distribution of y' precipitates within the matrix, and

hence it significantly influences the properties of the atloy.
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A. Nickel-Aluminum System

The phase cliagrarn of the Ni-Al binary systeln is shown in Fig.17 a 1431. The

intermetallic compourlcl Ni3Al-y has an Ll, crystal sfiucture. Based on the study of the

phase transformation mechanisrn in this system, Gentry and Fine 144f, Corey,

Rosenblum ancl Greene [45] suggested that spinodal decornposition was involved in the

formation of the olclerecl Ni3 Al-T' precipitates. Hill and Ralph 146l performed a

cornbined TEM and APFIM study of a Ni-14.Iato/oAI alloy aged at 625 oC. On the

basis of the results of concenffation profile analysis, they concluded that the formation

of Ni3Al phase involved a continuous phase separation (spinodal decornposition

process) in conjunction with an orclering reaction. However, Aldell, Nicholson [23]

repoltecl that in alloys with a lower degree of supersaturation (lowel solute

cottcenfiation and/or agecl at highel ternperatures), a non-ranclorrly aligned arrangemeÍìt

of y' particles can also evolve from an initially ranclom anay (fonned via nucleation ancl

growth tnechanism) through sness-affected diffusion during coarsening. Thus, in order

to iclentify whether an alloy unclergoes spinoclal decornpositior.r ol not, investigations of

the very early stages of decomposition are important. Only if the cornposition

tnodulation persists from the very initial stages of ageing, can the mechanisrn of

cornposition rnodulation be classifiecl as a spinodal one.The results of Hill and Ralph

[46] and Ardell et aI l23l suggest that the acfual decornposition path is very sensitive to

the original state of the alloy, i.e. the cleglee of supelsaturation which is detelrnined by

the cornposition and actual quenching late.
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B. Ni-Ti System

Fig.17b shows a schernatic Ni-rich section of the Ni-Ti phase cliagrarn [20]. The

equilibriurn Ni3Ti (q) phase is hexagonal but at high supersaturation a rnetastable t'
(Ni3Ti withLl, crystal structure) phase plecedes the fonnation of the equilibriurn 11

phase in alloys containing a Ti concentation higher than 10 ato/a.Yarious experimental

approaches have been applied to elucidate the clecornposition mechanism involving

clustering and orclering. These approaches include magnetic lneasuretnents [47], TEM

ancl X-ray diffraction 148,491, high resolution elecfion rnicroscopy (HRTEM) [50],

srnall angle neutron scattering (SANS) [51] and APFIM 1521. A cletailed and careful

analysis of the data suggests that the fonnation of the metastable t' phase generally

occurs through a simultaneous composition rnodulation and atomic ordering and that

this coupled continuous clustering and oldeling transforrnation is prececled by

continuous oldering of the matrix.

The common featute of these two alloy system is that the formation of the

ordeled y' palticles usually involves clustering ancl ordering reactions. These two

reactiolls are not rnutually exclusive processes in undercooled or supetsatuatecl solid

solution, but often ploceed concomitantly and cooperatively cluring the decornpositioli

of an alloy quenchecl fi'orn the single phase region. The transfoilration path is very

sensitive to the original state of the ailoy; e.g. composition, degree of supersaturation,

quenching rate ancl ageing temperature, etc.

Like Ni.Al-y', the intermetallic compound Ni.Ge-t' also possesses an Ll, clystal

structure. Frorn Table 2 it is seen that Ni.Ge-y'is very stable. It's upper tempelature of

stability ]s 1434 K, (i.e. 1161 "c). The lattice misfit berween Ni.Ge-t' ancl the Ni
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matrix is 7.2o/o which is relatively low. Therefore, as inclicated earlier, srnall interfacial

ancl sfrain energy between Ni.Ge-y' and Ni-c matrix can be expectecl. Accorcling to

these chalacteristics of Ni.Ge-f, it is probable that Ni.Ge-y' can also be a stable

second phase capable of strengthening the Ni rnatrix. ln acldition, if the precipitation of

Ni.Ge-y' can also follow a continuous phase fiansformation mechanisrn, like NirAl

and Ni.Ti, ancl give rise to a uniform disnibution of Ni.Ge-t' plecipitates within the

matrix, the strengthening will be rnole effective ancl of more practical significance.

Furthermore, if the precipitation of Ni.Ge-y' from supersatuatecl Ni solid solutions

also involves the clustering of Ge solute atoms, and an ordering reaction between Ni

and Ge atolns, a study of this precipitation process will also be helpful for cornplete

understanding of the interplay of these two reactions. Therefore, in the following

sections, prior rnajor experimental results conductecl on the Ni-Ge system related to the

plecipitation process of Ni.Ge-t' ale leviewed and discussed. Based upon this

analysis, the scope ofthis stucly is definecl ancl presentecl.

2.8

on

T'he R.esults of Frevious lnvestigations Conducted
I{i-Ge System

Follner investigations oonducted on the Ni-Ge alloy systeln ale lirnitecl and little

data have been accumulated. [n this section some characteristics of the Ni-Ge phase

diaglarn at the Ni-rich end are discusseci first, followed by the results of the physical

rnetallulgical investigations carried out so far.
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2.8.1 Ni-Ge phase Ðiagram

The solubility of germanium in nickel is reportecl to be appreciable. Dayer and

Feschotte investigated the variation in solubility of germanium in nickel with

telnporature by election microprobe analysis and established the phase boundaly

between cr and cr + Þ phase field in the Ni-Ge phase diagram which is illustlated in

Fig.18 [53]. At rooln temperature, the solubility of germaniurn in nickel is about

l2.jato/o and leaches a maxirnurn value of l6.0ato/o at ll24"C. Jena and Chaturvedi

[54] rneasured the lattice parameters of Ni3Ge saturatecl Ni-Ge solid solution at

different temperatures. They usecl these data and the lattice paramoters of the Ni-Ge

solicl solution to calculate the cornposition of the saturated solicl solutions. Their'

thennodynarnic analysis showecl that the results were internally consistent ancl agreecl

with the result of Dayer and Feschotte [53]. Fig. 18 shows that solubility of Ni3 Ge in

Ni decreases rapidly with a decrease in temperature. Therefore, an appreciable amount

of equilibriurn Ni.Ge is expectecl to precipitate when alloys with a composition in the

two-phase legion are isothennally agecl at intermecliate temperatures ancl the Ni matrix

is likely to be effectively strengthened by the Ni3Ge plecipitates.

In adclition, as stated earlier, the interrnetallic cornpound Ni3Ge is similar in

lnanylespectsto Ni3A1. BothNi3Ge ancf Ni3Al have an orclered L12 crystal structure.

One of the tnost sfliking features of these olclerecl interrnetallic compounds is that there

is an anomalous rise in flow stless with an increase in ternperature, as shown in Fig.19

[56]. The peak value of flow sh'ess of Ni3Ge is about twice as much as that of Ni3 Al,

but the peak position with respect to temporatule in both the compouncls is ahnost the

salne. Flotn this point of view, the nickel matrix is likely to be strengthened more

effectively at high temporatules by Ni3Ge precipitates than by Ni3Al precipiøtes.
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2.8.2 [mportant Fhysical Froperties of Germanium and

Nickel

Pure germanium possesses an A4, i.e. cubic diarnond, crystal structure

(Fig.20a). Each atom is sunounclecl by foul nearest neighbors, positionecl at the

cor'nels of a regular tetrahedlon (Fig 20b) giving the shucture a coordination number of

4. Its lattice parameter is 0.5657 nrn.

The lattice paralneteÍ ancl the nearest neighbour distance of nickel and gerrnaniurn

ale listed in Table 3. It is seen that the atornic size of nickel is larger than that of

gertnanium ancÌ the difference fur atomic diarneter (õ = (dN¡ clc") / d*, ) is about l.J2o/o.

This value lies within the favorable size zone (ð< 15 o/o) f or alloying elements to have a

lalge solid solubility in nickel (Fig.21). It appears that the Hurne-Rothery size-factor'

plinciple [58] is to account for the fact that gerrnanium has an appreciable solid

solubility in the prirnzry Ni-o tenninal solid solution. Other physical properties of Ni

ancl Ge which are related to the research plesentecl in this dissertation are listecl in table

4 and table 5, respectively.

2.8.3 Variation in L-attice Farameter and N4icrohardness

with Germanium Concentration

Jena ancl Chaturvecli 160l have investigateci the harclening effect of gelrnanium

ancl repofted that the suengthening effect on the Ni lattice clue to gellnanium addition is

appreciable (Fig.22). In the single phase field, the rnicrohardness of the nickel-

germanium solid solution increases rapiclly. However, at higher gennanium
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T.&ELE 3. Lattice parameter and nearest interatomic

distance of Ni and Ge t57l

Atomic No. Element Crystal

structure

I¿ttice

parameter

(nm)

Nearest

interatomic

distance

lnm)

28 Ni fcc 0.3524 0.2492

32 Ge cubic diamond 0.56s0 0.2449
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T'ABI-E 4. Some Fhysical Froperties of Ni [59]

atomic number 28

atomic weight 58.72

density (e/r*3) 8.92

melting point ('C) 1455

crystal structure fcc

lattice constant (to") 0.3s24

valence 2or3

outer-electron confi guration 3d84s2

atomic radious (run) 0.r24

CRSS þsi) 407-T040

tensile strength þsi) (annealed) 46,000

yield strength (psi) (annealed) 8,500

elongation (%) (amealed) 30
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TABLE 5. Some Fhysical Froperties of Germanium [59]

atomic number 32

atomic weight 72.595

density (g/cm3 ) 5.32

melting point ('C) 937

crystal structure A4 (cubic diamond)

lattice constant (nm) 0.566

valence 4

outer-electron configuration 4s24p2

closest distance of atoms (metallic) (nm) 0_245
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concenffation the rate of increases in hardness decreases. In the two phase region, the

strengthening effect is very appreciable. Fol exarnple, they observed that the as

quenched harclness of Ni- 15 ato/oGe alloy in as-quenched condition is about 500 VHN,

which is a three-fold increase as colrrpared to the harclness of pure nickel. They also

examined the variation in lattice pararneters with Ge concentration of the rnaterial

(Fig.23) and founcl that the cornposition dependence of microhardness is almost exactly

the same as that of the lattice parameter. This is reflected in the plot of variation in

harclness against the variation in lattice pararneter of Ni-Ge solid solutions which is

obsewed to be linear (Fig.2 ) [60].

Grant and Pelloux [61] have investigatecl the strengthening effect of a number of

solute atoms in nickel. They have founcl the increase in ploof sffess to be a linear

function of the change in lattice palameter fol all the solute atoms. Silice the lattice

parameter of solicl solution provicles inforrnation about the disnibution of solute atoms

in the maffix, and the lattice paraffreter data of the Ni-Ge solicl solution shows a clirect

relationship with its rnechar-rical properties, precise measurement of the lattice palarneter

is consideled to be of great irnportance. HoweveL, in the Ni-Ge systetn, the

expedmental results of the study of the effect of Ge concenffation on lattice parametors

obtained by various investigators are not only not consistent with each other, but some

of thern diffel significantly frorn each other as well (Fig.25). Pealson and Thornpson

[62] reportecl that the lattice parameter increases with germanium concentration at first

with a clecreasing rate and later on with an increasing late. The genelal shape of the

curve is very olose to the one repolted by Jena and Chaturvedi [60]. Accolding to

Lecocq [63], the lattice parameter incleases at first with an increasing rate ancl later with

a clecleasing rate. Klernent [64] on the other hancl, r'eported the existence of a lineal

relationship between the lattice parameter ancl Ge concenffation. In addition, values of

the lattice paralneter of Ni-Ge solicl solutions repoftecl by various investigators also
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diffel from each other. Thus, it seems it is necessary to re-exarnine the influence of Ge

content on the lattice parameter of Ni-Ge solicl solutions.

2"8.4. Frecipitation Eehaviour of NirGe-/ from
Supersaturated cx Solid Solutions t6sl

The precipitation behaviour of Ni3Ge florn supersatuated Ni-cr solicì solutions

has also been investigated by Jena and Chaturvedi [65]. An alloy containing 14.23

ato/oGe was aged at several temperatures for vadous lengths of tirne ancl the lattice

paralneter was measurecl. It is lepor'ted that the lattice paralneter of the solid solution

clecleases with increase in ageing tirne ancl gladually approaches a constant value

(Fig.26). The higher the ageing temperature, the larger the constant value of the lattice

p¿ualneter. These values are the lattice parameters of the saturated Ni-Ge solid solutions

that are in equilibriurn with Ni3Ge phase. The lattice palameter of Ni3Ge precipitates

that fonned at various ageing temperatures is independent of ageing temperature ancl

titne, tneasuling 0.35702 nm. Jena ancl Chaturvedi also suggestecl that there does not

seem to be any tnetastable phase precipitating prior to the folmation of equilibriurn

Ni3Ge phase[65].

It is known that the slope at any point on the lattice parameter vs ageing tirne

curve leflects the precipitation rate at that palticulal moment. If valiation in the

precipitation late which occurs at the vely beginning of the decornposition of the solicl

solution (cla / dt, when t-+0) is plottecl against rhe ageing temperature (Fig.27), it is

seen that at the highest ageing temperature the plecipitation rate of Ni3Ge is the lowest.

Since the plecipitation of Ni3Ge is believecl to be a diffusion controiled process, the
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highel the ageing temperature the higher shoulcl be the rate of decornposition of the

supersafuratecl solid solution. If the expelimental results ale con'ect, it seerns possible

that the decornposition mechanisrn may be different when the material is aged at

different temporatures. At high ternperatures, it seems there is an incubation pedocl for

the nucleation to occur ancl thus the precipitation rate at the beginning rnay be lower ancl

the colresponcling mechanism for the phase üansfolrnation rnay be nucleation and

growth. HoweveL, at lower ageing telnperatures, the lattice parameter of the Ni-Ge

solid solution drops irnmediately and significantly, even at the very beginning of the

precipitation process. This precipitation behaviour is similar to the one when a material

undergoes spinodal decomposition. Since thele is no energy barriel to this type of

decornposition, the lattice paramoters of the matelial, which ale sttucture sensitive ale

often found to change immediately. F{owever, the decornposition rate of a Ni-

14.23ato/oGe sample agecl at 149 "C seems to be abnormal because at that temperature

the plecipitation late is the highest of all the specirnens agecl in the temperature range of

650 to 850."C. Although it was not reported, this phenornenon lnay be clue to a slower

quenching late fiom the solution treatrnent temperature. Therefore, after quenching, the

incubation periocl for the precipitation is alreacly over ancl a cefiain amount of the

second phase palticles has precipitated. Thus, in ordel to investigate the eally stages of

transfoltnation, which ale irnportant to identify the corresponding transformation

mechanistn, an appropr'iate use of properly controlled quenching rates is important ancl

the cooling rates should be fast enough to suppress any possible decomposition during

ageing.

When an alloy with a nominal cornposition of 16.69 atVaGe was solution treatecl

ancl water quenched, a small percentage of insoluble pafticles of nickel saturatecl Nij Ge

was observecl[65]. Its composition was lneasured to be 22.5 ato/o]e ancl the

conesponding lattice paratneter was measured to be 0.35102 nln. The shape of these
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particles was founcl to be cubic [65].

The effect of ageing time on the haldness of a series of Ni-Ge alloys which were

aged at 650 'C is shown in Fig.28 [65]. The general featules of these curvesi are:

(l) The harclness increases very rapidly cluring the early stages of ageing.

(2) The hardness reaches a maxirnurn value ancl becomes insensitive to the ageing tirne.

(3) The sf engthening effect of Ni3Ge is appreciable.

If tlie halclness values of the as-quenchecl alloys, shown in Fig.28, are plotted

against the cornposition of the material, as shown in Fig 28, the hardness values show

a significant increase when the Ge concentration is greater than lLatq/o (Fig.29). It

seelns that solution haldening by Ge atoilrs alone can not account for this sudcien

increase and it is, therefore likely that the eally stage of NirGe precipitation contributes

to the increase in harclness as well.

The studies carried out so far have not explainecl the mechanism of forrnation of

Ni3Ge plecipitates in Ni-Ge alloys, especially when the degree of Ge supersatuation is

high; e.g. when the Ge concentration is high and the material is agecl at lower

temperatures. It is likely that in these situations a continuous phase üansfonnation rnay

orcur. The corresponding cornposition region is probably from 13 to 76 ato/oGe, and

the ageing temperature is likely to be in the range of 500-650 oC. When the Ge

concenfiation is lower than l3atVo the deglee of Ge saturation in Ni is low and when,

thermoclynamically, the energy barier for the transformation is high, Ni3Ge may
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precipitate at solne energically favorable sites like clystal clefects. In this case,

conventional nucleation and growth may become the controtiing mechanism for the

precipitates of Ni3Ge, which is not the rnajor' thrust of the present resealch. When the

Ge concentration is highel than I6atVo, there ah'eacly exists a certain amount of

insoluble NirGe pafticles even in the as-quenched alloys. The precipitation behaviour

of these alloys is also not the rnajor ernphasis of this lesearch. The rnajor thrust of the

present study is clesclibed next.

2.9 Scope of This Study

It is lecognized frorn the review of the research carried out so far on Ni-Ge

alloys that the precipitation rate of Ni3 Ge, even at the very beginning of the

transformation, is relatively high. This irnplies that the energy barier for the process is

likely to be low. It is also recognized from the analysis of the publishecl results that the

phase diagrarns at the Ni-rich tertninal of Ni-Ge, Ni-Al and Ni-Ti binary alloys ale very

sirnilar to each other. Fol example, (1) each systern possesses Ni3X ( X = Al or. Ti or

Ge) type intelrnetallic compourld with aL12 type crystal structure which is stable up to

lelatively high ternperatules, (2) the crystal sttuctues of the fcc rnatrix and L12 type

Ni3X cornpouncls are sirnilar, and the lattice parameter misr¡atch between the two is

relatively stnall. The latter irnplies that a srnall cohelency sfiain as well as a low

interfacial energy are expectecl to be associated with precipitates when these

intelrnetallic compourlcls precipitate fi'orn supersaturatecl nickel mafiix. In Ni-Al ancl Ni-

Ti alloy systems, a great cleal of clata has been acculnulatecl suggesting that ar high

supel'satuations spinodal clecornposition ancl ordering occul together (ol one occurs

fir'st ancl then they cooperate with each other). Thelefore, it seems possible that a

spinodal decornposition, in conjunction with a first older type order-clisorder phase
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ffansformation, occurs in the Ni-Ge alloy system during quenching from the solution

tleatment temperature and during the early stages of ageing that follow. It is likely that

this is lesponsible for the lapid increase in hardness that has been observecl in water

quenchecl Ni-Ge alloys when the cornposition is in the two phase fielcl [65]. It has also

been shown, both experitnentally and theoretically, that clustering ancl olclelir-rg

processes often proceed continuously and cooperafively durìng the clecornposition of an

alloy quenched frorn the single phase legion into the two phase region 12, 66-691. This

has been palticularly elucidated in alloys such as Fe-Al binary alloys, whele the orcler-

clisolder û'ansformation [42-+82] is of the second or higher orcler [66]. However, the

irrterplay of clustering and ordering processes, especially in the A1-+ Ll, type phase

transformation, is generally not well undelstoocl. Thus, a study c;oncluctecl on the Ni-

Ge system is likely to reveal some valuable infolrnation about these two pr'ocesses.

Jena ancl Chaturvedi [65] have described the general features of the precipitate

process of Ni3 Ge occurring in supersaturatecl Ni-Ge solid solutions. However, the

evolution of precipitates, especially during the early stages, is still not clear ancl the

corlesponcling transformation mechanism remains unknown. Moreover, a complete

undetstanding of the plecipitation behaviour of Ni.Ge rnay be of technological benefit

in finding practical applications of Ni. Ge as an age-harclening agent for the

cleveloprnent of high ternperatur'e anci high stlength materials. Therefore, an

investigation neecls to be concluctecl on the ageing behaviour of supersatulated Ni-Ge

alloys.

To carry out an investigation of the valious modes of decornposition of Ni-Ge

solid solutions and the formation of Ni. Ge precipitates, several rnetallurgical

parameters have to be selected. The first of these is the cornposition of the Ni-Ge
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alloys. In orcler to stucly the effect of Ge concenûatior.ì on the clecornposition behaviour

of Ni-Ge solicl solutions, alloys in the range of \-I5atVo Ge were selected. The seconcl

ploblern is to select an appropriate approach to obtain a fast enough cooling rate from

the single phase legion. This includes the selection of a suitable furnace, applopriate

sarnple thickness, and an effective way to cleterrnine if the early stages of Ni., Ge

precipitation are suppressed in the as-quenched sarnple. Aftel that, a applopriate

isothermal ageing temperature regiorl woulcl have to be determined. If the telnpelature is

too high, the solute saturation of the alloy is low ancl Ni.Ge rnay precipitate by a

nucleation and growth mechanism which is not the rnajor thlust of the presellt stuciy.

Based on prelirninary experirnents, it was found that (1) the fastest cooling late from

the single phase region is obtainecl by using a vertical furnace ancl quenching the

sarnples in iced brine, ancl (2) the optirnurn ternperature for isothennal fiansfolrnation of

Ni-Ge solicl solutions is in the 500-600 oC range. X-ray cliffraction ancl TEM

techniques were mainly used to observe ancl recorcl microshuctural changes in sarnples

of Ni-Ge alloys heat ffeated in a nurnber of ways. The valiation in microhardness of the

agecl alloy sa-rnples with aging tirne was also cletermined.

The literature review indicates that although Ni. Ge shows a promise as an age-

haldening agent for high temperature and high strength applications, the stuclies

conclucted on the Ni-Ge system aue actually very lirnitecl. Sorne observatiolls aïe even

confusing. For example, in dilute Ni-Ge solid solutions, the atomic size of gennanium

is obser'ved to be smaller than that of nickel (Table 3 anct 4). Based on these clata, their

atomic size cliffelence is found to be within the favorable size zone fol gennaniurn

atoms to be in solicl solutions in nickel. Therefore, the appreciable solicl solubility of

gennanium obsewed in nickel seeffIs to be leasonable. HoweveL, the lattice patameters

of the Ni-Ge soiutions show an increase with gerrnanium concenÍation indicating that
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the addition of gerrnaniurn actually expands the nickel lattice. Therefore, the atomic size

of gelrnanium appears to be not only lalger than that giver-r in Table 5, but also lalger'

than that of nickel. This is consistent with the observed increase in hardness with an

increase in gennaniurrì concentlation. However, the obselved increase in harclness is

fal gleater than what is nonnally observed by solicl solution hardening. Therefore, in

this resealch, the lattice parameter of a few clilute Ni-Ge solicl solutions with clifferent

Ge concentlations in the range of 0-l6att/o have been re-examinecl and, by using the

Vegarcl's law, the apparent atomic size (A.D.D.) of gennanium in nickel has been

cleterrnhecl.

Some researchers have repoltecl that the lattice parameter of the Ni-Ge solicl

solution with Ge concentration ranging frorn 2 to l\atVo shows an increase at a

decleasing rate with an increase in Ge concentration; i.e. the lattice parameter vs.

cornpositiotl cuwe exhibits a significant negative deviation. A sfunilar phenomenon was

observed by Massalski l70l in his studies conductecl upon Cu, Ag ancl Au alloyecl with

the elemellts of the B-subgroup of the Periodic Table. He suggested that when an

intermediate phase exists in an alloy system there often exists a large electro-chernical

interaction between the solute ancl the solvent atoms in the alloys of this system ancl the

vadation in the lattice pararneter with cornposition often exhibits a downwarcl ¡'encl

[70]. If this is also true for the concentratecl Ni-Ge solicl solutions and Ge atoms do

prefer to have more Ni atoms as their nearest neighbols, a certain clegree of short range

oldering (SRO) rnay exist in the solicl solutions which would cause the lattice parameter

of the rnaterial to increase at a cÌecreasing rate. A diffuse scattering effect rnay also occur

accorclingly in these alloys. It is also lecognizecl from the results lepolted by sorne

resealchers recently that the clislocation configuration in slightly clefonnecl alloys with a

cettain degree of SRO is different frorn that obserued in alloys whele the solute atoms

ate tanclotnly distributed U 1,721. The formel alloys usually exhibit a planer clis¡ibution
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of clislocations and the lattel ones have a three dirnensionally clistributecl clislocation

substructurelT l,T2). Therefore, the occurrence of sholt range orclering in various Ni-

Ge alloys has been also studied by x-ray cliffraction and TEM techniques.
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3.1 Alloy Preparation

This stucly was conducted on Ni-Ge alloys coritaining up to l5ato/oGe. Alloys with

nominal compositions of 1, 2,4,6,8, 10, 12 and l4atVoGe were preparecl by a two stage

meltirrg process. First, a mastel alloy was prepared by incluction rnelting 99.99Va pure Ni

and 99.999o/o pure Ge in the ratio of 2.5:1. The melt was then cast in a coppel molcl in an

inert atmosphele of flowing argorì. The lesulting cylindlical ir-rgot was sealecl in an algon

filled quartztube and hornogenizecl at 1100 oC for'7 clays. After the hornogeneity of the

lnastor alloy was confirmed by an optical microscopic exarnination, the chemical

cornposition of the alloy was cletelminecl by wet chernical analysis by Arrow Laboratoly

Inc. (Kansas, USA). The lequiled Ni-Ge alloys were then prepared by inductior-r rnelting

an applopliate amount of the master alloy and 99.99Va pure Ni. These alloys were also cast

in a copper mold in an atmosphere of flowing algon. These ingots were sealed in argon

filled qualtz tubes sepalately and hornogenized at 1100 oC for one week. Subsequently

these materials were exarninecl by optical microscope for hornogeneity and their chernical

cornpositions wer'e cletelrnined by wet chernical analysis. The chemical cornposition of the

alloys stuclied is given in Table 6.
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Fig.30 Schematic diagram illusrrating sample arrangement inside a vertical furnace, (1)

heating coil (2) vertical furnace (3) thennocouple (4) rnetal wire (5) quarrz tube ancl (6)

sarnple.
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T.AELE 6. Chemical Composition of the Ni-Ge ,{lloys

No.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 o

Õ

at%
Ge 0.92 r.87 2.04 4.87 7.82 9.75 11.98 1,4.56
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3.2 Quenching and Ageing Frocedure

2.0 rnm thick salnples wele cut fi'om the hornogenizecl ingots with Ge

concantlations less than 9.7Satt/o. IrJowever, to avoicl any possibility of early Ni,Ge

precipitation during quenching frorn the solution ffeatment temperature, 1.0 mrn thick

salnples were cut frorn the alloys with compositions above 9.lSato/oGe. The quenching and

ageing plocedures were carried out ir-l a vertical furnace which is schematically illustlatecl in

Fig.30. For solution tteatment aud quenching, sarnples were sealed sepalately in algon

fillecl quartz tubes. These tubes were suspendecl indiviclualiy inside the miclclle of the

furnace by a piece of wire. The samples were solution t¡eated at 1100 oC for another 20

minutes. Aftel the solution heat üeatment was cornpletecl, these tubes wele lapiclly cL'oppecl

into iced brine by cuttirlg the end of the wire outside the fulnace. Then the tubes wele

bloken imrnecliately under the coolant. During ageing, sarnples were dilectly exposed to the

heat in the fulnace. However', flowing argorl was supplied by introducing a glass tube into

the furnace to protect the sarnples fi'om oxidization. A thelrnocouple was insertecl into the

furnace ancl placed near the samples to monitor the heat treatment ternpelature. In this way,

the ternperatule arouncl the sarnples was controllecl to within +5oC.

3.3 Optical Microscopy

To examine the rnicrosfrucfural hornogeneity of the master alloy as well as of the

alloys pr'epared for this stucly, optical rnicloscopic examination was used. The specimens

were ûtoulltecl ancl rnechanically polished to I miclon. They were therì etched in a solution

of nitlic acicl, glacial acetic acicl and water in the ratio of 2:1:l by volume. The

microstructure of these sarnples wele then observecl using a Nikon rnetallo-elaphic

rnici'oscope with rnagnifications ranging frorn 50x to 400x.
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.3 "4 X-R.ay Ðiffraction

Powder' sarnples were used to determine the iattice parametels of valious alloys

using X-ray diffi'action technique. The powcler was made florn the bulk rnaterials by filing.

In ordel to obtain sharp x-ray diffraction peaks ancl get the measurement of the Bragg angle

value accurately, this filecl powdel was fur'thel screenecl to obtain 325 rnesh size par-ticles.

To remove the strains introclucecl by filing, the screenecl powclel was annealecl at 1100 'C

for ten minutes. Befor'e annealing, the powdel samples were sealecl separately in argon

fillecl quartz tube in order to avoicl possible oxidation during heat ûeaûnent.

The precise values of the lattice palalneter of the powclel sarnples wele cletelminecl

by a Philips Pw1710 powcler diffractometer using Cu-K6¡ racliation ancl a Ni filter. Tlie

sarnples were scanned fi'orn a 20 value of 10 o to 140 o ancl the scanning speecl of the

diffi'actorneter was 6 o/rnin. silicon powder was used as an inter.nal stanclarcl. The

standardization of 20 data of these powder samples and determination of pr-ecise lattice

parametel values wele concluctecl by a computerizecl least-square rnethod.

Strain relieved bulk sarnples with various Ge concenfiations were usecl to stucly

the intensity plofile of X-r'ay diffi'action peaks. In this technique the sarnples wele scapecl

with an arc of 3o on each side of the 200 cliffi'action peaks. The couesponcling scanning

speed was 0. 725o lru:i¡n. A1l measurements were caniecl out at 27+2oC.

3.5 V{icrohardness Test

To determine the variation in hardness of the alloys with Ge concenffation or-
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ageing time hardness of various sarnples was measurecl on a Vickers rnicrohardness testillg

machine. A 50 g loacl was usecl ancl each repoltecl value is an average of 20 measurernentsj.

3.6 Transmission Electron VÏicroscopy

To determine the effect of Ge adclition on miclostructural features of Ni-Ge solid

solutions, tlansrnission electron microscope (TEM) was used. Sarnples fol TEM

observation were prepared by mechanically polishing the rnatelial to 0.12 rnrn thickness

using 240-600 grit ablasive paper. Discs of 3 run cliametel wer'e obtained using a spalk

cutting machine. These 3 mrn discs were then ultrasonically cleaned using an acetone bath.

They wele then electro-polished in a clouble jet polishel using a solution of I0%o perchloric

acid ancì 90o/o acetic acid. The working voltage langed frorn about 45 to 55 v. The electro-

polishing was carried out at room temperatue. The thin foil sarnples were further polishecl

for 15 rninutes using an iori-rnilling machine to rernove any sulface oxiclation. The wolking

voltage and current fol this process were 6 kv and 100 mA lespectively. Thin foils wele

obseryed in a JEOL 2000FX TEM opelated at 200 kv.

Due to the presence of rniclotwins in the dilute Ni-Ge solutions and Ge-r'ich zolles

in the concentlated solutions, as well as Ni Ge precipitates in the aged alloys, both blight

fielcl ancl cenffal dark field techniques wele used to confilm the existence of these

microstructulal featules. The weak beam technique using g/3g technique was also

ernployed to examine the existence of any separation of a unit clislocation. The trace

arralysis technique was used to analyze the shape and orientation of the Ge-rich zones

present in the concerlfiatecl solicl solutions.
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During the electlon cliffraction study, satellite spots arouncl the (200) and (400)

electron diffi'action spots were observecl ancl recorded on the photographic fihns. HoweveL,

since the spacing between the satellites ancl the main diffraction spots were very srnall, the

satellite spots coulcl not be identifiecl individually in the printed electron cliffraction pattems

ancl the (200) and the (400) diffraction spots only exhibited a somewhat elongated shape

along the [100] direction of the rnatrix. Therefore, the photographic plates containing the

electron cliffraction pattern on them were furthel examined by a transmission optical

microscope. The satellites could be identified clearly clue to the enlargement of the space

between the sateiiites ancl the rnain diffraction spots. The optical microscopic irnage of the

cliffi'action spot was then photographed directly fi'orn the optical micloscope. These

negative fihns wele furthel enlargecl and pictules were printecl. By using this method,

satellite effects clue to the existence of spinodal clecornposition within tl-re alloy wâs llot only

obselved in the TEM, but was also clearly lecordecl.
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This stucly was canied out by x-r'ay diffi'action ancl TEM techniques to cleterrnine

the nature of distribution of Ge solute atoms in Ni-Ge solid solutions ancl its influence on

the lniclostlucture of the material. The rnechanism of forrnation of the NijGe phase

plecipitating frorn supersaturatecl Ni-Ge solid solution was also studiecl.

4.1 Yariation in Lattice Farameters of the Ni-Ge Solid
Solutions with Composition

1.0 rntn thick samples of all the alloys were given a final solution heat treatlnent at

1100 'C and quenched in iced brine as clescribed in Chapter 3. The x-r'ay cliffi'actometer

studies of those sarnpies suggestecl them to have a single phase fcc structure. The lattice

parameter of the solufion fieated specimens was lneasured by cornputerized x-ray powclel

analysis. The measuled values of lattice palameters of these aüoys are listed in Table I . The

measurelnent errols wele always found to be within +1.0x10-6 nm. It is seen that the

addition of geltnanium in nickel expancls the nickel lattice considerably. Fig.31 illustlates

the variation in the lattice parameter of the alloys with Ge concentration. For compalison,
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TAEI-E 7. h,{easured values of lattice parameter of

Ni-rich Ni-Ge solid solutions

Composition, atVoGe Lattice parameter, nm

0.00 0.3524

0.92 0.3527

r.87 0.3529

2.04 0.3530

4.87 0.3534

7.82 0.3540

9.75 0.3544

14.98 0.3548

14.56 0.3561
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the experirnental results leported by Blahrnan, Jena ancl Chaturvedi [60] are also iilustlated

in Fig.31. These two sets of clata aro seerì to be in excellent agreement. The results of the

experimental data leported by Pearson et al.l62] are also includecl in Fig.31. The values of

lattice paratneter leported by thern are found to be srnallel than the values obserued in this

stucly. The lower values can probably be attributecl to the followir.tg two reasons noted by

Peat'son et al l73l: (a) the presence of irnpulities in nickel which causecl the rneasuled value

of lattice paralneter of nickel to be lower than the nolrnal value l74l and rnay also be

responsible for the lower values of lattice parameter of Ni-r'ich Ni-Ge solicl solutions

leported by them, (b) some uncertain factors which were repoltecl to have leduced the

reploducibility of the results. FIowever, ali three sets of data shown in Fig.3l suggest an

unusual variation in lattice pararneter of the Ni-Ge solutions with Ge concenfation which is

clesclibecl below.

On the basis of the nature of the lattice pararneter vs composition curve, the culve

can be cliviclecl into three regions as illusn'ated in Fig.31. In legion 1, i.e. in the clilute solicl

solution legion, with Ge concentlation ranging frorn zelo to about 2ato/o, a linear

relationship between lattice paralneter and Ge concentration is obseled. In this region the

addition of gelmanium to nickel is founcl to induce a consiclerable amount of expansion of

the nickel lattice. In region 2, i.e. in the concenf atecl solid solutions, with Ge concentration

r'angirrg from Zato/o to about I2at%a, the values of lattice puameter exhibit a significant

negative cleviation from the linear plot as extrapolated frorn the clilute solicl solution legion.

Fot exatnple, at point A of the curve the lattice patameter clifference (Âa) between the

measured value, ao, and the collesponding value in the exüapolatecl linear plot, ar, is about

0.00075 nm. The difference is appleciable. The negative cleviation is also seen to be

cornposition dependent and incleases with an inclease in Ge concentration. A deviation

from lineality has also been reported iir the Ni-Sn ancl Ni-Si systems [75). It shoulcl be

notecl that all these thlee solute elernents, i.e. Si, Ge ancl Sn belong to the same group in the
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Periodic Table of elements. In region 3, with cornposition langing frorn 12 to l5ato/o, the

alloys in the as-quenchecl condition are supersaturatecl solid solutions. The inclease in

lattice palanìeter with cornposition is appreciable aucl the late of increase in lattice palameter

increases with Ge concentlation.

by Axon and Hume-Rothely [76], the apparent

in nickel, do", can be calculated by using the

dc"= la-ao ( 1 -Xo.) I I (tT X"") (80)

whele a is the lattice pararneter of a dilute Ni-Ge solicl solution with gennaniurn

concenû'ation X"" ( atomic percentage ), and ao is the lattice parametel of pure nickel. The

expressiotl given in Eq.(80) is obtained by assuming that the solid soiution obeys Vegalcl's

Law. This irnplies that in the clilute solicl solutions the atomic diametel of solvent atoms

possesses the same value as the one in its pule unit cell and the lattice palameter of solicl

solution inci'eases linearly with solute concentration. The values of lattice parameter of Ni-

0.92atVaGe, Ni-1.87ato/aGe andNi-2.04ata/oGe clilute solutions have been determinecl and

given in Table 8, and the atomic diameter of Ni, whose coorclination number is 12, is

0.2492 run [57]. Flom these clata the A.A.D. value of Ge in these clilute solutions can be

calculatecl accolcling to 8q.80. The lesults of the calculation ale listed in Table 8. It is seen

that the A.A.D. values of Ge in these three solicl solutions are very close to each other ancl

4.2 Calculation of the Apparent Atomic Diameter (4.4.Ð.)
Value of Ge in the Ðilute Solid Solution

Following the method suggested

atomic cliarneter (A.A.D.) of germanium

following formula
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T'^AEI-E B. A.A.D value of Ge I{i-Ge dilute solid solutions

xce (%) a (nm) A.A.D (nm) Average of

A.A.D (nm)

a0 (nm) t86l

0.92 0.3527 0.213

o.272 0.3524t.87 0.3530 0.271

2.04 0.3507 0.271
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the average A.A.D. value of Ge in the clilute Ni-Ge solid soiutions is 0.212 nrn. However,

the atomic diametel of Ge on the basis of closest distance of approach in the cliarnond cubic

structure of Ge with coordination numbel of 4 is listed to be0.2450 nrn f571. That is, the

A..A.D. value of Ge in dilute Ni-Ge solicl solutions is observed to increase by 11 percent.

Goldschrnidt 177l stuclied the effect of co-oldination numbel of clifferent clystal

stl'uctures on the atomic diameter based on the closest distance of apploach in the

conesponcling crystal lattice. He proposed that the atomic distance of elernents whose

coorclination number' (C.N.) is less than 12, can be explessed in telms of a clystal structure

with a C.N. being equal to 12. To achieve this he found that the value of the aromic

diameter should be rnultiplied by the following factols for various crystals whose C.N. is

less than 12.

C.N.8 (bcc)

C.N.6 (thornb)

C.N.4 (diarnond)

x1.03

x1.04

xl.12

Goldschmiclt's prediction has been supported by many experimental lesults ancl is

generally accepted. It also seerns to be suppoltecl by the present lesults obtained on clilute

Ni-Ge solid solutions. The clystal sÍucture of pure gennanium is clialnond cubic with a co-

ordination numbel 4 and the average atomic diameter of gerrnanium in nickel is calculatecl

to be 1Io/o tnore than that leported fol Ge in diarnond cubic structure. This is vely close to

the value suggested by the Goldschmiclt's correction factor.

Fol compalison, the average atomic diameter of germaniuln in Au, Ag, Cu, 41, Ni
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clilute solicl solutions is listed in Table 9. It is seen that when germanium dissolves in these

solicl solutions with a fcc crystal structure, the A.A.D. values of Ge in all of thern ale larger

than the atomic diameter of Ge in its pure diamoncl cubic crystal sffucture. Therefore,

Goldschmiclt's lule is generally obeyed. Fulthennore, although the chernical valencies of

Au, Ag, Cu, Al ancl Ni ale known to be clifferent fi'orn each other, thele is no

clistinguishable difference in the A.A.D. values of gerrnanium in these clilute solicl

soiutions. This implies that in the dilute solid solutions, there seelns to be no clistinct

electlo-chemical intelaction between germanium atorns ancl the solvent atoms. The line¿u'

relationship between lattice parameter and Ge corlcentlation in the clilute solicl solution

legiorr suggests that the lattice expansion effect of Ge addition to the solid solution is

adclitive. This also suggests that thele cloes not seem to exist any elecfio-chernical

interaction between Ni-Ge and Ge-Ge atomic pairs. Thelefole, in the case of clilute solicl

solutions each gennanium atom can be treated as inclividual rigicl balts clisn'ibutecl ranclorrly

within the lattice of the mahix with the expansion of the Ni lattice only clue to the lalgel size

of Ge atoms.

4.3 Consideration of A.A.D.
Concentrated Solid Solutions

Values of Ge in the

In concentrated Ni-Ge solid solutions, with concenf¡ations ranging frorn 2- I0 ato/o

Ge, the lattice paralneter increases with Ge concentration but at a decreasing late. The lattice

parameter - cornposition curve shows a downwald shape ancl exhibits a negative cleviation

fiorn the behaviour pleclicatecl by Vegald's Law ( the clashecl srlaighr line in Fig.3l ).

Usually, distinct changes in lattice parameter are expectecl to be lelatecl to some changes in

the clisftibution and/ol an'angelneut of atorns in the alloy. Fol example, a stucly [78] of the
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T'ABI-E 9. A..A.D. value of germanium atom in some fcc dilute solid solutions

solvent
atoms Au Ag Cu A1 Ni

A.A.D.

value

(nm)

0.293 0.290 0.278 o.296 0.278

11.0



lattice spacing of transition rnetal alloys as a function of solute concentration leveals that

thete are mally inflections in the lattice parameter - solute concenffatiol'l culves with

corresponding inflections in the magnetic properties. The rnagnetic properties of metals ancl

alloys are known to clepend on the electronic anangement which is greatly influenced by

the arrangelnent of atoms and the corlesponding inter-atomic spacing in the crystal

sffucture. Thelefore, it is clesilable to estimate the variation in atolnic dialneter of

gelmanium in Ni-Ge solicl solutions with Ge concenûatior.ì and cletermine the reasons for

the obsewed changes.

Fig.32a is a schematic cliagrarn of a unit cell of pule nickel. The lattice palametel of

Ni is a=0.35238 nrn and its atomic diameter is 0.249 nrn. The unit cell of the Ll, orcleled

Ni.Ge intelmetallic compouncl, whose lattice pat'ameter is a = 0.35lOZ nrn, is shown in

Fíg.32b.In this unit cell, Ge atoms occupy corner sites and the Ni atoms are on the center

site of each (100) plane. If it is assumecl that the size of Ni atorns lemains unchanged, the

atornic diarneter of Ge can be estilnated as follows,

dc"=''lTa-dNi = 0.256 (nrn) (81)

Howevet, in clilute Ni-Ge solutions, the A.A.D. value of Ge is founcl to be 0.278

nm. Thelefole, it seetns that when germanium atoms clistlibute randornly in the nickel

lattice, and when there is r-ro distinct elecl'o-chemical interaction between Ni anci Ge atoms,

the size of gerrnanium atoms is lalgel than that in the orclelecl NirGe crystal sûucture in

which a strong interaction between Ni and Ge atoms is expectecl to exist. The high

temperaturestabilityof Ni.Ge is an eviclence of the strong bonding between Ni and Ge

atoms in the L1, clystal süucture. In concentlated Ni-Ge solid solutions, as the atomic

percentage of Ge is srnall, it is reasonable to assume that the atomic diametel of Ni is
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composition inclepenclent. Therefore , the average atondc cliameter of the average atoms in

the Ni-Ge solid solution lattice, d^u, can be expressed by

dnu =Xc" dc" * ( 1 - Xc" ) cl*i = a l r{T (82)

where a is the lattice paratneter of the solid solution with Ge concentlation X"" The

meaning of this folrnula is that at any lattice site the probability of finding a Ge atorn is the

Ge concentation, Xo", ancl the average atornic size is the result of the contribution of both

Ge and Ni atorns. The portion of the contribution is propoltional to the probability of

finding a Ge or a Ni atorn at the lattice site, which is the cornposition of the alloy.

Therefole, the atomic diametel of Ge in the solicT solution can be expr'essed by

(1-Xce) clNil / Xc. (83)

Since the values of the lattice parameter of the alloys, a, with different Ge

concentrations are known, and listecl in Table 7 , the values of clo" can be obtained by

sirnply substituting the corresponding a and X"" values into Eq.(83). The lesults of the

calculation ale listecl in Table i0. For comparison, the A.A.D. value of Ge in Ni-satulatecl

NirGe, i.e. Ni-22.5ato/oGe alloy, is also listed in this table.

From Table 10 , it is seen that the A.A.D. values of Ge, i.e. c16", iu concentlatecl

Ni-Ge solutions clecreases with an increase in Ge concentlation. These values are observecl

to progressively approach towards a value of 0.256 nm, which is the atornic diarnetel of Ge

in the ordered Ni-saturated Ni.Ge crystal structure. It seelns that the atomic size of

gennanium in the solid solutions is significantly influenced by its sullounding envilorunent

in the solid solutions. In dilute Ni-Ge solutions, Ge atoms are randomly distlibutecl in a

do"=l Ê
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T.ABLE 10. Estimated values of atomic diameter

of Ge in various I{i-Ge alloys

xo" (at%)
t.87 4.87 7.82 9.75 23.5

a(nm) 0.35295 0.35336 0.35397 0.35436 0.35720

do" (nm) 0.280 0.267 0.266 0.265 0.256
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totally clisorderecl Ni lattice. Since, as cliscussed pleviously, theÍe exists no distinguishable

electro-chernical interaction between Ni and Ge atoms, there is expected to be a larger

distance between a Ni and Ge pair'. As the atomic diarneter of Ni is assumecl to be constant,

it is leasonable that the A.A.D. of the Ge atom exhibits a largel value. However, when Ge

atoms are regularly arranged in a totally olclerecl Ni.Ge unit cell, each Ge atom is regulally

sulr'ounded try 12 Ni neighbors. As the intelaction between Ni and Ge atoms is strong, a

shottel atomìc distance is expected to result. Thelefore, the A.A.D. value of Ge atom, in

this case, is srnaller. Between these two exüemes, the A..A.D. values of Ge in the

concentratecl solutions exhibit a transition from a larger value to a smallel value and the

uansition is a function of Ge concenûation. It seems possible that, in concenûated Ni-Ge

solid solutions Ge atoms or part of Ge atoms rnay stay in somewhat olcleled regior-rs. In

othel words, a celtain degree of orclering rnay exist in the concentlated solicl solutions.

Since the Ge concentration in the solutions is stilt low, long range oi'deling is unlikely to

exist. Insteacl, only short range olcleling ol a localized olderecl state is likely to be present.

HoweveL, more experfunental evidence is requirecl to velify this suggestion.

4.4Yariation in Vficrohardness of the Ni-Ge Solid Solutions
with Composition

The variation in microhardness of the solid solutions in as-quenched conclition is a

function of gelrnaniurt concentlation. This is shown in Fig.33. The harcìness v¿u'iation

shows a sirnilar tenclency to the one observed for the lattice pararneter with Ge

concenfiation. Basecl on the nature of the culve, it can also be dividecl into ttu'ee legions. In

the dilute nickel solid solution regime the hardness exhibits a rapid ancl appreciable increase
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Fig.33 Variation in microharclness of the alloys with Ge concenrration.
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with inclease in Ge concentration and the increase in hardness exhibits a linear lelationship

with Ge cotrcenû'ation. One atomic percent of gerrnaniurn addition causes the harclness to

increase by about l2o/a. However, in the concenfi atecl Ni-Ge solid solution, the rate of the

itrcrease in hardness shows a decreasing Íencl. In the supersaturated solid solution regime,

the harclness incleases vely rapiclly again and the strengthening effect is very appreciable.

Fol example, in the as-quenched conclition the halclness of the Ni-14.56 ato/oGe alloy is

250 VHN.

Usually, the hardness of an alloy reflects the capability of a material to resist piastic

cleformation. From a micromechanistic viewpoint, harclness reflects the resistance to the

movement of dislocations clue to their interaction with different types of obstacles. In the

current lnicrohaldlless test, the ernployed load is srnall and in order to avoicl any grain

boundary effect each measurernent was conducted carefully so as to position the indentor

fully within clystal grains. Therefore, the rnicrohardness values obtained from the tests

leflect the clefolrnation behavioul of each inclented crystal grain. Therefole, the obselvecl

valiation in the value of microhardness with Ge concenûation indicates that the clefolrnatioli

behavioul of Ni-Ge solid solutions in the as-quenched condition is also cornposition

clepenclent. The analysis of the væiation in latrice parameter with Ge concentration suggests

that the distribution of germanium atoms in the dilute nickel solid solution is ranclorn. In the

concentlated nickel solid solutions, however, it is suggested that a celtain deglee of short

range or'cleling exists. It seetns possible that the type of Ge distribution gleatly influences

the defonnation behavioul of the material. It also seerns possible that different types of

deforlnation mechanislns may exist in the clifferent cornposition legions. In the clilute solicl

solutiot-ts, since get'lnaniuln atorns ale Landornly distlibutecl they are likely to act as

indiviclual entities. Therefore, the obselvecl strengthening effect may be relatecl to the

interaction of dislocations with these ranclornly distributecl single obstacles. In accorclance
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with the calculation basecl on linear elasticity theory, the rnaximuln interaction force

between ar-r edge dislocation and a solute atom is proportional to the term õ, which is the

relative char-rge in the lattice parameter of the matrix for the solute ¿Ìton1 concentration Xu.

The value of ð is given by õ = d(hia) / dXB l79l.It is possible that the fast increase in

haldness observecl in the dilute nickel solid solutions is clue to the large A.A.D. value of

geltnanium which would cause an appreciable clistortion of the nickel lattice and hence

sûengthen the matrix. In the concenffatecl Ni-Ge alloys, the solid solutions rnay be pailially

oldered. A portion of Ge atoms will still stay in the nickel lattice as indiviclual entities while

another portion tnay arrange thernselves with mole nickel solvents as their nealest

neighbors and exhibit a celtain degree of orcleling. Thelefore, the cleforrnation behaviour of

the alloys is likely to be governed by these two factors. In the supersaturatecl Ni-Ge solicl

solutiott legion, the rapid ancl very large increase in har'dness, and the clefolmation

behaviour rnay be related to the effect of sorne early stages of decomposition of these

unstable solid solutions, especially if this involves spinoclal clecornposition which

progresses very rapidly. Thelefore, the influence of the Ge addition on the deformation

behavioul of the Ni-Ge solid solutions was stucliecl by exarnining the clislocation

substructure of slightly deforrnecl specirnens by thin film transrnission elecûon rnicroscopy.
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4"5 T'EN/T

Alloys 2%

Observations of the N¿licrostructural Features in
Ðeformed

4"5"1. Vlicrostructural Features in Dilute Solid Solutions 27o

Deformed
2.0 mm thick strips of the solution treated alloys with clifferent Ge concentrations

were cleformed 2o/o by colcl lolling. The rniclostructulal features of Ni-O.92ato/oGe and Ni-

I.87ato/aGe alloys 2o/o defortned were obselved to be ver'y sirnilar ancl the substructure of

both the alloys shows a network of three climensional clislocations. Fig. 34 is a thin fihn

rniclograph, obtained by usir-rg weak beam technique, showing a typical clislocation

subsfiucture in Ni-I.87ato/oGe alloy. In alea A clislocations arrange themselves in a three

dilnensional an'ay, wheleas in area B only spalsely clistlibutecl clislocations are obseryecl.

The characteristics of dislocation distribution in diffelent metals ancl alloys have been

stuclied by rnany reseatchers. It has been found that the dislocation clistribution ir.r fcc

materials after a low and medium degree of piastic defonnation can be significantly

clifferent in different materials. Usually, dislocations in pure metals ancl clilute solicl

soiutions show three ditnensional alrangement, while in alloys with a low stacking fault

energy (SFE) or with certain cleglee of short range olclering (SRO), the clislocation

stlucture is more planar in natule. On the basis of the character'istics of clislocation

configulation, the fortner category is termed as a wavy slip rnaterial ancl the latter is termecl

as a planar slip rnatelial ll2l. Pure nickel, whose dislocation sfiucture was stucliecl by

Kalnthaler and Fisher [80], has been suggestecl to be a wavy slip rnaterial. In the present

stucly, dilute Ni-Ge solicl solutions after 2t/o defonnation were observed to possess a thr-ee

dimensional netwolk of clislocations (e.g. Fig.34), which is similal to thar obseryecl in pure

nickeì. Thelefore, it is conclucled that dilute Ni-Ge solid solutions belong to the wavy slip

material g1oup.
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Fig.34 Three-dirnensional clisiocation configuration in a Ni-2ato/o3e aIJ.oy 2o/o clefonnecl.



Fig.35 Dislocations and rnicroplates in a thin foil of theNi-2ato/oGe alloy Zt/o defortned.
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Fig.36 (a) SADP taken from the microplates in Fig.35 (B=[10]) and (b) indexed pattern

of (a).
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Fig.37 (a) BF and (b) CDF irnages of rnicrotwins in a specirnen of the Ni-2at7oGe alloy

2o/o defonned.
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Fig.38 (a) BF irnage of a Ni-2ato/oGe alloy 2o/o defornecl specirnen illustrating the presence

of rnicrotwins ancl (b) SADP of the microrwins shown in (a).
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Occasionally in sorne areas of thin foil sarnples of clilute alloys, thin plates, with

iong and shaight fi'inges along theil boundalies, weLe obselvecl. These microplates, a¡

exarnple of which is shown in Fig.35, were very long but their wiclth was very nanow; the

lattel averaging about 30 nrn. The clislocation clensity in this legion was founcl to be high.

Using different operating diffraction vectols, these clislocations were founcl to belong to

clifferent slip systerns. This suggests that sevelal slip systems have been simultaneously

activated in these regions. The SADP of the rnicroplates, illustratecl i¡ Fig.36a, shows the

existence of two sets of identical difflaction patterns. Each cliffraction pattern wa"s inclexecì

to belong to the [110] zone axis of the matrix ancl these two sets of cliffraction pattern were

found to exhibit a twin relationship, as is illustratecl in Fig.36b. The twi¡ axis is parallel to

the [1T1] clilection ancl a sirnple rotation of 180 clegrees about the lllll twin axis

corresponds to a mirrol irnage of the matlix cliffraction pattem across the twin axis. For

example, the mirlor image of 1T11) diffiaction spots which is labelecl as (1t 1), in the

figule, can be obtainecl by lotating the spot 180 cteglees alounct the twin axis. Usi¡g the

diffi'action spots of the matlix ( g,,., ) and twin ( gt ) as opelating leflections, the conhast of

the twins are obselvecl to be exactly opposite each other, as seen in Fig.37. This is known

to be the unique conÍast characteristic of twins. Therefole, it is concludecl that these plates

ale microtwins.

In some aleas of these thin foils, when sevelal long ancl narlow lnicrotwins wer-e

presellt silnultaneously, the diffraction spots coffesponding to these areas were observecl to

be streaked along the <111> direction. This situarion is illustr-atecl in Fig.3g. At high

rnagnification it was further obser¿ecl that in sorne localizecl regio¡s of these rnicrotwins the

twin bounclary fi'inges were not straight but were wavy ancl seern to have been interfer-ecl

with by sotne unknowrì processes, as seen at A in Fig.39. When these foil sarnples were

tiltecl aroullcl the axis parallel to the intelsection of the twin boundary, the projectecl area of
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the twin boundary became wider. Dislocations lying on the twin boundary were observecl

and the contrast of the boundaly fringes were observecl to be different in clifferent areas.

Some areas of the bounclary appearecl darkel, wheleas others appearecl lighter, ancl in sorne

areas the fi'inges were not present at all as shown in Fig.40. This type of conûast effect has

been stucliecl thoroughly by Gevels [81] and Hurnble t821. They havepoinrecl outrhat this

effect is causecl by the overlapping ofclosely spaced stacking faults present on those { 1 I 1 }

planes which are near the twin plane.

It is known that two types of stacking faults occur in fcc cr'ystals, intrinsic ancl

extrillsic. In the extrinsic fault, as shown in Fig.41, there is an extra layel of atolrìs, e.g.A,

inserted between planes B and C. The original stacking sequence, ABCABC along the

<111> dilection of the Ni lattice, will be thelefole changecl into an ABACABC stacking

sequence. Thus, a srnall piece of twin involving 5 layers of atoms (BACAB) is incluced. A

stacking fault can also be formed by rernovirlg one plane of atoms. By this intrinsic

lnanner, the original ABCABC stacking sequence aiong the <111> clilection is changecl

into the one of ABABCABC, if plane C wele to be rernovecl. In this way, a srnall piece of

hexagonal crystal with an ABAB stacking sequence follns within the fcc lattice. Thel.efore,

whenevel a stacking fault is present, r'egalclless of whethel it is an intlinsic ol exü.insic

type, a thin piece of crystal with an atomic stacking sequence clifferent fi'om that of the

matrix is intloducecl in the rnafiix. Accolcling to the kinernatical theory of electron

diffraction, the intensity distlibution of leciplocal lattice points is significantly influencecl

by the geornettical tratule of the radiatecl crystal. The general rule is that the intensity is

always extenclecl along a clirection pzu'allel to the shortest clirnension of the crystal. Wren

srnall pieces of two climensional clystals such as stacking faults are prosent, the shofiest

dilection is notmal to the fault plane. In a fcc clystal, this dilection is <1 I 1>. When the thin

foil sarnple is tiltecl to an orientation in which the inciclent beam is exactiy parallel to the

[1 10] direction of the radiatecl area (Fig.42), it is seen thar rhe IlTl] clilection is par-allel to
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Fig.39 BF irnage of a2o/o cleforrnecl Ni-2ato/o Ge alloy specimen illusfating the presence of

wave fiinges along twin boundaries.



Fig.40 Contrast of stacking fault in aNi-2atq/a3e a1loy 2o/o deformed.
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Fig.41 Schernatic dia-trams illusnating (a) normal stacking sequence anci (b) the change in

stacking sequence due to the introcluction of an extrinsic stackin-{ fault.
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the (110) section of the leciprocal lattice. The intensity distribution along rhe tlTll clfuection

gives lise to ûaces passing thlough leciprocal lattice spots. Theleby sneaks are for-mecl.

When the number of stacking faults is sufficient, the intensity of the str-eaks woulcl be

strong enough to be obselved as shown in Fig.38. Correspondingly, the wavy twin

bounclary fringes seen in Fig.39 are caused by these two clirnensional lattice clefects.

The twinning in Ni-2ato/oGe solid solution after 2o/a defonnation is founcl to be in its

initial stages. In some cases, sorne microtwins were observecl to be cornposecl of sever-al

smallel twilis. An example is shown in Fig.43. Zig-zaginterfaces between these srnall thin

twins were obselved as seen in Fig.44. The twinning process is known to requile

al6<I12> type pa:'tial clislocations to rnove on the twin planes. When a païtial clislocation

lneets with sorne obstacles and stops moving, it becornes a bounclary between a twinnecl

ancl an untwinned legions. If sevelal partial dislocations on a selies of acljacent slip planes

ale blockecl in the saûìe area, zig-zag interfaces are formecl. In the twinning r-egior-r,

dislocations of the seconclary slip systern wele also fi'equently observecl. These locally

activated slip systerns contribute to the folrnation of the larnellar structure of slip bancl in

front of twin boundaries as obselvecl at A in Fig.45.

Itr summary, the lniclosfiuctural characteristics of the clefonnecl clilute Ni-Ge solicl

solutions are as follows.

1- The dislocation configuration displays a tll'ee dimensional netwolk which is quite

sirnilal to the one found in pure nickel, a typical wavy material.

2. Miclotwins are fi'equentiy present in areas where mole than one slip systeln has been

activated ancl the density of dislocations is high.
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Fig.42 Schematic diagrarn illusfrating sample orientation with lespect to the incident beam

anci the formation of streaks along Il l l] clirection.
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Fig.43 Microtwins in a Ni-2at7oGe specirnen ZVo defonned.



Microtwins in a Ni-2at7oGe specimen2o/o defonned,



lOOnm

Fig.45 TEM micrograph illustrating the existence of secondary slip system (A) in front of

a twin boundary.
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3. After' 2o/o defortnation, the wiclth of these twirls is observecl to be very srnall. A

consicletable numbel of two dimensional faults are obselvecl on (111) planes which ar-e

adjacent to the twin planes. Thelefore, twiruing is still in its initial stage.

4 " 5 .2 " lVl i cro s tructural Char acteris ti cs of C oncen tr ated, and
Supersaturated l{i-Ge Solid Solution ZVo Ðeformed

A. Microstructural Feafurcs of Ni-7.82at%oGe and Ni-9.7SatvoGe Solid

Solutions 27o Deforcned

The clislocation subsfructure of concentratecl Ni-Ge solicl solutions (i.e. 4-10

ato/oGe) after ZVo clefolmation was obselvecl to be totalty clifferent fi'om the one observecl in

clilute solid solutions. The clislocation configulation in this case was a heterogeneous in

natule. A large nutnber of dislocations were observecl to be concenftatecl in a lilnitecl area of

actíve slip planes, and relatively few clislocations were observed outsicle the pile-ups.

Fig.46 illustlates an example of typical dislocation sû'uctures observecl in the concenfiatecl

Ni-Ge soiicl solutions. Usually, on a single slip plane several hunchecls of clislocations

were founcl to be accumulatecl ancl auangecl in dense pile-ups. Fig.47 is anothel exarnple of

such a dislocation ailangement and the average clistance between the two acljacent

dislocations is about 10 nm. As this type of clislocation configulation is a kincl of long

range perioclical anangement, satellites in SADP clue to the cliffuse scattering effect wer-e

obselvecl alouncl main cliffraction spots (Fig.aS). The clystallographic cli¡ectio' li'ki'g the

satellite (1) and rnain diffraction spot, (222), was nolmal to the pile-up clirection of the

clislocations, ancl the spacing between the satellite spot ancl the cliffiaction spot, Âg, hacl a
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Planar slip type dislocation substructure in the specimen of the Ni-9.8at7oGe alloy.



Fig.47 TEM micrograph of a Ni-7.8atq/aGe alloy specirnen.
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reciprocal relationship with the average distance between the clislocations clu, i.e.,

ag=1/clD (84)

Since the intensity of the satellite spot can be consiclerecl to be the result of

diffraction by lattice planes with interplanal spacing equal to the average clistance between

the neighboring dislocations, the avelage inter'-dislocation clistance can be estilnatecl frorn

the diffr'action pattern as well. The corresponcling relationship can be expr-essecl by,

dp = LÀlR (85)

whele R is the spacing between the satellite and the rnain cliffi'action spor, L is the calnera

length of the TEM and À is the wavelength of the inciclent electron beam. hi Fig.4B, the

values of L = 1200 rnm ancl À = 0.0025 nrn, and the value of R was about 0.3 rnrn.

Therefore, the average spacing between the two acljacent clisiocations was about 10 nm,

which is identical to the value obtained by the clilect rneasurement on the TEM rnicr-ograph

slrown tt Frg.47 .

In Fig.48, another extra satellite, spot 2, is believecl to be relatecì to the slip pla¡e

itself. Fig.49 is a schematic diagrarn showing the mechanism of fonnation of satellite spot

"2". The cliffraction condition in Fig.49 was the sarne as in Fig.48. Basically, this is a two

bearn condition, i.e. the intensities of both the tlansrnittecl ancl the (111) cliffr-action beams

are the strongest. Howevet, the (222) cliffi'action spot is not far fiom the Ewalcl sphere.

Due to the existence of the slip plane which is actually a two clirne¡sional lattice clef-ect clue

to the presence of a large numbel of dislocations in it, the intensity of each cliffractio¡ spot

will be distrjbuted along a dilection nonnal to the fault plane. The reason for this is the
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Fig.48 SADP of the area shown inFig.47.
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Fig.49 Schematic dia-eram illusffatin-e the formation of extra satellite spot inclucecl by a
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salne as that fol the formation of streaks in the SADP clue to the plesence of stacking faults

on the {111 } twin plane. When the elongated leciprocal spike touches the Ewalcl sphere,

tlie cliffraction conclition is satisfiecl and a satellite spot appeals in the SADP. A similar

effect has been lepor'tecl by Arnelinckx et al. In theil case, the satellite effect was causecl by

a single stacking fault on a { 111} plane [83].

B. Microstructural Features in Ni-4.87ato/oGe alloy z7o Deforcned

The microstructural features in the Ni-4.87atVoGe alloy 2o/o deformecl wele obseruecl

to have a rnorpholo gy that seetrs to be a mixture of those observecl in the Ni-2ato/o}e and,

Ní-7 .87ato/oGe alloys. Vely narlow microtwins with an average width of about 50 nm wele

observecl (Fig.50a). The corresponcling SADP of these miclorwir.rs is shown in Fig.5gb.

The frequency of their observation, however, was less than that founcl in the clilute solicl

solutions. In most aleas that were examined, the clislocations were observecl to have a

"network" type of distribution (Fig.51a). However', in sorne areas, the clislocations wer.e

observecl to be sûaight and alranged in a somewhatplanar slip manner (Fig.51b)

C. Microstmctural Features in Ni-1I.87att/oGe and Ni-14.56ato/oGe Alloys

ZVo defonned

The examination of selectecl alea cliffraction pattems fi'om several thin foil sarnples

of the as-quenched Ni- 1 7.9\atVoGe ancl Ni- l4.56ato/o3e alloys suggestecl them to be in a

supersatwatecl state with a single phase fcc crystal sfiucture. This is consistent with the

lesults obtainecl by the x-ray diffi'action investigations. Generally, the clislocation
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Fig.50 (a) TEM rnicrograph of rnicrotwins in a Ni-4.87att/o3e aI\oy afßrTt/o cleformation

and (b) SADP of area (a).
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Fig.51 TEM rnicrograph of (a) three-dirnensional and (b) planar-slip type clislocation

substructures in a Ni-4.87 ato/oGe al1oy after 27o cleformation.



subsffucture of these two slightly defonned alloys was very sirnilar to the one observecl in

the othel two concenfiated solid solutions, viz., Ni-7.8LatVoGe ancl Ni-9.75ato/aGe. A

planal slip type clislocation configuration was the clorninant featule. Fig.52 illustrates this

kind of clislocation distribution obselved in these two alloys after2t/o cleformation. In Ni-

17.9\ato/aGe alloy, some dislocations an'angecl in pairs were also fiequentiy observecl. The

spacing between the dislocations was usually about 25 nln. In olcler to fincl out whether

they are dislocation pails, which usually occul in cleformecl alloys with orclered pr.ecipitates

in them and in ordelecl alloys, or dipoles, the variation in spacing between the clislocation

pairs with the operatiotr of a set of *g vectol was investigatecl. The spacing betwee¡ the

dislocations cheurged significantly when the cliffraction vectol was levelsecl as illusüatecl by

the dislocation pair rnalkecl "A" in Fig 53. Thelefore, in accorclance with the cl-iter-ia

proposed by Bell et al [84] ancl Forwood et al [85], these pails ale suggestecl to be clipoles.

In sorte areas of the thin foil sarnples clislocatiorls were observecl to appear- as rnultipoles.

An exarnple of this is shown in Fig.54. It is interesting to note that even the arrangernent of

these multipoles is also of a sirnilar planal slip natule. In the thin foil samples of Ni-

l4.56atGe alloy, well developecl rnultipoles were fiequently observecl, an exarnple of

which is illustlated in Fig.55.

Flom those expelimental lesults, it is seen that the aclclition of Ge in Ni lattice

significantly influences the lniclohaldness as well as the miclosf uctural char-acteristics of

the material. These changes wele found to be Ge conceltû'ation clepenclent. In the pr.evious

section, based on the analysis of variation in A.A.D. value of Ge atoÍì1s in Ni-Ge solicl

solutions, the concentrated solid solutions were suggestecl to possess some clegree of short

range oldering. Therefore, it seems possible that the occun'ence of the localizecl short r-ange

orcleling is responsible fol the rniclohaldness ancl microstructural changes observecl in the

collcenilated solid solutions. Howevet, aclditional experirnental evidence is requir.ecl to
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Fig.52 TEM rnicrograph of planar slip dislocation configuation in (a) Ni-17.98 atq/o Ge

and (b) Ni-14.56 ato/o Ge speÇimens.
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Fig.53 TEM miclograph of a Ni-17.9\ato/oGe alloy specimen after 2o/o defortnation (a)

9=200 and (b) g=ã00.
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Fig.54 TEM rnicrograph of a Ni-1I.9\ato/oGe alloy specimen after 2o/o defonnation.



Fig'55 TEM rnicro$aph of a Ni-14.5 1atVaGe alioy specirnen after Zvo defornarion.
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suppofi this suggestion conclusively. Since the dirnension of the short range orclerecl region

is likely to be at a scale of ten to hunclred nanoûteters, cliffi'action techniques using x-r.ay,

electron ol othel beatns seern to be best suitecl fol this stucly. Basecl on the facilities at

hancl, x-ray diffi'action investigation of bulk sarnples ancl TEM observations of thin foils

wele carried out fol this stucly, and ale pr.esentecl next.

4.6 X-ray Diffraction lnvestigation of the Concentrated Solid Solutions

Lalge glained bulk sarnples were mountecl on the x-ray cliffi'actometer with its (200)

planes palallel to the sarnple holcler'. A schematic cliagrarn of the experimental anangerrent

is illustrated in Fig.56. In this configuration, stlong and sharp (200) clifflaction peaks fi-orn

the sarnples containin g 4.87 ato/oGe to 9 .'/ Tato/oGe were recoïcled. The intensity pr-ofile of

these peaks was observecl to be asynlnetrical in nature. An example of this is illustr-atecl in

Fig.57 which was obtained fi'om a sarnple containing 9.JSato/oGe. The intensity on the

lower angle side of the (200) peak is seen to be stronger than that obselvecl on the higher

angle sicle. In order to confirm that the the asymmetry in intensity is only r-elatecl to the

cornposition of the material lathel than a systernic ellor' ir-r the clifflactometer itself, the

intensity plofile of (200) r'eflection of pure nickel was also lecolclecl a¡cl carefully co.rparecl

with that observecl from the solid solutions. Sections of the intensity pr ofiles of pur"e nickel

ancl three other Ni-Ge alloys with different Ge contents are shown in Fig.58. Contlar-y to

the intensity plofile of the (200) reflection of pule nickel, the intensity on the lower a¡gle

side of the (200) reflections of the Ni-Ge alloys always appeals to be stlonger than thar

obserued on the highel angle side. The deglee of the asymmeÍy is observecl to increase

with Ge concentration. Therefore, this diffuse effect is confirrnecl to be depenclent on the

Ge concentration.
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lntensity profile of (200) x-ray cliffraction peak in a Ni-9.75ato/aGe alloy.
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Fi-e.58 Intensity profile of (200) x-ray diffraction peak in (a) pure nickel ancl (b) Ni-4.87

ato/oGe (c) Ni-7.82atVoGe (d) Ni-9.75atc/oGe specimens.
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The irltensity of the lowel angle side of (200) diffraction peak can be consiclerecl to

be the sutl of two conhibutior.ls. One is due to the contribution of the randorn Ni-Ge solicl

solution. Tliis palt is expected to be symrnetl'ical on both sicle of the peak ancl is representecl

by a dashecl culve in Fig.58. The seconcl could be fi'orn legions in the matl-ix where Ge

atoms ar'e tlon-randornly distributed. The intensity profile of this contribution can be

detelmirlecl by subtlacting the intensity value expressed by the clashecl curve fi'oln the total

intensity value, i.e. the original intensity profile. The results are also clisplayecl in Fig.58.

Subpeaks on the lower angle side of the rnain cliffraction peak cau thelefole be iclentifiecl

graphically. These subpeaks are suggested to be the contribution of sorne specific volume

of rnaterial with a largel interplanil spacing clistlibutecl in the matrix. Tl-re inter-planar-

spacing, dr, colresponcling to these volumes can be cletenninecl using the Br-agg

lelationship and ale listed in Table 1 1.

Since the x-ray diffractograrns have shown the solicl solutions to be single phase

with a fcc crystal stlucture, these legions in the solicl solution are suggestecl to have a fcc

structures also. The interplanar spacing of (200) planes in these legiorls, clr, ancl therefore

the lattice parameter, â¡, câfl be deter"rnined. These calculatecl values ancl the conesponcling

lattice lnisfit between the legion and the rnatrix are also listed in Table 1 1. Since the

vaÏiation in the lattice pararnetel', ây, of the solicl solutions with Ge concenÍation has

ah'eacly been detelminecl, the average cornposition of the legions with a non-random

clistribution of Ge, cce-L can be estirnatecl. The lesults, also listecl in Table 11, show that

these regions are actually rich in gettnanium ancl the variation in germaniuûì concentration

in these regions increases with Ge content. HoweveL, the average concentration of Ge in

these regions is seen to be lnuch lower than that in Ni-satulatecl Ni.Ge (22.5ato/o1e).

The bulk sarnples were also scanned on the x-r'ay cliffractometer with 20 values

ranging fton24o to 26" to detelnine the presence of the (100) supellattice peak of Ni.,Ge
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T"aBI-E 11. Interplanar spacing of (200) planes of l{i-Ge solid
solutions with different germanium concentration

co" (atVo) 4.87 7.82 9.75

d, (nm) 0.1767 0.1770 0.177t

d, (nm) 0.1777 0.1778 0.1781

a, (nm) 0.3554 0.3556 0.3s62

a, (nm) 0.3534 0.3540 0.3544

co"_r(at%) 13.8 t4.4 14.5

õ (%) 0.6 0.5 0.6
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phase. No supeliattice peak could be obselved. It is known that in a binaly system, the

intensity of the (100) superlattice peak is cleterminecl by the cliffelence between the atomic

scattering factols of the solute ancl the solvent elements, as well as by the volulne fi¿ction

of the oldelecl phase. Sfu-rce the values of the atomic scattering factor of Ni ancl Ge ar-e vely

close and the nurnbel of Ge-rich regions is so srnall that even their (200) cliffraction peak is

vely weak, the absence of the superlattice peak in the cliffractogram may not necessar-ily

inclicate that the Ge-r'ich legions are completely disolderecl. HoweveL, since their. Ge

concentration is less than what is neecled to ploduce a totally orclelecl structure (i.e.

22.Sato/oGe), they cannot be consiclelecl to be totally orclered either. Since the cliffuse

scattering effect due to the presence of Ge-lich region has ah'eacly been estilnatecl by this x-

ray investigation, a TEM study was initiatecl to find out if thele are any conÍast effects

which can be atn'ibuted to the presence of Ge-rich r-egions.

4"7 T'ÐM study of fhe Ge-R.ich Zones üna Concentrated Sotid

Sol¡¡úioras

Thin foil sarnples of solution treated ancl quenchecl Ni-Ge alloys with Ge

concentration frorn 0.92 to ll.9\ato/o were exarnined in the TEM. The r-esults of the

exarnination of selected alea cliffraction patterns fi'orn these specirnens suggest that these

alloys ale all single phase with a fcc crystal structule. This is consistent with the results of

the x-r'ay diffraction studies clesclibecl in the previous sections. HoweveL, contrast effects

staltecl to be observed in the thin foil sarnples of Ni-7.8Jato/oGe alloy ancl becar¡e mor-e

cleally cliscernible in alloys with higher Ge concenfiation. These conÍast effects can be

attlibutecl to the presence of Ge-rich r.egions.
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In thin foil sarnples of Ni-7.87 ato/aGe alloy, black neeclle like contrast effects were

observed in the areas close to the extinction contouls. This feature is illusfratecl in Fig.59.

The average length of the neeclles was founcl to be about 20 ntn ancl they were obser-vecl to

be distributed clensely aud somewhat regularly in the maÍix. At highel rnagnifications ancl

in a cenhal dark-fielcl itnage, using the (111) r'eflection, the contlast appear-ecl sharper ancl

contained fine fi'inges. An exarnple of this is illustratecl in Fig.60, The pr-esence of this

contrast effect suggests that the solid solution is heteÏogeneous on a nanoûìetel scale. It

seelns to confinn the expelirnental lesults obtained by the x-ray cliffraction stuclies which

have suggestecl that cohelent Ge-rich regions are present in the soiicl solutions when the Ge

concentration exceeds 5.)atVoGe. Since the Ge concenÍation in Ge-rich regions is founcì to

be about ten percent highel than that present in the maüix (Table 11), the structure factol

and hence the extinction distance of these Ge-rich regions is expectecl to be cliffer.ent than

that of the matrix. This difference is suggested to cause the observed contrast effects which

are often obselved in solicl solutions within which solute rich GP zones or small orclerecl

domains exist [86].

When the sarnple was tilted to a appropdate olientation ancl exarninecl at higher

rnagnification, the needle like regions were founcl to be locls, ancl two sets of clark ancl

somewhat legularly aligned Ge-rich regions were obselvecl. This featule is shown in

Fig.61a whele these two sets of dark regions ale labelecl as A ancl B respectively. The

selectecl atea elech'on diffraction patteln corlesponcling to Fig.61a is shown in Fig.61b.

The indexing of this SADP suggests that the [TZg] Oirecrion of rhe obser-vecl area is ¡ear.ly

parallel to the incident elecü'on beam. Streaks were observecl on (1T1) ancl 1T1T) reciprocat

spots. The dilection of the sû'eaks is indexed to be parallel to l54Tl, which is per-penclicular-

to the ¡TtT1 ctirection. The longer sicle of each A legion in Fig.61a, can be inclexecl to be

parallel to the [210] dilection. The avelage value of the length of the longer sicle is about 20
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Fig.59 TEM rnicrogaph of a Ni-7.8 ato/oGe specimen.
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Fig.60 TEM rnicrograph of srnall discs in a Ni-7.87ato/oGe alloy 2t/o cleforrnecl (CDF

irnage).
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Fig.61a Contast effect in a Ni-7.87atToGe ailoy specirnen, g=11 l.
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Fig.61b SADP of Fig.61a.



nln. By the same methocl, the longer sicle of each B region is indexecl ancl is parailel to the

[301] direction. Its average length is about 20 nm.In aclclition, fir.re fringes wele observecl

only in B regions and these fine fiinges were indexecl as palallel to the tt tT I dilection.

It is lecognized that nickel is an elastically anisotropic rnaterial whose anisotlopic

factor, A, is leported to be2.54 [21] which is large. Since the <100> dilections are the

elastic softening clirection of the Ni lattice it seems possible that the Ge-rich regions may

choose to clustel on the {100} planes of the lnatrix. Therefole the strair.r energy, which is

inducecl by lattice misfit between Ge-r'ich legion ancl the rnatLix, rnay be effectively

Ieduced. In oldel to determine the validity of the above suggestion ancl fincl out the reasons

for the observed diffuse scattering effects, a fiace analysis study was calliecl out. Fig.62 is

a schernatic diaglarn illusftating orientation of the f aces of intelsections of (100), (010) ancl

(001) planes with (T23) section of reciprocal lattice of the Ni-Ge fcc rnarlix. It is seen in

Fig.61a that the longer side of legion A is along the [210] clilection ancl that of r-egion B is

alorrg [301] direction. Ther'efole, by comparing Fig.61a wtth 62 it can be concluclecl that

the longel side of legion A is palallel to the trace of inrersection of (001) plane with the

(T23) section of the reciprocal lattice of the mafiix ancl the longer sicle of the B region is

parallel to the trace of the intelsection of (010) with the (T23) section of the r-ecipr.ocal

lattice. Therefore, the Ge-rich regions seem to be lying on the {00t¡ plane of the matrix

and theil {001 } plane seems to interface with the {001 } plane of the rnaf ix. Since the angle

between [001] ancl ¡T231 ctirections is about 3l",theorientation of r'egion A is suggesteclto

be inclinecl 37' with respectecl to the iT23) section of the leciprocal lattice of the matrix. It

seeffìs that the shape of the Ge-rich region should look like a thin plate ar-rcl the nor-lnal of

the plate shouid be parallel to the [001] clilection of the mati'ix as schematically shown in

Fig.63. From this arrangeffient, the intelsection of the plate with the (123) section of the

reciprocal lattice is pzuallel to the [210] clilection ancl the projection ima-{e of the plate along
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Fig.62 Orientation of (001), (100) and (010) plane trace on the iT23) section of the

reciprocal lanice.
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ttre ¡TtT1 direction of the rnatrix appear s shorter. Therefore, the plojectecl irnage of the plate

appears to be a rod with its longel side palallel to the [210] clirectio¡ of the rnatrix. This

analysis is also founcl to be true in the case of the plates whose pr-ojectecl irnage was

labelled as B Since the longel side of B region is inclexecl as palallel to the [301] direction,

which is the dilection of the trace of the (010) plane, the normal to the thi. plate is

suggested to be parallel to the [010] direction.

The fine fiinges obselvecl in the B legion are palallel ro the tt t tl ¿¡.ection which

is the clirection of the trace of the (1 10) plane on the 1T23) sectio¡ of the recipr-ocal lattice.

Since the angle between the [1 10] clirection, which is normal to the (110) plane of the Ge-

rich legion, ancl the tTZgl ¿ilection is about 80o, the (t 10) planes of those Ge-r-ich r-egions

whose plojected irnage con'esponds to the B legion are suggestecl to be inciined at about

10o to the (T23) section of the leciplocal lattice. Because the lattice parameter of Ge-rich

Iegions is lalgel than that of the matlix, the matrix planes are suggestecl to be clisplacecl i'
the opposite direction on both sicles of the Ge-rich plates. This causes an abrupt cha'ge i'
the phase of the inciclent ancl cliffi'actecl waves as they encounter these plates. This phase

diffelence leacls to the fonnation of clisplacernent f inges which ru¡ parallel to the line of

intersection of the projectecl irnage of the regions ancl the (T23) section of r-eciprocal lattice.

In this case, fiinges are parallel to tl111 which is the clilection of intersection of the

plojected (110) ancl tne (tZ3) section of reciprocal lattice. This situatio' is illustratecl

schernatically in Fig.(:4. Since the (i10) planes are inclinect to the iTz3) sectio' of

Ieciprocal lattice, the real length of b, which is one of the sicles of r.egion B, shoulcl be

con'ected by b'lcos(8Oo), where b' is the projection of B on tne 1TZ3) section of the

Ieciprocallattice. ConsiderB, in Fig.61a as an example of legior1 B wher-e the measurecl

values of a and b' aLe 30 nrn ancl 6 nm, respectively. After the coLlection, the value of b is

about 34 ntn. Thelefole, by examining fi'orr the 1110] ctilection, the r-eal values of a ancl b
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of the Ge-r'ich regions, are of the same order of ma-qnitucle, i.e. tens of nanometers.

Since the plates corresponding to region B are thin along the [010] clilection, the

clirnension along the [110] dilection of the plates is also expectecl to be sholt when it is

comparecl with the climensions of the plates along the [100] and [001] dilections. As

predicted by tlie kinematical theory of electron diffraction [86], the cliffi'action intensity

shoulcl extend along both of these two directions. As the [010] direction is inclinecl to rhe

(T23) section of the leciprocal lattice at an angle of about 10o, palt of the extenclecl intensity

that touches the (123) section of the reciprocal lattice leaves aíace as a streak on the (123)

section of the reciprocal lattice along a clilection parallel to [54T]. This is the situation

observed in Fig.61b. However, as the [010] dilection is inclineclto the (T23) section of the

teciptocal lattice at an angle of about 33", the length of the intensity distlibution plojectecl

ol.lto the (T23) section of the leciplocal lattice is sholt. Therefole, a sffeak coulcl not be

obselvecl.

'When 
the thin foil sarnple was tiltecl to an odentation such that the [001] dilection

of the selected area was parallel to the clirection of the inciclent elecüon beam, two-

climensional ancl regularly alignecl thin plates wele observed. These plates, arrangecl like

domains, wele observecl to align along two <100> directions of the rnatlix.This situatiolt is

shown itt Fig.65. The average thickness of the plates rneasurecl clirectly fi'orn Fig.65 is

about 2-3 nm and tlie average lengths of the plates along [100] ancl [010] direcrions are

similar ancl about 20-30 nm.

Therefole, by exarnining fi'orn two different directions, the real shapes of the Ge-

rich legions are suggested to be thin plates. The thickness of the plates is suggestecl to be

about 2-3 nn a:icl the length and the width are about 20-30 nm. The crystallographic
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Fig'65 TEM rnic'ograph of a Ni-7.gJato/oGearloy specirnen, B=001.



odentatiotl relationship between the matrix ancl the Ge-rich plates is suggesteci to be (100)M

ll (100)p, [010]Mll [010]p, wheLe M ancl P clenote fhe matlix ancl the Ge-r'ich zones

respectively.

As the Ge concentratioÌr of the alloy increasecl, the conûast of the Ge-rich regions

becalne rnore iclentifiable. It was no longel restlicted arouncl the extinction contoul but

appearecl everywhere. Fig.66 is an example exhibiting this kincl of situation which was

obseruecl in thin foil sarnples of Ni-1L9ïato/oGe alloy. Streaks along both [100] ancl 10101

dilections ¿u'e observed in the SADP. Since the amount of the Ge-rich regions in the alloy is

appreciable the intensity of the sûe¿rks is also sfrong.

4.8. xsothermal Fhase Transformation in N{i-14.56 at%Ge
Supersaturated Solid Solution

4.8.I. Determination of Suitable Sample Thickness and Aging Temperature

Rzrnge For the Study

As was sumlnaLized in Chapter 2, it seeûìs possible that the early stage of Ni. Ge

plecipitation rnight occul in supersaturated Ni-Ge solicl solutions when these alloys are

cooled duling quenching from the solution Íeatment temperatuïe; at which point high

lniclohardness values occur. Therefore, an as-quenchecl sarnple of the Ni-14.56atøloGe

alloys was stuclied. These studies suggested that the precipitation clicl not pr-oceecl to

cornpletion cluring quenching fi'orn the solution treatlnent temperatule. Ther-efore, the

plecipitation process was studiecl further by exarnining the isothermally agecl as-quenchecl

specirnens.
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Fig.66

(a).

(a) TEM rnicrograph of a Ni-11.9\atq/oGe alloy specimen and (b) SADP of area in



The filst step of the study was designed to fincl out an applopriate sample

thickness to obtain a sufficiently fastquenching ratea;t which the initial stâges of Ni.Ge

precipitation couicl be effectively suppressecl. Specirnens with cliffelent thickness were

encapsulated sepalately in algon fillecl vycor tubes. A vertical fulnace was usecl for heati¡g

and quenching the specimens. The thickness of the specirnerl was founcl to be very crucial

in controlling the quenching late ancl consequently in suppressing the Ni.Ge precipitation.

When the specirnens were thickel than 1 run, clistinguishable Ni.Ge peaks woulcl appealin

the x-ray diffi'action patterrì of the as-quenchecl sarnples . Fig.67 shows the x-r-ay

diffiactogram of a specitnen exhibiting the (100), (110) ancl (222) diffraction peaks clue to

the orclelecl Ni.,Ge plecipitates. The rnicroharchiess values of these kincl of sarnples were

found to be over 400 VHN. Such a high halclness value is obviously clue to the

strengthening effect of the NirGe plecipitates. Since the intensity of the (100) super-lattice

peak was found to be the strongest among these three visible peaks clue to Ni.Ge, the

presence of this peak was usecl to identify the occurlence of NirGe precipitation in the as-

quenched material at a later stage. It was founcl that, by clecleasing the thickness of the

sarnple to about 0.8 to 1.0 mm, the cooling rate was fast enough to suppress the

plecipitation effectively. In this case, the (100) superlattice peak disappealecl (Fig.68) a¡cl

the couesponding miclohaldness value of the as-quenchecl sarnple was 250 VHN. Thin

foils were then plepared fi'otn these as-quenchecl samples ancl obselvecl in a TEM. An

exarnple of the tnicrostlucture of the thin foil is shown in Fig.69. Two rnicrosfiuctural

charactelistics ate evident. The filst is that the contlast of the miclograph is somewhat

mottled. In some areas very faint lipple like fi'inges seem to exist. HoweveL, the electlor1

cliffraction patterÍìs observecl in a selies of pledorninant rnaü'ix zones clicl not exhibit any

extra cliffi'action spots at this stage. This is consistent with the results of the x-ray

diffraction investigation conductecl on the bulk sarnples which suggestecl that the solicl

solution is in a supersaturatecl state with a fcc structure. Anothel microstluctural feature is

that the clislocation subsh'uctule exhibits a planar slip behaviour which is very sirnilar-to the
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Fig.67 X-ray diffraction pattem from a 2 mm thick sample of Ni-14. 56atc/oGe alloy in the

as-quenchecl conditio n.
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Fig.68 X-ray diffraction pattem f¡om a 0.8 mm thick sample of Ni- 14.56atVoGe alloy in

the as-quenched condition.
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Fig.69 TEM rnicrograph of a Ni-14.56atq/oGe specirnen in the as-quenchecl condition.



one observecl in the concentratecl Ni-Ge solid solutions. Although the specimen was not

deforlned befole the TEM observation, slight cleformation was probably inclucecl clur-ing the

sample preparation ar-icl hanclling, ancl was plobably responsible fol the folrnation of the

dislocatioll substr uctur e.

After the appropriate sample thickness was cleter'minecl, a suruey of appr.opr-iate

ageing temporature range was conductecl. When the as-quenchecl sarnples were agecl at 850

oC for 5 minutes, the TEM sfudies showecl that they hacl a lalge number of cubic precipitate

particles within the rnatlix. The strain fielcl contlast clue to the presence of the pr.ecipitate

particles is visible near the extinction contours in Fig.70. The SADP of this area, as

illustratecl in Fig.71, exhibits the existence of weak superlattice spots. In CDF mocle these

particles appeæ blight. An exarnple of this is given inFig.72. After the cliffraction pattem

was indexed, the spots were found to be the (100), (110) superlattice leflections of the

Ni,Ge phase. From this cliffraction pattern the lattice palameter of the Ni.Ge is calculatecl

to be 0.357 nm which is in goocl aggrernent with the value reportecl by othel i'esealchers

t1001. Thelefore, thesepalticles were believecl to be equilibriurn Ni.Ge plecipitates. The

average size of the Ni3Ge particles inFig.72 was 100 nrn. Within some of these Ni,Ge

particles, which ¿ue labelled A rnFig.72, fine fringes wore obselved. These fringes seem to

be the antiphase boundaries between two adjacent orclelecl NirGe pafticles with clifferent

odentation. As shown in Fig.73, clislocations wele founcl to be present arouncl the

interphase intelface between the NirGe pzu'ticles ancl the lnatrix. This irnplies that these

palticles are no longel totally coherent with the maûix. Insteacl, their relationship becornes

selni-coheretrt and therefore interface dislocations are innoclucecl to accomnoclate the lattice

rnisfit between these two phases. These two rnicrostructural featules inclicate that the alloy

agecl at 850 'C for' 5 minutes is already at a coarsening stage ancl is no 1ongel of any

concern to the present study. Therefole, samples agecl at lowel temperatures fol a clifferent

titnes wele investigated. Thin foils of these agecl sarnples were prepared ancl observecl in
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Fig.70 TEM rnicrograph of a Ni-14.56at7oGe specirnen agecl at 850"C for 5 rninutes.



Fig.71 SADP of the area shown in Fig.70.



Fig.72 CDF of Ni.Ge precipitates observed in a Ni- I4.56at7oGe alloy specirnen agecl at

850oc for 5 rninutes.



Fig.73 TEM rnicrograph of a Ni-14.56atVoGe specimen aged at 850o for 5 minutes.



the TEM.

Samples, which wele agecl at 600 oC for 15 minutes, exhibitecl a rnodulatecl

miclostructule which is illustrated in Fig.74. Dark and white wavy legiolls were found to

be periodically arranged along the <100> clirection of the matrix. The average sepalation

between the two acljacent white ancl clark legions was about 15 nrn. The moclulatecl

lniclostructure was homogeneously distributed thloughout the matrix. The SADP of the

alea shown inFrg.14 is illustrated in Fig.75. From Fig.75 it is seen that the (200) and

(400) difflaction spots look somewhat elongated along the <100> clilection. To find out the

reasons fol the clirectional elongation of these diffraction spots the photographic film

containing the SADP was furthel examinecl by using a transmission optical microscope. An

enlarged view of the (400) reflection is shown in Fig.76. The presence of satellite spots on

both sides of the lnain reflection along the [100] dilection was revealed frorn the enlarged

diffi'action spot of the (400) r'eflection. These two satellites are labelled as s in Fig.76. In

ovelexposuled photoglaphic plates of the cliffraction, the presence of superlattice

cliffi'action spots was revealecl. An exarnple is shown inFig.77a wher'e (001) and (110)

superlattice spots are visible. These spots are atfiibuted to the Ni,.Ge-y' precipitates. An

overexposulecl clark field micrograph taken with the (001)-y'supellattice reflection is

shown in Fig.77b. The presence of fine Y' particles, which appear as blight peu'ticles ir-r the

rnicrograph, is evident. These particles were not obsewecl to nucleate plefelentially àt grain

bouncÌaries ol clislocations, but were distlibuted homogeneously within the matrix and

alignecl themselves regularly along the 11001 direction of the mah'ix.

The presence of the satellite ol sicle-bancl effect in the electron diffi'action patteill

was studied further using x-ray cliffi'action with bulk sarnples aged at 600 oC for' 15

rninutes. A typical intensity plofile of the (200) difflaction peak of these sarnples is shown
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Fig.74 TEM rnicrograph of a Ni-14.56ato/oGe specirnen agecl at 600"C for 15 rninutes.
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SADP of the area shown inFig.74



Fig.76 Transrnission optical rnicrograph of (a00) diffraction spot shown in Fig.75.



Fig.77 Overexposurecl SADP of the Ni-14.56at7oGe specitnen agecl at 600"C for 15

rninures ancl (b) central clark fielcl rnicrograph of the specitnen taken with the (100)

superlattice reflection shown in (a).
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in Fig.78' Side-bands appearing on both sides of (200) ctiffracrion peak of the marrix were

observed. The position of these two subpeaks was founcl to be syrnmetlical with respect to

the (200) tnain leflection. The intensity of these subpeaks is vely weak as cornparecl to the

intensity of the rnain (200) peak. It is known that the sicle-bancl effect ancl r.noclulatecl

tniclostluctule ale two typical TEM miclostructulal chalacteristics causecl by spinoclal

clecornposition which occursi during the periocl of clecornposition of an unstable

supersaturated solid solution. The build up of cornposition fluctuations causecl by spinoclal

clecornposition is the necessary condition which brings about these two cliffraction effects.

Since spinodal decomposition in an alloy system involves a continuous process clur-ing

which the free energy of the system clecleases silnultaneously, the nucleation stage of the

plecipitation plocess is not necessary ancl the clystal clefects, such as clislocations ancl gr-ai¡

boundaries, ale not lequiled as the nucleation sites for the plecipitates to form. Ther-efore,

the other irnportant microstluctural featule of an alloy which experiences spinoclal

clecornposition is the hornogeneous ancl regulal disribution of fine precipitates. Thelefor-e,

accolding to the TEM rnicrosfiuctulal features observecl in a Ni- 14.56ato/o3e alloy agecl at

600 "C fol l5 minutes, it seems possible that spinoclal clecomposition occuls in the alloy. It

is, however', r'ecognized that a miclostructule silnilar to the one ploclucecl by spinoclal

decornposition may sometimes be obtainecl by the coalsening of plecipitates proclucecl by

nucleation and growth mechanism. Fol example, A.r'cìetl ancl Nicholson have leported that

in aged Ni-41 alloy the alignecl anays of NirAi-y' particles, similar to that procluced by

spinodal clecornposition, coulcl be ploclucecl by stless-affectecl coalsening of an initially

random clistlibution of 1' particles [23]. Thelefore, transformation charactedstics of a Ni-

14.56ato/oGe alloy as a function of ageing time ancl temperatule have been investigatecl

furthel using x-r'ay diffraction techniques. Special ernphasis has been piacecl on the initial

stages of the clecornposition plocess, since it is clucial in the iclentification of the true

clecornposition mechanism.
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Fig.78 The intensity profile of the (200) x-ray cliffraction peak of a Ni- 14.56 ato/oGe bulk

specimen aged at 600'C for 15 minutes.



The results of this prelirninary study conducted by TEM ancl x-ray cliffiaction

techniques are bliefly surnrnalizecl as follows:

a. A satisfactory quenching rate can be obtained so that the eally stage of Ni.Ge-y'

plecipitation ill Ni-14.56ato/oGe alloy during quenching can essentially be supplessecl.

b. Ternperatures of 600 'C and lowel ale suitable aging ternperatures to investigate the

spinodal transfonnation mechanism.

c. The sidebancl effect as well as a rnodulated rnicrostructule were observecl by using

both TEM and x-ray diffi'action techniques.

cl. The alloy aged at 600 oc appears to undelgo spinodal decomposition

As mentioned in Chapter 2, the angular deviation of the side-bancl or the satellite

peak fi'orn the tnain diffraction peak is a function of the wavelength of the cornposition

fluctuation in a real crystal. If the angulal cleviation can be rneasurecl precisely, the

wavelength and the lelationship between the wavelength and the ageing time can be

detellnined accurately. Since this kinetic behavioul reflects the information about the

reaction path of the plecipitation process it is believecl to be an important criter-ion for-

distinguishing the mechanism of spinodal clecornposition from that of conventional

nucleation and growth. By compaling the experimental results obtainecl by electron

diffraction with those obtained by x-r'ay diffraction, it is obvious that the angular resolution

obtainecl by x-ray diffiaction using the cliffi'actornetel technique is rnuch better. In aclclition,

since the diffi'action intensity of the siclebands actually leflects information about the

cornposition modulation, lneasurernents of the intensity are necessary. When the x-r.ay
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diffractorneter is used, the diffraction intensity can be recoldecl and rneasulecl clirectly frorr

the chart paper. Thelefole, the x-ray cliffi'action technique has a clistinct aclvantage ancl was

selected for fulther study of the phase Íansformation in Ni--14.56ato/oGe alloy.

4.8.2 X-ray Diffraction Study of Phase Transformation Behaviour of

Isothermally aged Ni-14.56 ato/oGe Alloy

A. Development of (200) reflection profile of the alloy aged at 600 "C.

As rnentioned in Chapter 2, since the (200) cliffraction peak of the maffix gives the

best combination of sicleband resolution ancl intensity, i.e. larger value of angular cleviation

(40) ancl higher intensity value. These variations in intensity profile of (200) reflecrions

from the aged alloy with changes in ageing time was stuclied first .

The x-ray diffraction pattern of the solution ûeatecl ancl quenched specirnen showecl

the presence of a very weak and cliffuse profile of an intensity fluctuation on the lower-

angle side of the (200) diffraction peak (Fig.79a). HoweveL, such a profile coulcl not be

detectecl on the highel angle side. The presence of a side-band, although vely weak ancl

diffuse, suggests that cornposition fluctuations are present in the solution h-eatecl ancl

quenchecl specitnen. It is likely that the mottled contrast observed in the TEM foil of the as-

quenchecl satnple, ancl illustlatecl in Fig.69, is also clue to the presence of a composition

fluctuation. The fluctuation in cornposition induces a con'esponding fluctuation in atolnic

scattering factol and lattice spacing in the matelial, and consequently leacls to the conflast

effect. When the sarnple was aged for 5 minutes, siclebancls were observecl on both sicles of

the (200) reflection, as shown in fig.79b. Although the siclebands wele stili vely weak ancl

diffuse, their intensity was stronger than that obseruecl in the solution treatecl ancl quenchecl
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Fig.79 Diffelent shapes of the intensity profiles of (200) x-ray diffi'action peaks in a Ni-

I4.56ato/oGe specitnen after (a)water-quenched and then aged for (b) 5 rninutes ancl (c) 40

rninutes.
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specimen and the peak position of the sidebancls was closer to the main reflection. The

(200) x-ray cliffraction profile of the specimen agecl for' 40 rninutes is shown in Fig.79c. As

cornpated to Fig.79 a,b, it should be noted that , after longer time of ageing, the side-bancl

peaks wele much better definecl, wele of sffonger intensity and their positions were closer

to the rnain (200) r'eflection.

Accorcling to Daniel ancl Lipson [5], when (200) r'eflection of the rnatrix is selectecl

the wavelength of the composition rnoclulation, ì,, can be determinecl by the following

expression

À = uo tan(Os) l2 L@ (86)

wheLe, Or is the Blagg angle of the rnain peak, ao is the average lattice parameter of the

alloy, and A@ is the angular deviation of the siclebancl from the Bragg peak which can be

measured clilectly frorn the diffraction pattern. The values of À aftel various lerigths of

ageing tirne up to 40 minutes at 600 oC are given in Fig.80. The value of ì, increases with

ageing tirne. At first the rate of increase is very rapicl but slows clown at later stages of

ageing. The log-log plot of the variation in the value of À with ageing tirne is illustlatecl in

Fig.81. This plot is a shaight line with a slope of ll3 which is the same as the value of the

slope observed in Cu-Ni-Sn [87] and Cu-Ni-Fe [88] atloys that are believecl to be typical

spinodal alloys.

Accorcling to the Cahn's theoly of spinodal clecornposition [13], there shoulcl be a

composition modulation of wavelength À'',, which woulcl have the maximum arnplification

factot' ancl would be in the most favorable condition to grow as comparecl to the other-

waves. Cahn's theory also predicts that the value of wavelength 1,,,.,, does not change over
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a shoft ageing period. The pr'esence of such a constant wavelength has been observed in a

uumber of alloy systems that undergo spinoclal decornposition 189-91] and is consiclered to

be one of the most itnpoltant kinetic characteristics of spinoclal clecornposition. When the

Ni-14.56ato/aGe alloy was aged at 600 oC 
, the value of the wavelength of the composition

rnodulation was observed to vary continuously duling the ageing period of 5 to 40 rninutes.

Since the process is actually diffusion confolled and occurs lapiclly at higher temperatures,

it is likely that the cluration over which the value of ì, remains constant is too short to be

cletectecl at this pailicular ageing temperature. Therefore, an ageing temperature of 550 'C

was selectecl for further stucly.

B. Development of (200) reflection profile of the alloy aged at 550 'c

After the sarnple was aged for 5 minutes, profile of the (200) reflection, illustratecl

in fig.82a, shows asyûrnefry in interrsity ancl the intensity on the lower angle sicle of the

peak seetns to be stronger'. This situation is very sirnilar to the one when the alloy was agecl

at 600 oC. ThelefoLe, the intensity asymmetry is suggestecl to be clue to the contribution of

the sidebands one of which appeals first on the lower angle side of the rnain peak. Dashecl

lines are used to illustrate the intensity plofile of the (200) main cliffi'action peak which is

due to the rnatrix itself and is symrnetrical on both sides of the peak. The plofile of the

siclebancl due to the cornposition moclulation can then be cletelrninecl by subtracting the

intensity value of the clashecl curve frorn that of the original curve. Thereby, the shape ancl

the position of the side-bands are illustrated above the original intensity plofile. Using a

similal tleatment the variation in shape, position as well as the intensity of the siclebancls

with ageing tirne is shown in Fig.82. After' 10 rninutes of ageing, sidebancls on both sides

of the (200) diffraction peak become visible. By rneasuling the value of Â 0, which is usecl
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Fig.82 Va¡iation in intensity profrle of (200) reflection of the Ni-14.56at7oGe alloy with

a-qein-q time aged at 550"C for (a) 5 minutes (b) 10 ininutes (c) 15 minure s (ct) 20 minutes

and (e) 25 minutes.
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to express the angulal deviation of the siclebancl, frorn the rnain peak, the value of

wavelength is calculated to be 24.5 nm. The value of Â0 is observecl to remain constant for

up to 15 rninutes of ageing. HoweveL, the intensity of the sidebands, which is the area

unclel the intensity profile of the side-bands, continues to increase with ageing time. This

in-rplies that the amplitude of the composition rnodulation increases with the ageing tirne.

After25 minutes of ageing, the (200) reflection of NirGe can be detected. This situation is

shown in Fig.82e. The value of Â0 starts to decrease and the wavelength of the

composition rnodulation is calculated to be 25.1 nm. This value shows a srnall increase

cornpalecl to the oliginal value. This inclicates that the period during which the wavelength

keeps a constant value is over.

C. Development of (100) reflection of the alloy aged at 600 "C.

In the solution treated ancl quenched condition, the (100) superlattice peak of

Ni.Ge-y' is not obselved in the x-ray diffractogram which is shown in Fig.83a. After 5

minutes of ageing, a very weak and diffuse (100) superiattice leflection of Ni.Ge-y'

appears (Fig.83b). As ageing progresses, the (100) peak becornes sfionger ancl sharper due

to an increase in the volume fraction of the Ni, Ge-y' precipitates. This situation is

illustlated in Fig.83c and cl. The integrated intensity of the (100) peaks can be usecl ro

estimate the fraction of the equilibliurn volume fi'action of y' precipitatecl after various

ageing time in the followillg lrìarulel.

The integrated intensity of the (100) peak of NirGe-y' phase, Iy, can be

expressed by l92l:

\,=rg,tt,
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Fig.83. Intensity profiles of (100) super lattice ref-lection in rhe Ni-I4.56ata/oGe alloy in

the (a) as-quenched condition ancl a-eeci fo¡ (b) 5 minures (c) 25 minures ancl (cl) 40

minutes.
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where Cr' is the volutne fraction of y' in the y rnatrix, F, is the linear absolption coefficient

of the specimen consisting of (y+T') ancl K is a constant. The linear absorption coefficient

of the specirnen, p, is given by the following explession 1921,

Ë, = 9'0tt -tt"i+¡-t"

where, t-!' it the lineal absorption coefficient of the Ni.Ge-y' phase ancl H, is the linear

absorption of the matrix containing y' plecipitates. The iinear absorption coefficient ¡r" of a

specimen consisting of constituent 1,2... to n can be calculatecl fi'orn the following

explession:

(Lr,/p,) = [ cor(p/p)r + ar(¡ilùz +...+ on(p/p)n] (8e)

wheLe, crl, p and p are the weight fraction, linear absorption coefficient and clensity of

various constituents in the specirnen, r'espectively, and p" is the clensity of the specimen.

According to the Ni-Ge phase cliagrarn, at 600 oC the equilibriurn concenÍation of Ge in

Ni. Ge-y' phase ancl the Y matrix is 26.4wto/o and I4.4wt7o lespectivety l55l . The values of

the rnass absorption coefficient and densities of Ni ancl Ge are known 192] and the clensities

of the Ni.,Ge-y' and the Ni-l7wto/oGe (i.e. Ni-14.56ato/oGe) alloy usecl in this stucly can be

calculated. Therefore, the values of the line¿u'absorption coefficient of NirGe-y', 1L,,, ancl

the rnaûix containing 74.4wfVoGe and l7.Owto/oGe, þ, can be calculatecl from Eq.89. The

values obtained were 435 cm-1, 438 cm-1 ancl 43J cm-1 respectively. That is to say that, the

lineal absorption coefficient of the three species is nearly the sarne ancl accolcling to 8q.88

the lineal absorption coefficient of the specirnen cloes not change upon ageing.

According to Eq.87 the integratecl intensity of the (100) Ni3Ge peak in a specùnen

(8 8)
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with an equiliblium amount of Ni,Ge in it, ¡.", can be explessed by

L," = KCr,"/lrr"

wheLe, Cr'" is the equilibrium volume fraction of y' and pr" is the linear absolption

coefficient of the specimen containing equilibriurn volume fi'action of y' in it. Sirnilally, the

ir-rtegrated intensity of the (10O)-y'peak in a specirnen after ageing time t can be explessecl

as follows

!'t = K 
9,,/l-r,t

whete, 9,, it the volume fiaction of the y' phase after ageing tirne t ancl the p", is the linear

absolption coefficient of the specimen containing 9,, in it. Florn Eqs 90 ancl 91

q,|q" = (\'t{'") (1r,"/P,')

As concluded ear'liet, the values of p of the specirnen do not change due to

ageing, i.e. LLr"=Fr,, therefole,

q'|q":0t't/4")

From this explession the fraction of the equilibliurn volume fi'action of Ni.,Ge

phase precipitatecl after various ageing tirnes can be cleterrninecl by cornparing the integratecl

intensity of the (100)-1' peak in the aged specimen with that observed in a specimerr

containing the equilibriutn volume fraction of y'. Thelefore, a specirnen was solution

fteated at 1100 oC and then furnace cooled to produce the equilibrium volurne fi'action of y'

(e0)

(e 1)

(e2)

(e3)
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phase in it. The con'esponcling (100) NirGe peak is shown in Fig.84. The integratecl

intensities of the (100) peak in the specirren aged at 600 "C for various lengths of tirne

were detennined by rneasuring the aleas under the peaks ancl the ratios of the e,/Q" .-t.
detelminecl by Eq.93. The values of Cr,/Q" against ageing rirne are plofted in Fig.85. The

formation of NirGe occurs very rapiclly during the early stages of ageing followecl by a

siower rate of precipitation. This plot also shows that nearly 55o/a of y' had folmecl within

the first 10 rninutes of ageing, about 80ûlo during the next 20 minutes and 95o/a of y' has

fonned during the first 40 minutes of ageing.

4.8.3 Ageing Hardening Effect of the Alloy Aged at 600 "C and 550 "C

In the as-quenched condition, the harclness of the alloy was measured to be 250

VHN. This high value can not be athibuted solely to the solid solutioll sÍ'engrhening of the

Ge solute in the matrix. Probably, the phase sepatation, which was found to occur in the

alloy cluring quenching frorn the solution heat fieatment tomperature, is also contrjbuting to

the high hardness value.

The variation in rnicroharclness with ageing time at 600 'C is shown in Fig.86. It

is seen that after 5 rninutes of ageing, the harclness has incleasecl by neally 45o/o. Sutce at

this stage only about 8o/o of Ni.Ge plecipitates is plesent, which can be cleducecl fiom

Fig.85, the observed increase in hardness may be rnainly atflibutecl to the cornpositiorl

rnodulation due to the spinodal clecornposition. On further ageing the hardness increases

continuousiy and reaches a peak value of about 500 VHN after 25 minutes of ageing,

which is 907o greater than the hardness of the solution ûeatecl and quenchecl rnaterial. As

seen in Fig.85, a significant amount of Ni.Ge-T'precipitates forms between 5 and 25

minutes of ageing, therefore, as the ageing tirne is incleased beyoncl 5 minutes Ni.Ge-y'
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Fig.84 The (100) superlattice peak of equilibriurn Ni,Ge precipitates in the Ni-

I4.56att/oGe alloy after solution feating ancl furnace cooling .
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precipitates start to influence the halclness of the rnaterial. In the peak-agecl conclition, it is

suggested that most of the hardening effect is clue to the conffibution of Ni.Ge-y' particles.

Aftel ageing for'40 minutes the hardness decreases slightly but still maintains a high value.

For compaLison, the variation in harclness of the al1oy with ageing time at 550 "C

is also given in Fig.86. It is seen that due to the lower ageing tempeïature, the plot of the

hardness vs ageing tirne is shifted towar'cìs iongel times/lower halclness at 600 oC. The

precipitation process seelrs to be clelayed. Up to 10 minutes of ageing time, the halclness

increases by a vely small amount. By Comparing with Fig.82, it is recognizecl that this

ageing peliocl corresponds to the stage at which the wavelength of the cornposition

fluctuation keeps a constant value ancl only the amplitucle of the composition fluctuation

wave incleases with the ageing tirne. At this stage the NirGe-y' has not yet plecipitatecl.

Thelefore, it is suggested that, cluring this period, the increases in haldness is relatecì to the

itrcrease in the arnplitude of the cornposition fluctuation and the sf engthening effect at this

stage is not significant. When the alloy was agecl at 600 oC, the peliocl of constant

cornposition wavelength could not be found. It was suggested that at that ageing

telnperature this peliocl is plobably too short to be iclentifiecl. The lesults of this harclness

tests seeln to suppoil the above suggestion. As seen in Fig.86, the microharclness value of

the alloy, which was aged at 600 oC fol 5 rninutes, has ah'eacly reachecl 370 VHN.

Accorclingly, it will take about 20 rninutes of ageing for the alloy to reach this high value if
it is aged at 550 oC. However, aftel such a long tirne of ageing, tl.le wavelength of

cornposition wâve has been obserued to start glowing. Thelefole, the high harclness value

of the alloy, agecl at 600 "C inclicates that after'5 minutes of ageing the periocl of constant

cornposition wavelength is ovel.'When the alloy is agecl at 600 oC, this peliocl probably

occurs within 1-2 rninutes of initial ageing or even less. Expelirnentally, the investigation

of this process is difficult. After 10 minutes of ageing, the increase in harclness is very
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appreciable. By cornparing with results shown in Fig.82, it is seen that this period

corresponcls to the increase in wavelength and in the amount of NirGe-1'precipitation.

This situation is very similar'to that in which the alloy is agecl at 600 oC, and the haldness

incleases ver y rapiclly.

In Fig.86, it is seen that the hardness of the alloy increases continuously with

ageing time at both 550 oC ancl 600 "C. This indicates that an incubation peliod which

always occurs cluring a precipitation process controllecl by a nucleation ancl glowth

mechanism cloes not exist in the present case. The increase in harclness at the ver'y initial

ageing stage is clirectly lelated to the inclease in the wavelength of cornposition fluctuation.
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In this chapter, the experirnental results concerning the existence of localizecl

oldering in concentrated Ni-Ge solutions are first discussed and comparecl with stuclies

canied out on other alloy systems, ancl the presence of Ge-rich zones in the concentrated

solutions is confirmed. By means of a therrnodynarnical analysis the behaviour of Ge

solute atoms ill the Ge-rich zones is suggestecl to be sirnil¿u to the one observecl in the

totally ordered NirGe intelmetallic cornpound. That is, the Ge-rich zones are suggestecl to

be somewhat locally oldelecl. By exarnining the variation in elar-atio with Ge adclition ancl

considering its influence on the phase stability, the fcc clystal sffucture of the Ni-Ge solid

solutions appears to become unstable with respect to the L1, clystal structure due to the Ge

addition. It is also suggestecl that a series of transition states between the totally clisolclerecl

fcc crystal sfiucture ancl the totally ordered L1, crystal structure exist between these two

states. After that, the lelationship between the locally orclered Ge-rich zones ancl the

chalactedstics of the dislocation substlucture of the defonnecl rnatelial is cliscussecl.

Finally, an explanation of the negative cleviation in the lattice parameter vs Ge concenilation

curve is ploposed. In the second section of this chapter, characteristics of the continuous

pl-rase tlansfollnation of supersatulatecl Ni- l4.56at7oGe alloy involvir-r-e plecipitation of

Ni.Ge phase are discussed. A possible reaction path for the phase transformation is
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proposed by using a graphic thelmodynarnic analysis.

5.1 Localized Ordering in Concentrated Ni-Ge Solid
Solutions

hi the following sections, the experimental results obtainecl by the x-ray

cliffi'action stuclies are first compared with the those obtainecl by TEM investigations. This

cotnparisou indicates that the diffuse scattering effect which has been detectecl by x-r'ay

cliffraction and the contrast effect which has been revealed by TEM stuclies ale found to be

rnutually related, ancl the presence of the Ge-rich zones is suggested to be responsible for

these two phenornena. Then by using a thermodynamic analysis, the state of the Ge-r'ich

zorìes is suggested to be partially ordered. Based on the consideration of the var'iation in ela

ratio with Ge concentration within a Ni-Ge unit cell with Ge concenf ation, the aclclition of

Ge is suggested to destabilize the fcc crystal structure ancl plomote the fonnation of Ni.Ge.

After the lelationship between the occurrence of SRO in the rnaterjal and the clislocation

distlibution has been discussed, a possible leason for the planar slip clislocation

configuration in the concenfiatecl Ni-Ge solid solution is suggested. Finaliy, an explanation

regarding the negative deviation of the lattice parametel vs Ge concenffation curye of the

Ni-Ge solid solutions is proposed.
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5. I . I Comparison of the R.esults Cbtained by X-ray
Diffraction and TEft/f Sudies

The results of the x-ray diffraction studies have shown that there exists an

asyûuxetry in the intensity profile of the (200) cliffraction peaks of Ni-Ge solid solutions

with Ge concenûation langing fi'om two to twelve atomic percent. The presence of Ge-rich

regions in the solid solutions is suggested to be responsible fo¡ the cliffuse scattering effects

which leads to the asymmetry in intensity profiles of the (200) reflections. The results of

the TEM observations conclucted on the solicl solutions support the above suggestion. The

irnages of Ge-rich zones suggest that they are thin plates of about 25 x25 run2. Basecl on a

study of the conffast effects inclucecl by these zones in TEM irnages it is suggestecl that the

olientation relationship between the rnaÍix ancl the zorìes is (100)rll(100)p, l01OlMll[010]p,

where the M and P donate the rnaffix and the Ge-r'ich zones, respectively. Therefore, by a

cornbinecl use of TEM ancl x-ray cliffraction techniques the variation in cornposition, size

and distlibution of Ge-rich zones with Ge concentration in the concentratecl solutions, as

well as the crystallographic relationship between these zones and the rnafiix has been

detelmined.

The results of TEM studies can also be used to explain the nature of the intensity

profile of the (200) reflections from the specirnens that were mountecl on the x-ray

diffractorneter with their' (200) planes parallel to the sarnple holder'. Accorcling to the

kinematical theory of x-ray diffraction, the intensity distribution of a cliffi'action peak is

influencecl by the shape of the material causing the diffi'action of the x-ray beam. Since the

shape of the Ge-rich regions is found to be a thin plate, the corresponcling cliffi'action

distril¡ution should be a spike which is nonnal to the plane of the plate. This is

schernatically iilustrated in Fig.87. The plane in which this spike lies will be the same as the

one which contains the inciclent and diffr'acted x-ray beams. Therefore, the cletectol of the
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Fig.87 A schematic diagrarn illusffating the orientation of an x-ray cliffraction specimen

with respecr ro the diffracrion plane.
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x-ray cliffractometer may be able to pick up the weak diffi'action peak which is ploducecl by

the Ge-r'ich plates. On the other hand, due to the lattice rnisfit between the matrix ancl the

Ge-r'ich zones, the position of the peak is very close to that of the rnain peak. ln olcler to

iclentify the weak peak corresponding to the Ge-rich regions, the optimurn sarnple conclition

was founcl to be a large grained bulk sample. This produces a shalp diffraction peak of the

tnaÍix by confining the difflaction to occur only in one glain instead of many, which

causes a diffused intensity profile. The sharp rnain peak recluces its overlap with the

subpeak of (200) r'eflection of Ni, Ge phase. In adclition, the intensity of the subpeak is also

increased, thereby rnaking it easier to detect the subpeak. It seems that the x-r'ay cliffraction

technique is more sensitive in cletecting the Ge-rich zones than the TEM technique, since

the asyrnmerry in intensity profile of the (200) reflection coulcl be identifiecl even in Ni-

4.87atVoGe alloy. However, the contrast effects ancl the corlesponding diffuse scatteling

effects could only be distinguishecl in the TEM when the Ge concentl'atioll was greatel than

7.87ato/oGe.

The lesults of the x-r'ay difflaction studies have also suggestecl that the type of Ge

distribution changes with increase in Ge concen['ation. In clilute Ni-Ge solid solutions the

existence of a linear relationship between lattice parameter and Ge concentration suggests

that they ale ideal solid solutions. Therefole, the Ge distribution in the nickel lattice is

suggested to be random. However, in the concenÍated solutions some of the Ge solute

atoms appear to cluster and foun partially ordered Ge-r'ich zones. When the Ge

concentration reaches l4.56ato/oGe, cornpositional fluctuations clue to the early stages of

spinodal decornposition have been suggested to occur even in the sarnple which is water

quenched fi'om the solution treatlnent temperature. The results of the study of clislocation

clisnibution in Ni-Ge solid solutions after' 2o/o defonnation have clemonstratecl that the

clislocation clisnibution is also stlongly influenced by the amount of Ge aclclition, and seems
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to bear a close relationship with the type of Ge clistribution. In dilute Ni-Ge solutions, the

clislocation disnibution is very sirnilal to that obserecl in pule nickel. It seerns that it is the

nickel lattice itself which detennines the charactelistics of the dislocation distlibution, and

the Ge solute atoms only irnpecle the dislocation rnotion in the alloy. In the Ni-4.87ato/oGe

ailoy, whele the Ge-rich zones are filst detected by the x-ray diffraction, the clislocation

clistibution was observecl to start to change fi'om a three clirnensional network illto a planar'

slip configuration. Later on, the number of Ge-rich zones was founcl to increase with Ge

concentration and the planal slip dislocation distribution was observecl to become the

dolninant microstructural feature of the alioy. In supersaturated solicl solutions, i.e. in Ni-

77.9\ato/oGe and Ni-14.56ato/oGe alloys, solrre clislocations were observed to be in a

rnultipole configuration, which also exhibited a planar slip character ancl became

incleasingly well-cleveloped with an increase in Ge concenfation. Thelefole, the fonnation

of paltially oldeted Ge-r'ich zones seerns to be lesponsible fol prornoting the formation of a

platral clislocation disnibution. This suggests that the precliction of Kanthaler et al 172,80)

is also valicl for Ni-Ge alloys.

5.1 .2 Nature of Ge Ðistribution in the Ge-rich Zones
To investigate the nature of the clistribution of Ge in the Ge-rich regions, the value

of partial rnolal volume of Ge in concentlatecl Ni-Ge solutions was stucliecl. The partial

rnolar volurne, V6", of Ge in the solicl solutions can be explessecl by

Vc" = V"""* (l-Xc") (þ
ð&.

(e4)

wheLe, V""" is the rnolal volume of the solution whose Ge rnole fi'action is X6". The unit

of the rnolar volurne is crn3/rnol and the Vyo"call be expressed by,
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6.02x102
Vx.'.= (a&o). 

^ ¿

Whele a¡.0 is the lattice palameter of the alloy with a Ge concentration of X6".

Since the valiation in lattice parameter with cornposition is alleady known, the lelationship

between V¡o" ancl the composition can be cletermined. The partial molar volume of Ge at

each concetrtlation, X6", cân be cleterminecl by drawing a tangent to the culve at the

concentr ation point ancl finding the intercept of the tangent at the axis of X6" = 1 . The results

ale illushatecl in Fig.88.The paltial rnolal volurre of gelrnanium in clilute solutions, V* t,
measured to be 8.1 ctn3/rnol as iliustrated in Fig.88. The values of the partial molar volume

of germanium in the concenn'atecl solutions show a significant negative cleviation frorn that

obserued in the clilute solutions. Fol exarnple, at point A, the value of partial molal volume

of gerrnaniuln, V6"-4, is lneasured to be 7.59 cm3lmol which is 6.3o/a smaller than that of

"the V* value. However, the value of partial molar volume of Ni in the concentlatecl

solution is vely close to that in the clilute solutions, U* . to, exannnte, at point A, the

partial molal volutne of nickel, VN-A, almost coincicles with V* Thelefore, in the

concentrated solutions, it is only the partiai molar volume of gelmanium that exhibits a

significant cleviation from the value of the dilute solutions. Moreover, using the same

method, the partial molar volume of Ni and Ge in NijGe can be expressed by

VN,c" = Xc¿XVc" + X¡¡ixV¡i (e6)

Since the arnount of Ni in NijGe is lelatively large, it is reasonable to assume that

the value of partial urolal volume of Ni ili NijGe is still equal to that ilr the clilute solutions,

"i.e. V¡i - VN = 6.59 cn3lnol. Therefote, the value of Vce in Ni3Ge can be expressecl by,

(e5)
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V.= = 
vr.¡i,cc - xNi v¡n

Xc"
(e7)

The rnolal fi'action of nickel, X6", in Ni-saturated NijGe is reportecl to be 0.225

[65], its lattice parameter is 0.3570 nm and hence its rnolar volume, VNirc" , is calculatecl to

be 6.85 cm3/rrol. By substituting these values inEq.97 , the value of partial molar volume

of Ge irr Ni3Ge is calculated to be J.75 cm3lfftoi.. This value is very close to that of the

partial molar volume of Ge in the concentratecl solutions. This irnplies that the partial molar

qualltity of Ge in concentrated solutions is rnole sirnilal to that in Ni3 Ge inter-metallic

cornpound than that in dilute solutions. The change in the therrnoclynarnic proper-ty of Ge

lnay be attlibuted to the sftonger Ni-Ge interaction in the concentrated solutions.

The (200) interplanar spacing rnisfit, õ, between the lattice spacing of the matrix

cll, and Ge-rich region d¡, is evaluatecl ancl shown in Table 11. The values of the

interplanar rnisfit are founcl to be about 0.5o/a to 0.67a which ale very srnall. Since the

A.A.D. value of Ge in the clilute solutions is larger than the atomic cliametel of Ni, where

Ge solute atoms ale landomly distributecl in the Ni lattice, the expansion effect of a Ge

addition is appreciable. If Ge solute atoms are still ranclornly clistributecl in the Ge-r-ich

regions the misfit value could no longer be so srnall. Therefore, the Ge-rich r.egions shoulcl

be somewhat locally orclered which irnplies a stronger interaction between nickel ancl

germanium atoms, ancl leacls to a recluction in specific volume of the alloy.

5.1.3 Consideration of Electron Theory

The folrnation of locally orderecl Ge-rich regions can also be explainecl by the

electron theory of phase stability. Ni is a transition metal with an ela ratio of 10. Ge is an
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elernent in the B subgroup of the Periodic Table and its elaratio is 4. A suryey of AjB type

intelmetallic cornpouncls suggests that the stability of these cornpouncls is rnainly controllecl

by the ratio of total electrons outside the inelt shell to the nurnbel of atorns in the unit celi

[93]. Since the elaratio of Ni3Ge is 8.5, the presence of gennaniurn with a lowel value of

el'¿ ratio in the Ge-rich regions will r'educe their ela ratio, which wiil cause the Ni lattice to

become unstable, and will promote the folrnation of Ni3Ge. Since the cornposition in the

Ge-rich regions has not yet leachecl the critical value which enables NijGe to precipitate,

long lange older in these regions is not likely to occur. Instead, a pafiial olclering may take

place in these regions. The degree of localizecl orclering is suggested to be function of

gennanium concenffation in the Ge-rich legions that causes the size of the unit cell to

declease continuously. This explains why the rnisfit between the Ge-r'ich zones ancl the

matlix remains constant in the concenffatecl solutions.

5.1.4 R.elationship Eetween the I-ocalized crdering and
Flanar Type Dislocation Ðistribution

It is known that Ni, Cu ancl theil clilute solid solutions exhibit wavy slip at low

and rnedium amount of defonnation ancl the dislocation configuatioll in these rnaterials

exhibits a thi'ee dimensional character 194-c)ll.It is generally believecl that an extensive

cross-slip of screw clislocations enables them to tangle with each other 172,98-1011 ancl

hence give rise to a wavy dislocation distribution. It has been also lecognized that the

formation of short range ordering in Ni-Fe U0z,I03l, Ni-Cr L93,IO4I, Cu-Mn t105-1071

ancl Cu-Al [108,109] alloys changes the dislocation clistlibution fi'om an initially th¡ee

dirnensional configulation into a planar slip type configulation. Therefole, it is inter.esting

to note that a sirnilal closerelationship exists between the formation of pafiiaily or-clelecl
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Ge-rich zones ancl the occurrence of the planar slip type clislocation configuration in the Ni-

Ge alloy system. The presence of partially orderecl Ge-rich zones seems to plevent

extensive closs-slip of screw dislocations and restricts the clislocations to rnove on the

lin-rited slip planes. A possible mechanism leacling to the formation of these clislocation

configurations ancl their relationship to the Ge-rich zones revealecl by the TEM stuclies is

proposed next.

It is known that a cornpletely olclered legiorr is an effective obstacle to clislocatioli

tnotion, and a pail of dislocations glicle together when they cut thlough these orclerecl

legions. Passage of the filst dislocation of the clislocation pail clestloys olclering in the

Iegion whereas the second clislocation restores it. The Ge-r'ich plates in Ni-Ge solicl

solutiorls were observed to be about 2-3 ntn thick along the <100> clirection. Therefore,

when leading disiocations cut through the Ge-rich plates on (111) planes that lie along the

thin direction, they clestroy the ordering relationship between the upper ancl lower layer of

the Ge-rich plate which is acljacent to the slip plane. The following clislocations then

experience much lowel lesistance to their motion on the same slip plane ancl therefore, fincl

an easier path to glide, ancl accordingly, the cross-slip rnotion of these clislocations

becomes unnecessary. When the first ieading dislocation meets with another thin Ge-rich

plate, it becotnes irmnobile and all the dislocations which follow are pilecl up against it.

This pile-up exerts a folce pushing against the leading clislocation that enables it to
overcorle the obstacle in front of it. Thelefole, these paltiatly orclerecl Ge-r'ich zones are

suggested to be effective in ploviding resistance to oniy the first sever.al leacling

dislocations. Aftel these zones are cut ttu'ough ancl become cornpletely clisor-cler-ecl, they are

no longer effective obstacles to the dislocation motion. These cut Ge-rich areas are

suggested to be soft and the rnaterial defoms hetelogeneously.
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5. 1 .5 Explanation for the {jnusual tsehaviour of the
Variation in Lattice Parameter with Ge Concentration

The unusual valiations in lattice parameter of Ni-rich Ni-Ge solicl solutions with

Ge concentration can be explainecl as follows. In dilute solid solutions, if the

Goldschmidt's correction factor is considerecl, the Vegalcl Law is satisfiecl. In these solicl

solutions the variation of lattice parameter,a, with Ge concentration, Xo", is line¿u' ancl can

be expressed by a =r[7. (Xc". A.A.D.ce + X*d¡i) . The solicl solutions can be tleatecl as

icleal solid solutions and Ge solute atoms are consiclered to be ranclomly clistlibuted in the

liickel lattice. The expansion effect of Ge is rnainly due to its size effect. Since nickel atoms

can effectively prevent contact between Ge atoms, the contlibution of incliviclual Ge solute

atoms in expanding the nickel lattice is additive and the variation in lattice parameter with

cornposition is linear'. However', in solutions containing more than 2att/o Ge, the

clistribution of Ge rnay be of two types. (1) A palt of the solute atoms rnay clistribute

themselves ranclomly in the nickel lattice. This poltion of the solute atoms confiibute most

to expancl the lattice ancl the lattice parameter incleases with Ge concenûation. (2) another

poltion of the solute atoms seetrs to cluster in celtain regions founing pzutially olclerecl Ge-

rich regions. Since the specific volume of Ge-r'ich regions is smallei'clue to a sfionger

interaction between nickel and gennaniurr atorns, their contribution to expancl the lattice is

less than that of the randomly disÍ'ibuted solute atoûrs. As a lesult, the net lattice pararnetel

of the solid solution is srnaller than that predictecl by the Vegarcl law. As the number ancl

the Ge content of the Ge-rich legions increases with Ge concenûation, the effective arnount

of the Ge solute atoms randornly distributed in the matlix does not significantly inclease

with the composition, and the ovelall lattice parametel is observecl to increase with Ge

concentl'atiou at a clecreasing late.
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5.2 Continuous Fhase T'ransformation in ldi-14"56 atVo3e
Alloy

During the x-ray cliffraction stucly of the early stages of decomposition in Ni-

74.56ato/oGe alloy, the intensity of the siclebands was observecl to be asymmeffical, i.e. the

intensity of the sideband on the lower angle side of the (200) r'eflection was cletectecl to be

stronger than the one on the higher angle sicle. In the following sections, this asyrrunetry in

intensity of sidebands is first discussed. Subsequently, the behaviour of NirGe

precipitation in the alloy agecl at 550'C and 600oC is cliscussed ancl a possible reaction path

for the phase üansformation is ploposed.

5.2.1 study of Asymmetry in {ntensity Frofile of the
Sidebands ,Around the (200) Ðiffraction Feaks

As noted in section 4, the occun'ance of sidebancls reflects the fact that there exists a

periodic moclulation in cornposition in the alloy. Daniel and Lipson U3,l4l assumecl that

the fluctuation in cornposition varies sinusoidally with a wavelength of À. If the atomic

sizes of solvent atom A and solute atom B ale consiclerably clifferent, the fluctuation in

cornposition will induce a corresporlcling fluctuation in interplanar spacings. Sirnilarly, if
the atomic scattering factols of A and B atoms show a significant clifference, the

cornpositional fluctuation wili also bring about a peliodic variation in the atomic scattering

factor. The intensity of an x-ray diffraction beam is a function of both the position of every

individual atoms in the lattice as well as their atomic scattering abilities. Therefore, a

peliodic fluctuation in these two palameters will introcluce a seconcl orcler cliffraction effect,

i.e. the side band phenomenon. In the original apploach of Daniei ancl Lipsorl ( the D-L
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lnoclel), the contribution of these two parameters to the intensity profile of siclebancls was

caiculated sepalately. Thelefore, theoretically, the intensity plofiles of sidebancls were

suggestecl to be syrmnetrical. However, in the present stucly,whelt the Ni- 14.56 at o/o Ge

alloy was agecl the intensity of the sidebands at each stage of ageing was observecl to be

stronger on the lower angle side of the (200) x-ray clifflaction peak. In other worcls, there

exists an asylnûtetry in the intensity plofile of the sidebancls alound the rnain cliffi'actior-r

peak.

In Ni-Ge solid solutions, the apparent atomic size of Ge atoms is larger than that of

Ni atoms. Also the wavelength of Cu-Ko ladiation (0.154i8 nrn ) is vely close to the K

absorption eclge (1.¡ç) of nickel (X l^"K:1.04 ). Ther-efore,when Cu-Ko racliation is usecl

for the x-ray diffraction studies the value of the atomic scattering factol of Ni ch'ops

significantly. Howevet, in the case of Ge atoÍls, the use of Cu-Ko racliation has little

influence on their scattering ability. Thus, the atomic scattering factol cliffelence between

Ni ( 24.55 after corlection) and (Ge,30.23, aftel corlection ) is not negligible. Since both

of these two parameters are significantly different for Ni ancl Ge atorns, it seems

appropriate to consider thern conjunctively when the intensity of the cliffi'action peak is

cletelmined. Therefole, the D-L rnodel is reconsidered as follows.

Accolcling to the D-L model, the periodic fluctuation in Ge concentration, X^. ,,UC

within the Ni-Ge solid solutions, can be explessecl as follows

Xo" = Xc",.u + k cos i2r qd / Qa) (e8)

where Xc",nu is the average cornposition of the alloy, k and e are the amplitucle
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and wavelength of the cornposition fluctuation wave respectively, ancl q clenotes the qth

leflection plane fi'orn the origin, cl is the average ir-rterplanru' spacing of the lattice along the

direction x. As ûeated in the D-L model, the position of the qth plane frorn the oligin will

be given by

X(q) = qa+ (AQl2ru) sin(2rcqlQ) (ee)

whete, A is a parâmeter leflecting the arnplitude of clisplacement of each reflecting plane.

Sirnilar'ly, the variation in atomic scattering factol is given by

f(q)=fn+Dcos(2rqlQ) (100)

whele fo is the average atomic scattedng factol ancl D is the amplitucle of the variation in

atomic scattering factol. Then, the lelative arnplitucle of the g orcler cliffraction is given by

Since the assurnption and calculation proceclures are similar to those of D-L

fieafinent, orrly the results ale given here:

Q-1

F=X ffo + D cos(2ru q/D)J exp{2iu ig[qcl+( AQ/z) sin(2ru q/e]/ct]
c1=0

Q-1

fo exp (zrc igq) +t/z\ [D+ (gAefo) / cl] exp[2æ iq (g+t/e)ì +

Q-1 
q{

+ Ilz\ tD - (gAQfo rldl expl2niq (e-lle)l
q4

(101)

(102)

Q-1

F=x
q=O

Obviousìy, values of the lelative arnplitucles of the diffiaction beams (F) are large

only when I = h, h+l/Q, h - 1/Q, where h is an integer. The first term in Eq.10Z is the
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relative diffr'action arnplitucle of the average lattice and conuibutes to the intensity of the

main diffraction peak. The seconcl and thilcl terms are the relative arnplitucles of the lower-

anci higher angle sicle bands, respectively. If the intensity of the cliffractecl beam fi'orn the

average lattice is denotecl as I(h) and is assulned to be unity, the relative intensity of the

lower angle side band will be given by,

I(h-l/Q) =U4lD +gAQfo lal2 =U4lDz +(qAQfo la)2 +2DgAQfo/al (103)

and the intensity of the higher angle side band will be given by,

I(h+l/Q) =U4lD -eAQfo /al2=rl4lD2 +(gAQfo /a)2 -2DgAefo/aì (104)

A cornparison of Eqs. 103 ancl 104 shows that the intensity of the lowel angle sicle

band, i.e. I(h- 1/O has a higher value. The difference in the intensity of the two sicle bancls

is given by,

I (h - 1/Q) - I (h + tlq) =DgAQfo / a (10s)

which is proportional to the product of the arnplitucle of the variation of interplaniu spacing

(A) and the valiation in the atoÍnic scattering factor (D). Therefore, the lesults suggest that a

significant asylmnetly in intensity of the side bancl will be obselvecl only in those alloys in

which both interplanar spaciug and atornic scattering factor show an appreciable clifference.

The above argument is suppolted by further experimental results. Upon aging for-

15 ancl40 rninutes (Fig.70a,b), the intensity of the sicle bancl on the lowel angle sicle of the

diffraction peak is always observed to be sf onger than the one on the higher angle sicle.
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The following general picture of fluctuation in composition in Ni-Ge solicl solutio¡s

is now becomes clearer. The initial stage of tlansformation actually involves a phase

separation, in other words, clusteling of solute atoms. This phase separation is establishecl

via a perioclic fluctuation in composition which progressively forrns Ge-rich ancl Ge-

clepletecl r-egions. The Ge-rich regions have a lalger interplanar spacing, ancl cliffraction

frorn those regions occurs at lowel values of 20 in accoldance with the Bragg diffi-action

law. Thelefore, cliffraction from these regions contributes lrore to the intensity of the lower

angle sicle band. At the same time, the avelage atomic scattoring factor of the Ge-rich

legions is higher', the diffi'action effect is süonger, and the intensity of the lower angle sicle

band shoulcl be higheL, as has been obselvecl. This phase separation leacls to the orclering

reaction and the fiansformation of equlibliurn NirGe phase in those Ge-rich regions in

which the Ge concentration reaches a critical level. As the Ge concentlation in Ni.Ge is

about 23.5 atVa, which is highel than the average concentation of gerrnaniurn in the rnafiix,

the (200) reflection of Ni. Ge is also on the lower angle sicle of the (200) rnatlix peak.

If the profile of the (200) peak in the as-quenchecl specimen is stuctied further, it is

obseruecl that the intensity on the lower angle sicle of the (200) cliffraction peak is cliffuse.

This irnplies that the fluctuation in cornposition has sornehow staltecl cluring quenching

fi'om the solid solution Íeatrnent temperature. Since the arnplitucle of cornposition

fluctuation is small duling the very early stages of clecomposition, the intensity of side bancl

is vely weak and can hardly be detectecl. As intensity of the sicle bancl on the higher angle

side of the (200) peak is even lower it can not be distinguishecl frorn the backgr.ouncl.

In adclition, flotn Eqs.103 and 104 the arnplitucle of fluctuation in atomic scattering

factol, D, can be deterrnined by the following expr-ession
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D =I'UZ +IHI12 (106)

In the Ge-rich region,

D=f,n*- fo

where, f'',n* ir the maximuln value of atondc scattedng factor.

(107)

Assurning thatf is alinealfunction of cornposition, i.e. f =Xo" fo" + (1-Xo") fNr ,

ancl substituting it into 8q.106, D can be expr-essed by,

D =rt1l2 +r,uz = fn.,o* - fo

= Xc", o ( Xc", n,u* - Xo"g ) (fc" - fNi) (108)

wheLe, Xo",g is the avelage colnposition of the Ge-enrichecl legion of the solicl solution aucl

Xc",u.,^* is the cornposition conesponding to the highest Ge concentration in the legion.

Then, Xc",n.,n* can be expressecl by,

Xo",u,^* = Xc",' + (rL1l2 + r'tlz) / (fce, fNi) (10e)

Due to the cosine nature of the cornpositiorl wave, the avelage cornposition in the

Ge-r'ich region is 0.64 Xc",n.,n*. Fol a sirnilal reason, the lowest concenûation Xo".,,,,n in

the Ge-clepletecl region can be expressecl by

Xc",n,in =Xc" 0 - (rrttz +r'rlz) / (fc" - fNi)
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The average cornposition in the Ge-depleted region can therefore be obtainecl fi'om

0'36 X"",0 * Xc".n,in'

The relative peak intensities of the two siclebancls around the (200) cliffraction peak

in Ni- 14.56ato/oGe alloy, shown in Fig. 69b, are 0.19 ancì 0.05, r'espectively. Accolclingly,

the average concentration of Ge in Ge-rich region is estirnatecl to be about 2Lato/o ancl in the

Ge-depleted legion about J at%oGe. However, the maximum concenftation of Ge in the Ge-

enriched region, is found to be 26ato/o. This irnplies that the Ge concenÍation has leached a

level at which NirGe can precipitate. The presence of a srnall (200) peak of Ni.Ge, which

is balely visible in Fig.69b, seems to be consistent with this analysis. The Ge content of

new precipitate is found to be a iittle bit highel than the equilibliurn concenû'ation of Ge in

Ni.Ge.

5.2.2. continuous Fhase Transformation of hli3ce-y' in
|'{I- 1 4.56 atvoGe Alloy Ðuring [sothermal Agein g at 550 and

600 "c

Accor'ding to the Ni-Ge phase diaglarn, which is illustratecl in Fig.18, when the Ni-

14.56 att/aGe alloy is solution heat tleated at 1100oC, fast quenchecl to loom temperature

and aged at 550oC and 600oC, the microsffucture of the alloy shoul be cornposecl of two

equilibriurn phases, viz disordeled Ni-c¿ solid solution and olclerecl Ni.Ge-t' intennetallic

cornpouncl. In the quench-agecl specirnen, the Ge concentration in Ni-satulatecl Ni.Ge

should be about 23 ato/o ancl the equilibriurn volurre fi'action of Ni,Ge-1'phase shoulcl be

about 30o/a. The formation of Ni.G"-T' phase from an originally clisorclerecl Ni-c

supersatuatecl solicl solution cluring the ageing fieatment shoulct involve two basic
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processes. First, Ge solute atoms should cluster somewhere within the alloy in orcler to

satisfy the cornposition requirerrent fol the fonnation of Ni.Ge-y' precipitates. Seconclly,

Ni and Ge atotns should an'ange themselves in the Ge-clusterecl regions to fonn an olc'lerecl

L12 crystal sn'ucture. The results of this investigation suggest that when Ni-I4.56ato/oGe

alloy is isothermally agecl at 550'C ancl 600'C, both of these two processes occur in a

continuous mannel. In the following section, this behaviour is cliscussecl first, followecl by

a ploposed possible reaction path involving the interplay of these two processes.

A. Spinodal decomposition during early stages of the transformation

According to the expedmental results, the microstluctural cleveloprnent of the alloy

cluring isotherrnal ageing can be subdivided into the sequences plesentecl below.

Li the as-quenched condition, fluctuation in composition within the rnaterial has

ah'eacly occured. The mottlecl contrast observecl in the TEM rnicrograph of the as-quenchecl

samples, as well as the intensity fluctuation on the lower angle sicle of the (200) x-ray

diffi'action peak ale all evidence for the existence of this cornposition fluctuation. However,

at this stage, since the conffast ancl the diffuse scattering effects ¿ue not very pronouncecl,

the arnplitude of the cornposition fluctuation within the as-quenchecl matelial is relatively

snall. As mentionecl in the litelatule leview in chapter 2, the arnplitucle of the initial

cornposition fluctuation is probably due to (1) thennai fluctuation which rnay ah-eacly exist

witlrin the material when it is solution heat tleatecl at high rempeïatule lZIl, and,lor (Z) a

certain clegree of clecornposition within the rnaterial cluring quenching from the solution

fi eatment ternperature.

On ageing at 550 ancl 600 oC., the siclebancls becorne better clefinecl ancl appear on
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both sicles of the (200) reflection. Since the intensity of the siclebancls clepencls on the

arnplitude of the cornposition fluctuation, a continuous inclease in intensity of the

sidebancls with ageing tirne inclicates that the growth of the arnplitucle of the cornposition

fluctuation is time dependent. FurthermoLe, since the position of the siclebancls was

observed to tnove towarcls the main diffraction peak progressively with ageing time, the

wavelength of the cornposition fluctuation, which is inversely ploportional to the angular.

deviation of the siclebancl from the main peak, is also time clepenclent. The microstructural

features of the agecl rnaterial also exhibit a progressive change. With increase in ageing

titne, a better defined modulatecl microstructure ananged along the <100> matrix cli¡ection

also appearecl. The wavelength of the moclulated structure was observecl to increase

continuously with ageing tirne. Therefor-e, during the early stages of the phase

transfoltnation, both the arnplitucle and the wavelength of the cornposition rnoclulation

demonstrate a continuous and progressive increase. In aclclition, it appears that the

composition fluctuation occurs in advance of the fonnation of NirG"-T'precipitates.

Evidence of this can be obtained by cornparing the intensity profile of (200) ancl (100)

peaks in the al1oy aged at 600'C. In Figs.79a ancl 83a it is seen that in the as-quepchecl

conclition the intensity fluctuation contributed by the composition fluctuation has alreacly

occurred. However, no (100) superlattice peak of NirGe-/phase has been cletectecl. This

inclicates that NirGe-t' has not yet precipitatecl at this stage. After'5 minutes of ageing, the

(200)reflection of NirGe-/ is barely visible on the shoulcler of the low angle siclebancl.

(Fig.79b). Corespondingly, a relatively weak and cliffuse (100) superlattice peak srarrs ro

appear. The same conclusion can be drawn by exarnining the curve illustratecl i¡ Fig.85

which clemonstrates the relative volume fraction of Ni.Ge-y'precipitates after a given

iength of tirne with respect to the total equilibriurn volume of NirGe-1' phase, when alloy is

agecl at 600"C. By extrapolating the culve to the holizontal axis, the start of the

plecipitarion of Ni3Ge-y' is e stimated to be at about 5 rninutes of ageing. This is consistent
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with the conclusioll basecl on the x-r'ay cliffraction study (Fig.79). This will becorne even

mole evident when evolution of the intensity plofile of (200) peak in the alloy agecl at

550"C is examinecl. Since the cliffusion rate is lower at this lower ageing temperatul'e, it

takes a longel time for the cornposition fluctuation to be sufficiently well developecì to

plotnote the Ni.Ge-y' precipitation. Therefore, at this ageing temperature it takes about 25

minutes of ageing for a relatively small (200) peak of Ni.Ge-y'ro becorne visible.

Howevel, before that, the arnplitucle of the cornposition fluctuation wave exhibits a

colltitruous increase. Therefore, it is conclucled that when the alloy is agecl at 550oC ancl

600oC, a composition fluctuation occuls first to give rise to the Ge-rich ancl Ge-clepletecl

legions. When the Ge concentration in the Ge-rich regiorrs reaches a critical point, the

Ni3Ge-/ precipitates start to form. In othel woLcls, the cornposition lequilement for the

Ni. Ge-y' precipitation is accomplished via a continuous composition fluctuation process.

It was observecl that when the matelial was agecl at 550oC, the wavelength of

cornposition fluctuation was tirne indepenclent during the vely eally stages. In aclclitiou, at

the ageing temperature of 600oC the growth of the cornposition fluctuation wavelength

follows the Lifschitz-Slyozov and Wagner theoly of diffusion controllecl growth. These

two kinetic chalactelistics of the aged alloy are similal to those of the rrost coûuron

spinodal alloys and are consiclered to be the two rnost irnportant critelia for clistinguishing

spinodal decotnposition fi'oln the conventional nucleation ancl growth tlansfonnation.

Moteover, in Fig.77b which is the cenfial dark fielcl rniclograph of a specimen agecl at

600"C for 15 minutes, it is seen that the NirGe-t' precipitates arepelioclically clistributecl

within the matrix.This periodic disn'ibution is causecl by the cornposition fluctuation which

ct'eates the periodic aligntnent of the Ge-rich ancl Ge-depletecl legions ancl promotes the

formatiorl of Ni.Ge-Y'precipitates in these Ge-lich regions. Since no pleferential

nucleation sites for NirGe-y' plecipitates like grain bounclaries or clisiocations coulcl be
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observed, the precipitation behaviour is suggestecl to exhibit a homogeneous character.

This behavioul is also believecl to be an impoltant rnicrostructural characteristics of

spinodal clecornposition.

The miclohardness of the aged alloy increased significantly cluring the very early

stages of the phase tlansfoilnation. Since at this stâge, NirGe-y' can not plecipitate clue to

the unavailability of suitable Ge-enriched sites, the increase in halclness can only be

attributecl to the cornposition fluctuation. This situation is mole cleally clemonstratecl in

Fig.86, which illustrates the valiation in harclness with ageing time when the alloy was

aged at 550"C. Although there exists a well definecl periocl before Ni.Ge-y' staïts to

precipitate, which has been confirrned by the x-r'ay study, the halclness of the material

exhibits a progressive increase from the very beginning of the ageing plocess. This

indicates that incubation period for the increase in harciness cloes not exist. However, in a

plecipitation process via conventional nucleation ancl growth rnechanism, the change in the

lnost microstructural sensitive parameters of the material, like hardness, tnagnetisrn etc,

shoulcl exhibit an incubation period. Therefore, based on the obselvation of changes in

miclohalclness with aging time, the material seems to unclergo a spinoclal clecornpositior-r

duling the early stages of phase Íansformation.

Basecl on the experimental evicÌence which inclucles the kinetic behavioul of the

decornposition process, the occurrence of r¡odulated microstructule ancl satellite effects in

the diffiaction pattern as well as the variation of rnicroharclness with ageing tirne, it is

concludecl that cfuring the early stages of transfonnation, spinodal clecornposition occurs in

the Ni-l4.56atq/aGe alloy. The fluctuation in cornposition results in the establishrnent of

periodically alignecl Ge-r-ich ancl Ge-depletecl regions. When the cornposition in the Ge-r-ich

regions reach the appropriate value, equilibriurn Ni.Ge-y'phase starts to precipitate frorn
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these legions.

B. Interplay of clustering and orderjng during the phase transformation

According to the valiation ill the lattice paralneter with coinposition, it is seen that in

the two phase field the rate of increase in lattice palameteï with Ge concentration is

appreciable. Therefore, the fluctuation in cornposition, which gives r-ise to the folrnation of

Ge-rich regions, rnight incluce considerable strain and hence a coilesponcling strain energy

in the lattice. This extra amount of enelgy with a positive value rnight clecrease the clriving

folce for spinodal decornposition and have a tendency to stabilize the solicl solutio¡.

HoweveL, if an ordering process occurs simultaneously, Ni ancl Ge atolns might be

adjusted locally to some appropriate lattice sites, ancl the internal energy as well as the stlain

energy rnay be effectively reducecl. This situation is expectecl to be more energetically

favorable fol fulther phase separation. In the literature review, the coopelation of cluster-ing

ancl ordeling has been suggested to be theoletically possible. On the basis of the elecffon

theory of phase stability also, this type of coopei'ation seerns to be a reasonable suggestion.

As analyzed pleviously, since the elalatio of Ni is 10 ancl that of Ge is 4, when 3 Ni atoms

and 1 Ge atom bond together to form a NiaGe unit cell its e/a ratio is 8.5. A continuous

addition of Ge to the Ni-Ge solution could cause the Ni lattice to become unstable ancl

protnote the Ni.Ge phase to precipitate. Therefore, an increase in Ge concenfiation is iikely

to increase the concentration of Ge in Ge-enrichecllegions which woulcl plomote a ceftain

degr'ee of short range ordering plogressively in Ge-rich regions. This woulcl r-elax the

internal energy as well as the sÍain eneïgy in the lattice ancl rnay compensate for- the

increase in energy caused by the fluctuation in cornposition. In this manner, the clusteri¡g

and ordering becorne a rnutually cooperative processes.
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ln accordance with the technique proposecl by Laughlin ancl Soffa 12] a mechanism

of phase ûansformatiou involving cooperation of clusteling and orcleling can be justifiect by

using the free energy vs composition cliagram which is shown in Fig.89. The average

cornposition of the alloy is ca ancl the free energy curve of the clisolclered solicl solution

shows two inflections s, and s2. Since the fi'ee energy of the system is a function of

composition ancl the state of olclering in a solid solution, a series of free energy curves

Ianging ñ'om sholt range ordering (SRO) to irnperfect long range olcleling (ILO) between

the disoldered ancl the lowest orderecl cuf/es can be clevelopecl. Since the clisorclerecl solicl

solution with composition Co is energetically unstable with respect to the folmation of Ge-

enrichecl and Ge-depleted regions, spinoclal decornposition occurs. On the other hancl,

since the SRO state is energetically more favorable with respect to the totally clisor-cler-ecl

state, the original clisorclerecl region with higher Ge concentration (i.e. expressecl as Cr,)

becomes somewhat orclered (Cr,'). In this way, continuous phase separation ancl orclering

ploceecl sirnuitaneously and cooperatively and finally produce a mixture of equilibr-iurn Ni-

cr phase with composition c, ancl an ordered NirGe phase. Therefole, the leal r.eaction path

in the Ge-rich regiotts, which is described by using the change in the free energy of the

system, is likely to exhibit a "stailcase profile" as shown in Fig.89.
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1. The r'esults of the plecise lattice parameter ûreasurelnent of Ni-Ge solicl

solutions with Ge concentlations up to lSato/o are in excellent agreement with those

obtained by Brahrnan, Jena and Chaturvedi [60]. According to the nature of the lattice

parameter vs. composition curve, the curve can be clivided into three regions. In the first

cornposition region with a Ge concentration from zero to about 2ato/o, the relationship

between the lattice parameter and Ge concentration is obseruecl to be linear.. In the seconcl

Iegion with Ge concenfration from 2 at%o to about 10 atVo, the curve exhibits a significantly

negative deviation frorn the linear plot exffapolatecl from the first region. The clegree of

negative cleviation increases with an increase in the Ge concenÍation of the solicl solutions.

In the third region, the solicl solutions are supersaturated ancl the lattice palameter increases

with an increase in Ge concentration ancl the cule tnoves towards the linear plot again.

2. In the first region, i.e. a clilute solicl solution legion, the apparent atomic

cliameter of Ge solute is 0.272 run which is 7lo/o lalger than the atornic cliarneter of Ge ilr its

cliarnorld crystal sû'uctru'e. This increasecl value is founcl to be consistent with that obtainecl

by using Goldschrnidt's correction factor which is basecl on the coorclination number.

Thelrnodynamically, the dilute solid solutions are suggestecl to be icleal ancl the clistribution

of Ge atoms in Ni lattice is random. Therefore, the lattice parameter of the solicl solutions
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exhibits a linear relationship with Ge concentration.

3. In the seconcl region, i.e. in a concentratecl solicl solution region, srnall plate-

like Ge-rich zones are founcl to be plesent by using both x-ray ancl TEM techniques. The

nutnbel as well as the Ge concentration in these plate-like zones incleases with Ge

concenfi'ation. The crystallographic relationship between Ge-rich zones (G) ancl the rnatrix

(M) is suggested to be (100)c ll (100)M and [010]o ll t01OlM. Basecl on rhe comparison of

paltial tnolar volumes of Ge in Ni-Ge solid solutions with different Ge concentration and in

Ni3Ge interrnetallic cotnpound, as well as on the basis of the influen ce of ela ratio on

stability of fcc crystal structure, the Ge-rich zones are suggestecl to be partially orclerecl ancl

possess a lower specific volume. The presence of Ge-rich zones with a lower specific

volume is suggested to cause the negative deviation in the lattice parametor vs. composifiori

cuwe from the extrapolated linear plot.

4. The adclition of Ge in the Ni lattice significantly influences rhe clislocation

configuration in the material ZVa deformecl. In clilute solicl solutions, like in pule nickel, the

clislocation subsfuctule has in a three-clirnensional rnorphology. This kind of clislocatio'

configuration irnplies that the clislocations can clirnb easily and hence tangle with each

other. In the concenÍated solutions, the dislocation configuration is planar. The presence of

pattially ordered Ge-rich zones is suggestecl to be responsible for the formation of this kincl

of dislocation subsû ucture.

5. Based on the microstructural chalacteristics, results of the kinetic stucly of the

phase ffansfonnation, and the nature of the valiation in rnicroharclness with ageing time, it

is concludecl that Ni-14.56ato/oGe alloy in the as-quenched conclition, ancl clurilig the

isothermal ageing that follows at 550oC anct 600"C undergoes a spinodal type phase
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separatioll in advance of Ni.Ge plecipitation. The continuous cornpositiop rnoclulation clue

to spinodal clecornposition gives dse to a periodic alignrnent of Ge-rich ancl Ge-clepletecl

regions. When the Ge concentration in the Ge-rich regions reaches a critical value, Ni.Ge-

y' phase starts to precipitate. The strengthening effect clue to this kincl of continuous phase

fiansfonnation to ploduce Ni.Ge is ver-y appr-eciable.

6. Basecl on the modern continuous phase transformation theory ancl

consideration of the influence of elaratio on the stabiiity of fcc crystal sûucture by the Ge

aclclitions, a "stailcase profile" reaction path involving the cooperation of clustering ancl

ordeling reactions has been suggestecl ancl explessecl by using a graphical therrnoclynarnic

apploach.
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